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SUMMARY 

This document contains the first part of the revised drafts of 
the forms relating to Chapters I and II of the PCT, including 
certain additional forms presented for the first time. The 
forms contained in this first part are those which are intended 
for use by the Receiving Offices and the International Searching 
Authorities in dealing with communications which may arise in 
connection with the performance of their functions under the PCT 
procedure. These forms have been revised or--as far as they are 
new--prepared in the light of the comments made at the sixth ses
sion of the Interim Advisory Committee for Administrative Ques
tions, taking also into account proposals resulting from further 
study and examination by the International Bureau of questions it 
was asked to study by the Interim Committee and proposals result
ing from experience gained in the simulated test program of tpe 
PCT procedures. The second part of the revised draft of the forms, 
including also certain additional forms, is contained in document 
PCT/AAQ/VII/8. The third part, i.e., the printed drafts of four 
forms of particular importance, is contained in document 
PCT/AAQ/VII/9. 
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1. The PCT Interim Committee for Administrative Questions (hereinafter referred 
to as "the Interim Committee"), at its fourth session held in Tokyo in October 1973, 
decided to establish a Working Group on Forms (hereinafter referred to as "the 
Working Group") which would be composed of specialists in the field of standardiza
tion of Patent Office procedures. According to the decision of the Interim Com
mittee, the task of the Working Group was to examine in detail the existing drafts 
of the forms with respect to contents and layout before any further consideration 
of the forms by the Interim Committee itself. The Working Group was also asked to 
consider the question of the mandatory or the optional character of the forms. 

2. The Working Group met in Geneva in September 1974, and revised drafts of the 
forms which incorporated the changes agreed upon by that Working Group were pre
sented to the Interim Committee at its sixth session held in Geneva from October 27 
to November 3, 1975. 

3. At its said sixth session the Interim Committee decided not to continue the 
detailed consideration of the documents relating to the forms during that session, 
partly because of lack of time for the necessary thorough examination and partly 
since it was felt that it would be preferabie to defer a detailed examination and 
revision of the forms until after completion of the program for "Testing the Draft 
Administrative Instructions Including the PCT Forms, .for Their Compliance with 
Practical Requirements through Simulat·ion of PCT Procedures" (the "Test Program") 
(for the report concerning the Test Program, see document PCT/AAQ/VII/10) during 
which the forms would be thoroughly tested and subjected to practical experience 
by several Offices. 

4. With respect to the further procedure concerning the forms, the Interim Com
mittee decided that, at the latest, upon completion of the envi~~ged Test.Program and1 

preferabl~ no later than by April 30, 1976, the interested Offices should submit 
observations on the forms, in writing, to the International Bureau. The Interna
tional Bureau should then analyze the observations and estimate the extent of 
revision of the forms needed in the light of the results of the discussions of 
that session and of the observations received. Thereafter, the Director General 
of WIPO would either himself establish a final version .of the forms, or convene a 
Working Group on Forms with the task of establishing such a final version. The 
Working Group on Forms, if convened, should consist of experts of the Offices tak-
ing part in the Test Program. In any event, whether the final version of the 
forms would be established by the Director General or by the Working Group 
on Forms, that version of the forms would be considered final by the Interim Com
mittee and would no longer be examined by it in detail. The only question which 
the Interim Committee reserved for its final decision was that of the mandatory 
or optional character of each form. That decision would be taken on the basis 
of the proposals submitted by the Director General, based on the results of the 
work of the Working Group on Forms, if any. The Director General would then 
decide, in the light of the progress made with the preparation of the final ver
sion·of the forms, for which of the future sessions of the Interim Committee the 
question of considering the mandatory or optional character of the forms should 
be placed on the agenda, it being understood that preferably this matter should 
be decided before the end of 1976. 

5. The forms have been revised and certain additional forms prepared (Forms 
PCT/R0/129-132, PCT/ISA/223, 224, PCT/IB/342-345, PCT/IPEA/423, 424) taking into 
account the comments offered by the participants in the Test Program. Having 
regard to the delay before the results of experience gained in the Test Program 
became available and the further time required to revise the forms in the light 
of the comments received, it was not practicable to convene a Working Group on 
Forms prior to the present session of the Interim Committee. Both in view of the 
amount of work which has already gone into the preparation of the forms and the 
stage that work has now reached and in view of the time schedule for the entry 
into force of the PCT which can now be estimated, it would neither seem to be 
necessary nor--in view of the time element--possible to subject the,forms to 
further detailed scrutiny by a Working Group next year, Such procedure would en
tail the riskof not having any approved version of the forms available at the time 
of entry into force. In addition, the forms must be annexed to the Administrative 
Instructions on which a final decision.must be made by the Director General after 
the present session of the Interim Committee. The Director General intends there
fore to finalize the forms after the present session of the Interim Committee with
out subjecting them once more to a major revision and without convening a Working 
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Group. This would be done with the conviction that the forms have sufficiently 
matured to constitute a workable instrument for the initial operational period 
of the PCT and that any further major revision should be deferred until practical 
experience with their use has been gained. 

Documents Containing the Forms 

6. This document contains the first part of the revised drafts of the forms, in
cluding certain additional forms, which are intended for the use of the I.nterna
tional Authorities (namely, the Receiving Office, the International Searching 
Authority, the International Bureau, and the International Preliminary Examining 
Authority) in dealing with the communications which may arise in the PCT procedure, 
that is, the processing of international applications under Chapters I and II of 
the PCT. 

7. Because of the number of forms involved, the documents containing the forms 
have been separated into three parts. The first part contains the forms for the 
Receiving Office and the International Searching Authority, whereas the second 
part, i.e.1 the forms for the International Bureau and the International Preliminary 
Examining Authority, is set forth as a separate document (PCT/AAQ/VII/8). 

8. Finally, the third part containing the printed versions of four forms of 
particular importance (namely the request (Form. PCT/R0/101) , the international 
search report (From PCT/ISA/210) , the demand (Form PCT/IPEA/401) , and the inter
national preliminary examination report (Form PCT/IPEA/409) is also set forth as 
a separate document (PCT/AAQ/VII/9). 

Basic Structure of the Forms 

9. The drafts of the forms as revised retain their basic structure in that, in 
general, they contain matter relating to (i) the addressing and mailing of the 
communication, (ii) the identification of. the international application to which 
the communication relates, (iii) the information which it is necessary to communi
cate in order to satisfy a particular procedural step, and (iv) the identification 
of the International Authority issuing the communication. 

1·0. The contents of the forms are accompanied either by notes which contain the 
relevant PCT provisions upon which such contents are based; or only by citations 
of such provisions depending on whether or not the applicant is a recipient of any 
given form. It is recalled that the 1974 Working Group was of the opinion that 
notes were very useful in connection with all forms dealing with communications to 
the applicants, whereas with respect to the forms relating to communications among 
the International Authorities, no notes were needed, since the staff of the Inter
national Authorities could be expected to be familiar with the relevant provisio~s 
of the PCT, at least after a short initial period of training. The Working Group 
thought that ~ven in those cases a reference to the relevnnr. provision would be 
useful. 

11. The revised drafts of the forms are set forth in different colors in order to 
facilitate identification of the international authorities from which they emanate. 
Separate numbering series are used to further identify the International Authority 
from which a particular form emanates, e.g., the Receiving Office is identified by 
the PCT/R0/(100) series, the Intetuational Searching Authority by the PCT/ISA/(200) 
series, the International Bureau by the PCT/IB/(300) series, and the International 
Preliminary Examining Authority by the PCT/IPEA/(400) series. 

Advantages of PCT forms 

12. The PCT forms are helpful in preparing the work of the various International 
Authorities and they could well be used as an aid in organizing the work. By their 
very design, the PCT forms will often guide the flow of work through the Offices of 
the various International Authorities. Furthermore, the PCT forms should help in
crease production and promote accuracy, with a minimum of backtracking ,and delay. 

13. In short, the PCT forms help to furnish the International Authorities with a 
reasonably compact record and to reduce the administrative costs of the Interna
tional Authorities. To attempt to carry out the various PCT procedures without the 
PCT forms would most probably lead to less efficient and less well harmonized pro
cedures. 
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14. Since virtually every International Authority may have to use many PCT forms, 
and the resulting work will occupy a considerable part of the time of its staff, 
the PCT forms have been designed so as to require the minimum effort on the part 
of those who have to complete or use them. 

Mandatory or Optional Use of Forms 

15. In respect of the notes to the forms, the 1974 Working Group took the view 
that the notes did not constitute part of the contents of the forms themselves, but 
were regarded as an annex attached for the convenience of the user, irrespective 
of whether they were reproduced on the back of the form sheets or as an appendix 
to the forms. Consequently, the Working Group felt that the notes could be dis
regarded in any discussion of the mandatory or optional character of the contents 
of the forms. In any event, it was the opinion of the Working Group that the 
notes, as mere explanatory material, would be optional, even if all or some of 
the forms were to be considered mandatory as to their contents. If the Interim 
Committee continues to agree with this view, the notes can be disregarded in the 
discussion of the mandatory or optional character of the forms. 

16. As regards the Request form (PCT/R0/101), the International Search Report 
form (PCT/ISA/210), the lJemand form (PCT/IPEA/401) and the l.nternational Pre
liminary l!:'xamination Report form (PCT/IPEA/409), contained in document PCT/AAQ/VII;:~, 
the Working Group took the view that the use of printed forms and the particula·rs 
of such forms were prescribed in the Regulations under the PCT. Therefore, these 
forms were not to be considered in the context of a discussion of the mandatory 
or optional character of the forms. 

17. Consequently, the consideration of the question of the mandatory or optional 
character of the forms should be limited to the forms not referred to in the pre
ceding paragraph and should take into account that the notes, not forming part 
of the contents of the forms, could be disregarded in this context. With regard 
to the appropriate time for the decision_which the Interim Committee reserved for 
itself to take in due course, the International Bureau believes that,in view of 
the need to finalize the Draft Administrative Instructions after the present ses
sion of the Interim Committee, a decision on the question to what extent the 
forms, as to their contents and to their layout, should be mandatory or optional, 
should be taken at the present session of the Interim Committee. 

18. With respect to the decision to be taken, it continues to be the opinion of 
the International Bureau that the use of the great majority of the forms should 
be obligatory, particularly in the interests of uniformity and efficiency in the 
handling of forms by parties to whom they are communicated. The consideration of 
the question of a possible optional character should therefore be limited to a 
few forms where compelling reasons exist for the making of an exception to the 
general rule stated above (as has so far been done for three forms expressly re
ferred to as optional in Section 102 of the Administrative Instructions). If 
further forms were to become optional, the list in Section 102(c) of the Administra
tive Instructions would have to be amended accordingly. Both the mandatory and 
the optional forms should be annexed to the Administrative Instructions. 

19. The Interim Committee is invited to 
consider the drafts of the revised and new 
forms and to give its advice to the Inter
national Bureau. 

[Table follows] 
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TABLE IDENTIFYING FORMS WHICH ARE SIMILAR OR ANALOr~US TO FORMS 
USED BY DIFFERENT PCT INTERNATIONAL AUTHORITIES 

FORMS OF THE 

International International 
Receiving Searching International Preliminary 
Office Authority Bureau Examining 

Authority 

106 215 313 -

108 216 314 411 

109 217 315 412 

110 - 316 -

111 - 317 -
112 218 - -
113 - 306 -
115 209 321 . -
116 - 324 -
117 - 325 -

121 - 318 -

123 - 319 -

124 - 320 -

- 211 322 417 

- 214 323 410 

- 212 - 420 

- - 309 422 

- 221 341 421 

129 - 342 -

130 - 343 -
131 223 344 423 

132 224 345 424 

[Draft Forms follow] 



I. FORMS TO BE EMPLOYED BY THE RECEIVING OFFICE 

Form Identification 
Number: 

PCT/RO/lOl* .......•..•.. REQUEST 

Title of Form: 

PCT/RO/l02 ....••..•.•... NOTIFICATION CONCERNING PAYMENT OF 
TRANSMITTAL, SEARCH, AND INTERNATIONAL 
FEES 

PCT/RO/l03 •...•••...•..• INVITATION TO CORRECT THE PURPORTED 
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

PCT/R0/104 •...•.•.•..••. NOTIFICATION THAT THE PURPORTED INTER
NATIONAL APPLICAT,ION IS NOT TREATED AS 
AN INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

PCT/RO/lOS ........•..... NOTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
.APPLICATION NUMBER AND OF THE INTER
NATIONAL FILING DATE 

PCT/RO/l06 .•..•.....•••• INVITATION TO CORRECT DEFECTS IN THE 
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

PCT/R0/107 .............. NOTIFICATION OF NON-INCLUSION OF 
DRAWINGS WITH THE INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION 

PCT/R0/108 •.•.•.•...•.•. INVITATION TO REQUEST RECTIFICATION 

PCT/R0/109 .•••.•...•••.. NOTIFICATION JF DECISION CONCERNING 
REQUEST FOR RECTIFICATION 

Pc:'T/P.O/llO ..•.•.....•.•. INVITATION TO CORRECT PRIORITY DATE 

PCT/RO/lll ••••.........• NOTIFICATION OF CORRECTION OR CAN
CELLATION OF PRIORITY CLAIM 

PCT/RO/ll2 ..•..••....•.. NOTIFICATION CONCERNING EXPRESSIONS, 
ETC., NOT TO BE USED IN THE INTER
NATIONAL APPLICATION 

PCT/RO/ll3 ••.•.•...•.•.. REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF CHANGE 
IN THE PERSON, NAME, OR ADDRESS OF 
APPLICANT 

PCT/RO/ll4 •...••....•... NOTIFICATION OF NON-COLLECTION OF 
RECORD COPY 

PCT/RO/llS ••••..•••••..• NOTIFICATION OF INTENTION TO MAKE 
DECLARATION THAT INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION CONSIDERED WI_THDRAWN 

PCT/R0/116 •... , ••....... NOTIFICATION OF DESIGNATIONS CO~
SIDERED TO BE WITHDRAWN 

PCT/RO/ll7 .•............ NOTIFICATION THAT INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION CONSIDERED TO BE WITH
DRAWN 

PCT/RO/ll8 .....•.•...... NOTIFICATION CONCERNING DOCUMENTS 
TRANSMITTED 

PCT/R0/119 .....•...•.... NOTIFICATION OF REFUND OF FEES 

PCT/R0/120 .............. INVITATION TO PAY FEE FOR PREPARA
TION OF COPIES 

PCT/R0/121 .............. NOTIFICATION THAT PRIORITY CLAIM 
CONSIDERED NOT TO HAVE BEEN MADE 

* Printed Form (see D ··<eurr.ent PCT/MQ/VII/9) 

Provisions pursuant to 
which Form is issued: 

Rule 4 

Rules 14, 15, 16 

Article 11 (2) (a) 

Rule 20.7(i) 

Rule 20.5(c) 

Article 14(1) 

Article 14(2) 

Rule 9l.l(d) 

Administrative Instruc
tions, Section 109 

Rule 4.10(d) 

Rule 4.10 (d) 

Rule 9 

Rules 18.5 or 54.4, 
Administrative Instruc
tions, Section 306 

Rule 22.2(d), third 
sentence, Administrative 
Instructions, Section 315 
Rule 29.4 

Rule 29.l(b) 

Articles 14 (1), 
14 (3) , 14 (4) and 
Rule 29.1 

Article 12(1), Rules 
20,7(iv), 22.2(e), 
26.4(c) and (d), 
29.l(a) (i), Administrative 
Instructions, Sections 
309 (b) (iii), (c) (ii) and 
310 (c) (iii), (d) (ii) 

Rules 15.6 and 16.2 

Rule 2l.l(c) 

Rule 4.10(b), Admini
strative Instructions, 
Section 302 



PCT/R0/122 ••.•.•..•..... NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF 
REQUESTED DOCUMENTS 

PCT/R0/123 .....•........ NOTIFICATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 
OR REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 

~ PCT/R0/124 ••..•••..••••. NOTIFICATION OF DEFECTIVE POWER OF 
ATTORNEY OR DEFECTIVE REVOCATION 
OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 

PCT/R0/125 .•.•.•.•.....• NOTIFICATION OF RECEIPT OF PAPERS 
PURPORTING TO BE AN INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION 

PCT/R0/126 .••.•.••.••••. NOTIFICATION CONCERNING LATER SUB
MITTED SHEETS OR DRAWINGS 

PCT/R0/127 .••••..•.....• NOTIFICATION OF DECISION NOT TO 
ISSUE DECLARATION THAT INTER
NATIONAL APPLICATION CONSIDERED 
WITHDRAWN 

PCT/R0/128 •.••....•.•••. INVITATION TO PAY FOR REQUESTED 
DOCUMENTS 

PCT/R0/129 •••••••••••••• REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF CHANGE 
IN THE PERSON, NA!'!E OR ADDRESS OF 
INVENTOR 

PCT/RO/l30 •••••••••••••• REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF CHANGE 
IN THE NAME, OR.ADDRESS OF AGENT OR 
COMMON REPRESENTATIVE 

PCT/R0/13l •••••••••••••• NOTIFICATION OF LACK OF SIGNATURE WITH 
REGARD TO CORRESPONDENCE SUBMITTED BY 
APPLICANT 

PCT/R0/132 •••••••••••••• COMMUNICATION TO THE APPLICANT IN CASES 
FOR WHICH NO OTHER FORM IS APPLICABLE 

-------0 

Rules 20.9, 22.l(b) 
and 22.2(d) 

Rules 90.3(b) and 
90.4(b) 

Rules 90.3(c) and 
90.4(b) 

Administrative Instruc
tions, Section 301 

Administrative Instruc
tions, Sections 309 and 
310 

Administrative Instruc
tions, Section 312 

Rule 20.9 

Rules 92.l(a) and 92.l(b) 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified oelow 

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING PAYMENT 
OF TRANSMITTALJ SEARCHJ AND 
INTERNATIONAL FEES 
issued pursuant to POT Rules 14, (2 ) lli, (') 15( 4 ) 

DhJ'~-; 0}"' ?'t-7\.lJ,JjJG 
11:)~ t.:.~: RCt!•.'::!v:ir:t·, OJ'f~.('f. 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I 
(.___;s no ag<nt, of the APPLICANT(l) _____. M'P.J,J.Chli'::'' s on hGD·JT' s FJ:l,J: NO. (ll 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION/PURPORTED INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No./Provisional 
File No. 

International Filing Date/Date of Receipt 

Title'of Invention 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTI F I C.A Tl ON 

The applicant is hereby notified that this Receiving Office has calculated 

the amounts of the prescribed fees and has recorded any payrnHnt thereof as 

indicated below. 

I. TRliliSMITTAL FEE. This fee is charged in connection with the tasks 

pc;rforrned by this. Recc;iving Office. (Z) 

The Prescribed Amount of the Transmittal Fee is 

':'21.; Amount Paid by the Applicant is 

Thus tl:e amount paid: 

... --l 
I - . 
r-· -, 
I --

[_] 

is the prescribed a."'tount. 

represents an overpayment in the amount of 

leaves a balance due in the a:noun":: of 

WEER[!; A 3ALl~~JC2 ~:S DUE, THE A:?PLIC.hNT IS EEREBY I~""TJ TED 
WITH:LN • • • • • • • • • • • • (1-\0N'I'l-l) (!.1.'~·~'5) ?:!:'l0:-1 T3E DATE OF Hl.IHNG 
INDIChTED ABOVE '!Xl ST:iHHI'17 THF: . .A.DDIT:.':ON,1\L ABOUNT. (5) ( 15) 

- FAILU:t\o":: '1'0 GO SO SL..,LL RESULT :;:;,; Ti-iE IN'I'BRHA.TION?.L 
l-<.PPLICATI001 BEING CONSIDERED ~H'l'HDPA:·JN. ( 6) 

(NOTIFICATION continued on following page) 

L::iee noves on reverse s1ae 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/102 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or·appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Where, in the case of severa-l applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
common representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ative or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." .<Section 108 (a) (ii)). 

"Where the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent 
shall be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, pro
vided it does not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) Rule 14 entitled "The Transmittal Fee;, reads as follows: 

"14.1 The Transmittal Fee 

(a) Any receiving Office may require that the applicant pay a fee to it, for its own 
benefit, for receiving the international application, transmitting copies to the International 
Bureau ;:md Lhe competent International Searching Authority, and performing al\the other tasks 
which it must perform in connection with the international application in its apacity of 
receiving Office ("transmittal fee"). 

(b) The amount and the due date of the transmittal fee, if any, shall be fixed by the 
receiving Office." 

(3) Rule 16 entitled "The Search Fee" reads as follows: 

"16.1 Right to Ask for a Fee 

(a) Each International Searching Authority may require that the applicant pay a fee 
("search fee") for its own benefit for carrying out the international search and for per
forming all other tasks entrusted to International Searching Authorities by the Treaty and 
these Regulations. 

(b) The search fee shall be collected by the receiving Office. It shall be payable 
in the currency prescribed by that Office, it being understood that, if the currency is not 
the same as the currency of the State in which the International Searching Authority is 
located, the search fee, when transferred by the receiving Office to that Authority, shall 
be freely convertible into the currency of the said State. As to the time of payment of the 
search fee, Rule 15.4(a) shall apply. 

16.2 Refund 

The search fee shall be refunded to the applicant if the determination under Article 
11(1) is negative. 

16.3 Partial Refund 

Where the international application claims the priority of an earlier international 
application which has been the subject of an international search by the same International 
Searching Authority, that Authority shall refund the search fee paid in connection with the 
later international application to the extend and under the conditions provided for in the 
agreement under Article 16(3) (b), if the international search report on the later inter
national application could wholly or partly ·be based on the results of the international 
search effected on the earlier international application. 



NOTIFICATION CONCERNING PAYMENT OF TRANSMITTAL, SEARCH AND INTERNATIONAL FEE (Continued) 

II. SEARCH FEE. This fee is charged in connection with the tasks performed 

by the International Searching Authority. (3 ) 

The Prescribed Amount of the Search Fee is 

The Amount Paid by the Applicant'is 

Thus the amount paid: 

is the prescribed amount. 

represents an overpayment in the amount of 

leaves a balance due in the amount of 

WHERE A BALANCE IS DUE, THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED 
WITHIN • • • • • • • • • • • • (MONTH) (D.Wl;l) FROM THE DATE OF MAILING 
INDICATED ABOVE TO SUBMIT THE ADDITIONAL AMOUNT. (13) (15) 
FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL RESULT IN THE INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION BEING CONSIDERED WITHDRAWN.(6) 

III. INTERNATIONAL FEE. This fee is charged in connection with the tasks 

performed by the International Bureau. (4 ) 

A. Basic Fee part of the International Fee:(?) 

$45 plus the number of sheets 
of the international application in excess of 30 

The Prescribed Amount of the Basic Fee Part is 

The Amount Paid by the Applicant is 

Thus the amount paid: 

[_.J is the prescribed amount. 

~=~ represents an overpayment in the amount of 

r--J leaves a balance due in the amount of 

WHERE A BALANCE IS DUE, THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED 
WITHIN ••••••••.••• (MONTH) (DAYS) FROM THE DATE OF MAILING 
INDICATED ABOVE TO SUBMIT THE ADDITIONAL AMOUNT. (8)(15) 
FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL RESULT IN THE INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION BEING CONSIDERED WITHDRAWN. (6) 

B. Designation Fee part of the International Fee:(g) 

Number of DESIGNATED STATES for which 
regional patents have not been sought 

Number of these which require the 
furnishing under Article 13 of a 
copy of the international application 

Number of these which DO NOT 
require the Article 13 copy 

n:OTIFICATION continued on following T.'age) 

x $1.00 per sheet 

X $14 

X $12 

~--=~~:-:o--:-:-7-.,...,..----:-:::-;-:-'- ····--·-·----·------------------:-----__. F'Mn PCTIROilO?'hi (August 1976) See notes on re,·ers~ aide 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/102 (Continued) 

(4.) Rule 15 entitled "The International Fee" reads as follows: 

"15.1 Basic Fee and Designation Fee 

Each international application shall be subject to the payment of a fee for the benefit 
of the International Bureau ("international fee") consisting of 

(i) a "basic fee", and 

(ii) as many "designation fees" as there are States designated in the international 
application, provided that, where a regional p~tent is sought for certain designated States, 
only one designation fee shall be due for those States. 

15.2 Amounts 

(a) The amounts of the basic fee shall be: 

(i) if the international application contains not more than 30 sheets: 
US$45.00 or 194 Swiss francs, 

(ii) if the international application contains more than 30 sheets: US$45.00 
or 194 Swiss francs plus US$1.00 or 4.30 Swiss francs per sheet in excess of 30 sheets. 

(b) The amount of the designation fee shall be: 

(i) for each designated State or each group of designated States for which the 
same regional patent is sought which does not require the furnishing of a copy under Article 13: 
US$12.00 or 52 Swiss francs, 

(ii) for each designated State or each group of designated States for which the 
same regional patent is sought which requires the furnishing of a copy under Article 13: 
US$14.00 or 60 Swiss francs. 

15.3 Mode of Payment 

(a) The international fee shall be collected by the receiving Office. 

(b) The international fee shall be payable in the currency prescribed by the receiving 
Office, it being understood that, when transferred by the receiving Office to the International 
Bureau, it shall be freely convertible into Swiss currency. 

15.4 Time of Payment 

(a) The basic fee shall be due on the date of receipt of the international application, 
However, any receiving Office may, at its discr€tion, notify the applicant of any lack of 
receipt or insufficiency of any amount received, and permit applicants to pay the basic fee 
later, without loss of the international filing date, provided that: 

(i) permission shall not be given to pay later than 1 month after the date of 
receipt of the international application; 

(ii) permission may not be subject to any extra charge. 

(b) The designation fee may be paid on the date of receipt of the international appli
cation or on any later date but, at the latest, it must be paid before the expiration of one 
year from the priority date. 

15.5 Partial Payment 

(a) If the applicant specifies the States to which he wishes any amount paid to be 
applied as designation fee, the amount shall be applied accordingly to the number of States 
which are covered by the amount in the order specified by the applicant. 

(b) If the applicant does not specify any such wish and if the amount or amounts 
received by the receiving Office are higher than the basic fee and one designation fee but 
lower than what is due according to the number of the designated States, any amount in excess 
of the basic fee and one designation fee shall be treated as designation fees for the States 
following the State first named in the request and in the order in which the States are 
designated in the request up to and including that designated State for which the total 
amount of the designation fee is covered by the amount or amounts received. 

(c) The designation fee for the first mentioned State belonging to a group of States 
for which the same regional patent is sought a~d which is specified under paragraph (a) or 
which is reached under paragraph (b) shall, for the purposes of the said paragraphs, be 
considered as covering also the other States of the said group. 

15.6 Refund 

(a) The international fee shall be refunded to the applicant if the determination 
under Article 11(1) is negative. 

(b) In no other case shall the international fee be refunded." 



NOTIFICATION CONCERNING PAYMENT OF TRANSMITTAL, SEARCH AND INTERNATIONAL FEE (Continued) 

Number of GROUPS of designated States 
for which regional patents have been sought ______ : 

Number of these which 
require the Article 13 copy 

Number of these which DO NOT 
require the Article 13 copy 

The Prescribed Amount of the Designation fee part is 

The Amount Paid by the Applicant is 

Thus the amount paid: 

[ _____ I is the prescribed amount. 

r~~J represents an overpayment in the amount of 

r· 1 leaves a balance due in the amount of 

The amount paid covers the designation fee for those States 

X $14 

X $12 

due to the order specified or in which they have been designated 
in the request up to and including (designated State).(lO) 

WHERE A BALANCE IS DUE, THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED WITHIN 
ONE YEAR FROM THE PRIORITY DATE TO SUBMIT THE ADDITIONAL AMOUNT. 
FAILURE TO PAY THE DESIGNATED FEE FOR AT LEAST ONE OF THE 
DESIGNATED STATES SHALL RESULT IN THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
BEING CONSIDERED WITHDRAWN. (11) PAYMENT OF THE DESIGNATION FEE 
FOR AT LEAST ONE OR MORE BUT LESS THAN ALL OF THE DESIGNATED STATES 
SHALL RESULT IN THE DESIGNATION OF THOSE STATES IN RESPECT OF WHICH 
FULL PAYMENT HAS NOT BEEN MADE BEING CONSIDERED WITHDRAWN. (12) 

IV. 'l'OTAL OF ALL THE ABOVE PRESCRIBED FEES AND PAYMENTS 

The Total Amount for all fees is 

The Total Amount Paid by the Applicant is 

Thus the total amount paid: 

r·-·J 
1 ..... 1 

l. ____ l 

equals the total amount for all fees. 

represents an overpayment in the amount of 
Any overpayment will be refunded in due course. 

leaves a balance due in the amount of 

Computation of any time limit indicated above starts on the day following 
the date of mailing of this notification. Within this time limit, payment 
of any balance due has to reac~ this Receiving Office. (14) 

THE APPLICANT MAY PAY ANY BALANCE DUE 
DRAFT, CASH, REVENUE STAMPS, DEBITING 
ETC;/. PAYMENT SHOULD BE MADE IN /_
OF, ACCOUNT INDICATED BELOW OF, ORDER 

BY /CHECK, POSTAL MONEY ORDER, BANK 
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO .•••... , COUPONS 

~/ TO THE /~CCOUNT 
OEf THE RECEIVING OFFICE. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 

Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/102(c) 'Aw·ust 1976) 
See notps on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/102 (Continued) 

(5) See Rule 14.l(b) quoted in note (2) above. 

(6) "If the receiving Office finds that, within the prescribed time limits, the fees pres
cribed under Article 3(4) (iv) have not been paid, or no fee prescribed under Article 4(2) 

has been paid in respect of any of the designated States, the international application shall 
be considered withdrawn and the receiving Office shall so declare." (Article 14(3) (a)) 

"For the purposes of Article 14(3) (a), "fees prescribed under Article 3 (4) (iv)" means·: 
the transmittal fee (Rule 14) • the basic fee part of the international fee (Rule 15.l(i)), 
and the search fee (Rule 16) • . (Rule 27.1 (a) ) 

(7) See Rule 15.2 (a) quoted in note (4) above. 

(8) See Rule 15.4 (a) quoted in note ( 4) above. 

(9) See Rule 15.2 (b) quoted in note (4) above. 

(10) See Rule 15.5 quoted in note (4) above. 

(11) See Rule 15.4(b) quoted in note (4) above and Article 14(3) (a) quoted in note (6) above. 

"Every designation shall be subject to the payment of the prescril;>ed fee within the pre
scribed time limit." (Article 4 (2)) 

(12)"If the receiving Office finds that the fee prescribed under Article 4(2) has been paid 
in respect of one or more (but less than all) designated States within the prescribed 

time limit, the designation of those States in respect of which it has not been paid within 
the prescribed time limit shall be considered withdrawn and the receiving Office shall so 
declare." (Article 14 (3) (b)) 

(13) See Rule 16.l(b) quoted in note (3) above. 

(14)"When a period is expressed as one month or a certain nwnber of months, computation 
shall start on the day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the 

period shall expire in the relevant subsequent month on the day which has the same nwnber 
as the day on which the said event occurred, provided that if the relevant subsequent month 
has no day with the same nwnber the period shall expire on the last day of that month." 
(Rule 80.2) 

"When a period is expressed as a certain number of days, computation shall start on the 
day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period shall expire on 
the day on the day on which the last day of the count has been reached." (Rule 80.3) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting date of the computation of 
any period shall be the date which prevails in the locality at the time when the relevant 
event occurred." (Rule 80.4 (a)) 

"The date on which any period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality 
in which the required document must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80~4'(b)) 

"If the expiration of any period during which any document or fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization 
is not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of official business, or on 
which ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization 
is situated, the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said 
two circumstances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring on a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or 
intergovernmental organization with which the document must be filed or to which the fee 
must be paid closes for business on that day." (Rule 80.7(a)) 

"Any Office or organization may depart from the provisions of paragraph (a) up to mid
night on the relevant day." (Rule 80.7 (b)) 

(15) This is not applicable in Contracting States when the faculty under Rule 15.4(a) is 
not provided for, 



PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO CORRECT THE PURPORTED 
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
issued pursuant to PCT Article 11(2) (a) 12 ) 

D2'!.~rr~ .:.>::-' ?'~. ·.ll.Ii:G 
b;,• t:~.:: !t·:•.!l.l·.:!.r;:: Gffic~; 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of t(~) AGENT and if there I z,:r•PT.,:~ c;,,:T':.; OR J.Gm7T Is FIL!': NO. (1) 
L._.:s no agont, of the APPLICANT __j 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PURPORTED INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
Provisional File No. Date of Receipt 

Title of Invention 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

~1is Receiving Office has noted that the above-identified purported 

international application does not fulfill the requirements under Article 11(1) 

for the granting of an international filing date for the reasons indicated below. 

1. The applicant obviously lacks the right to file an in.t~rnational 
application with this Receiving Office for reasons of: (3) 
~---] residence. 

L.J nationality. 

2. [~] The application is not in the prescribed language. ( 4 ) 

3 D The application does not contain an indication that it is 
. _ intended as an international application. (5) 

4. c··J The application does not contain the designation of at least 
one Contracting State. (6) 

5. L~~---~ The application does not contain the name of the applicant, 
•----- as prescribed. (7) 

6. c-J 
7. LJ 

The application does not contain a par.t which on the face of 
it appears to be a description. (8) 

The application does not contain a part which on the face of 
it appears to be a claim or claims.19) 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO SUBIHT THE REQUIRED CORRECTIONS 
WITHIN .•••...... (MONTH) (DAYS) FROM THE DATE OF MAILING INDICATED 

ABOVE, (lO) THE INTE~ATIONAL FILING DATE WILL BE THE DATE ON WHICH 
THE CORRECTIONS ARE TIMELY RECEIVED. FAILURE TO SUBMIT THE .CORRECTIONS 
WITHIN THIS TIME LIMIT WILL RESULT IN THE APPLICATION NOT BEING TREATED 
AS AN INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION. (11) 

Computation of the time limit starts on the day following the date of 
mailing of the present invitation. (12) Within this time limit the 
corrections have to reach this Receiving Office. 

~The applicant's attention is called to the fact that the 
time limit expires later than one year from the filing date of the appli
cation whose priority is claimed. Thus, the corrections must be received 
within the priority year if the priority is to be retained. 

~·------------------------------------------------------------------~ THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and l'la.ilin'} Address ·Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/RO/h 3 (August 197 6) ~ee notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/103 

These Notes are· intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
common representative or a cc~~on agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ative or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (:l).). 

"Where the applicant haE designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent fiist mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108(r.) (ii)). 

"'1-7here the applicant ha~: appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe:r of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have ap;?ointed se\·eral conur.on agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section l08(a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "The receiving Office shall accord as the international filing date the date of receipt 
of the international application, provided that that Office has found that, at the 

.time of receipt: 

(i) the applicant does not obviously lack, for reasons of residence or nationality, 
the right to file an international application with the receiving Office, 

(ii) the international application is in the prescribed language, 

(iii) the international application contains at least the following elements: 

(a) an indication that it is intended as an international application, 

(b) the designation of at least one Contracting State, 

(c) the name of the applicant, as prescribed, 

(d) a part which on the face of it appears to be a description, 

(e) a part which on the face of it appears to be a claim or claims. .. (Article 11 (1)) 

"If the receiving Office finds that the international application did not, at the time 
of receipt, fulfill the requirements listed in paragraph (1), it shall, as provided in the 
Regulations, invite the applicant to file the required correction." (Article 11 (2) (a)). 

"If the applicant complies with the invitation, as provided in the Regulations, the 
Receiving Office shall accord as the international filfng date the date of receipt of the 
required correction." (Article 11(2) (b)) 

(3) See Article 11(1) (i) quoted in note (2) above. 

(4) See Article 11(1) (ii) quoted in note (2) above. 

(5) See Article 11(1) (iii) (a) quoted in note (2) above. 

(6) See Article ll(i) (iii) (b) quoted in note (2) above. 

(7) See Article 11 (1) (iii) (c) quoted in note (2) above. 

"For the purpose of Article 11(1) (iii) (c), it shall be sufficient to indicate the 
name of the applicant in a way which allows his identity to be established even if the 
name is misspelled, the given names are not fully indicated, or, in the case of legal 
entities, the indication of the name is abbreviated or incomplete." (Rule 20.4(b)). 

(8) See Article 11(1) (iii) (d) quoted in note (2) above. 

(9) See Article 11 (1) (iii) (e) quoted .i.n note (2) above. 

(lO)"The receiving Office shall promptly mail the invitation to the applicant and shall 
fi·x a time limit, reasonable under the circumstances of the case, for filing the 

correction. The time limit shall not be less than 10 days, and shall not exceed 1 month, 
from the date of the invitation. If such time limit expires after the expiration of 1 
year from the filing date of any application whose priority is claimed, the receiving 
Office may call this circumstance to the attention of the applicant." (Rule 20.6(b)) 
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NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/103 (Continued) 

(ll)"If the receiving Office does not, within the prescribed time limit, receive a reply 
to its invitation to correct, or if the correction offered by the applicant still 

does not fulfill the requirements provided for under Article 11(1), it shall: 

(i) promptly notify the applicant that his application is not and will not be 
treated as an international application and shall indicate the reasons therefor," 
(Rule 20.7(i)) 

(12)"When a period is expressed as one month or a certain number of months, computation 
shall start on the day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and 

the period shall expire in the relevant subsequent month on the day which has the same 
number as the day on which the said event occurred, provided that if the relevant sub
sequent month has no day with the same number the period shall expire on the last day 
of that month." (Rule 80.2) 

"When a period is expressed as a certain number of days, computation shall start on 
the day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period shall expire 
on the day on which the last day of the count has been reached." (Rule 80.3) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting date of the computation 
of any period shall be the date which prevails in the locality at the time when the 
relevant event occurred." (Rule 80.4(a)) 

"The date on which any period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality 
in which the required document must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80.4(b)) 

"If the expiration of any period during which any document or ·fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization 
is not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of official business, or on 
which ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization 
is situated, the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said 
two circumstances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring on a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or 
intergovernmental organization with which the document must be filed or to which the fee 
must be paid closes for business on that day." (Rule 80.7(a)) 

"Any Office or organization may depart from the provisions of paragraph (a) up to mid
night on the relevant day.". (Rule 80.7(b)) 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this nage 

NOTIFICATION THAT THE PURPORTED INTER
NATIONAL APPLICATION IS NOT TREATED AS 
AN INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 20.7(~) (2 ) 

DJ·. TL 0~ '". , II.JJ1~ 
l<~ L~ _. rtuC;':.i ,;1!". o~·f';;c•i: 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:.J 
L._;s no ag<nt. of the 4PPLICANT (l) . 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PURPORTED INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

Provisionai File No. Date of Receipt 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is ::1.ereby notified -that the above-identified purported 

international application is not and will not be treated as an inter

national application for the reason indicated below. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

D 

D 

[] 

The applicant has failed to reply to .the invitation 
to cor:t:ec·t which was mailed by this Receiving Office. 

(date invitation- mailed) 

':'he applicant's :=eply to t!-.e invitation to correct, 
v1hich was mailed by 1:his Re.ceiving Office, was 
received by this Off~ce only after the expiration 
of the prescribed time limit. · 

(date invitation mailed)" 

(date reply received) 

The applicant's reply to the invitation to correct, 
which was mailed by this Receiving Office, does not 
fulfill the requirements which were indicated under 
No ..•. of the said invitation . 

. . · ................................... . 
(date invitation mailed) 

Any payments which the applicant has made in respect of the international 

fee and the search fee shall be refunded in due course. (3 ) 

A copy of this notification has been sent( 4 ) to the: 
:---"1 
i 1 International Bureau to inform it that the provisional 
I___ file number indicated above will not be used as an 

international application number. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PC'T/RC' /104 lA~~gt~>s~t-,1::0:9~7':"6':'") -------------"---------------0-e-e -r.-o-, .• -s-on-r-ev_e_r-se-s-id..le 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/104 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

''Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
tc· thi'lt agent. Nhcre, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
cc~JO~ representative or a ccilmon agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
"'":Lv-; o.~- tl·.at agen·::." (Section lOB(a) (i).)·. 

·~·ih2re the applicant ha~ designated several ag.o,nts in the request, corr<,spondence shall 
be addl·essed to the agent fir:;t mentioned therein. l'·lhere, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designate,} several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
ac.dr.:ssed to the common agent first mentioned therein_" (Section 108 (a)_ (ii)}. 

"li'here the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate pm-;ers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
a:~d still valid separate powe:: of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
~-~)licants have appointed several co::uno:1 agents in one or more separate pm-1ers of attorney, 
c~r~espondence shall be addressed to the co::unon agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe:: of attorney." (Section 108 (a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOB(b)); 

(2) "If the receiving Office does not, within the prescribed time limit, receive a reply to 
its invitation to correct, or if the correction offered by the applicant still does not 

fulfill the requirements provided for under Article 11(1), it shall: 

(i) promptly notify the applicant that his application is not and will not be treated 
as an international application and shall indicate the reasons therefor, 

(ii) notify the International Bureau that the number it has marked on the papers will 
not be used as an international application number .... " (Rule 20.7(i), (ii)) 

(3) "The international fee shall be refunded to the applicant if the determination under 
Article 11(1) is negative." (Rule 15.6 (a)) 

"The search fee shall be refunded to the applicant if the determination under Article 
11(1) is negative." (Rule 16.2) 

(4) See Rule 20.7(ii) quoted in note (2\ above. 

0-----



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION NUMBER AND OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE 

(2) 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 20.5 (c) . 

~Jr:·;: (~:r:· :·.; ... :J~Inr. 
ij' ~:.t: :·.·:·t..c:iv~r. o:·:.·:.~·e 

I Inscribe NAME a_nlj ADLRE~.S ':If tho:: AIJE!J7 and if therP:.J 
L_.!s no c.g~nt. of the A~PL!'":.4Jl'J (1) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

International Application No. International Filing Date Priority Date Claimed 

Applicant (Name) 

Title of Invention 

NOTIFIGATION 

The applicant is. hereby notified that the above-identified international 

application has been accorded the international application number and 

the international filing date indicated. (2 ) 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 

Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/RQ/105 \August 197c l .:-ee r.ot.;;>s :.:>n reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/105 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules 0f the Regulati0ns and "Secti0:1" refers ts Sections 0f the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

":··::::~·e: ·.::.c: .:: .. ::.~:..:..::..c:,:.:. :-::;: .::::.:·:..~;:·.~t2C e;r c:.p::;ci::.t:.~G o::.e agent, co:=-r'2s~o::.C.ence s:.;.all Ze a..iC.ressad 
-::-:. -:.~-:..:.-:. c:-;::::-.:.. ·· .. c.:-:e, ...... -:.:.-: c:..se c.: s:,.re!."a~. &:?='lica:1ts, t:-~e applicants are representee by a 
co!":"!"\0:1 rc;.:-resen-::;;. ::ive cr a cc:.::::c:-1 a;ent, corresponC.er.ce shall be addressed to that represe!'lt
ative o:::- that agent." (Secti<;:"! 108 (a) (i):). 

,,~~ere t~e a~pli=a~t taE ~as!g~n~ed several ag~~ts in the request, correspondence shall 
be ~d~ressed to t~e age~t fi::;t nenticned the~ein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
t:-:e ap;:.lice::-,ts ha,.re C.esigr.atec1 several c ::>rrr.on agents in the requast, correspo:-~dence shall be 
aC:.dressed to the cor.c-r.on age:-:t first mentioned therein." . (Section 108 (a) (ii)). 
,.• 

"•·:here '::he a??licant has appoi:-,tec: several agents in o:-~e or more separate powers of 
a'::'::or~ey, co~respon~e~ce shal~ be ad~resseC. to t~e agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
a::d still valid sG:_:Ja:::-ate poHs:: of attor::.ey. 1·7here, in the case of several applicants, the 
~~plicants ~ave ap?ointed sev~ral co~~on agent~ in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
corresponC.ence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOS(a) (iii))· 

"Any co:::-respondence fron an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked ·.vit:"- the file nw..her of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section l08(b)). 

(2) "The receiving Office shall promptly notify the applicant of the international application 
number and the international filing date." (Rule 20.5(c)). 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TltEATY 

I FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified below 

INVITATION TO CORRECT DEFECTS IN 
THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
issued pursuant to PC'r Article 14( 1) ( 2 ) 

Dl~'T'E 0'!: ~-,·' ... ILT.NG 
by t!•(: }~'~OC;ivi.nr; Ol'!'icc 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:.J 

L..,;• no agent, of the APPLICANT(l) "~'l'LICA"'l' • s o:rt 1\GENT' s riLE No. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This Receiving Office has found the £allowing defects in the above-identified 
international appl.ication: 

As to signature, (3 ) the request part of the international application 

was not signed 

was not signed by all the applicants 

[] 
D 
D was signed by what appears to be a purported agent but the latter cannot be 

considered as an agent since the said request did not contain the appoint
ment of an agent nor was the said request accompanied by a power of attorney 
appointing an agent 

D other (specify) 

As to indications concerning the applicant, the request part of the international 
application 

c==J does not properly indicate his name( 4 ) (specify) 

D does not indicate his address( 4 ) 

D does not properly indicate his address(S) (specify) 

D does not indicate his nationality( 4 ) (G) 

D does not indicate his residence ( 4 ) (7 f 

D other (specify) 

(INVITATION continued on the following page) 

Form PCT/R0/106(a '(August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/106 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative.• 

"Where the applicant has designated or. appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
cor.~or. representative or a cc~~on agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ative or that agent." (Section lOR(a) (i)). 

"vJhere the applicant haE designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent first mer.tioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108(a) (ii)). 

"Where the applicant has. appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe:r of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section l08{a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if availabl:&, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "The receiving Office shall check whether the international applicatfoa contain• any of 
the following defects, that is to say: 

(i) it is not signed as provided in the Regulations; 

(ii) it does not contain the prescribed indications concerning the applicant; 

(iii) it does not contain a title; 

(iv) it does not contain an abstract; 

(v) it does not comply to the extent provided in the Regulations with the prescribed 
physical requirements." (Article 14 (1) (a)) 

"If the receiving Office finds any of the said defects, it shall invite the applicant to 
correct the international application w'i thin the prescribed time limit, failing which that 
application shall be considered withdrawn and the receiving Office shall so declare." 
(Article 14 (1) (b)) 

(3) See Article 14(1) (a) (i) in the note above. 

The signature must be that of the applicant and if there are several applicants all must 
sign (See Rules 4.l(d) and 4.15); however, the signature may be that of the agent (See Rule 2.1) 
where the international application was accompanied by a separate power of attorney appointing, 
the agent (See Rule 90.3(a)). For common representatives, see Rules 4.8(a) and 90.3(a). 

"Where, under Article 14(1) (a) (i), the receiving Office finds that any international 
application is defective in that it lacks the prescribed signature, that Office shall send to the 
applicant, together with.the invitation to correct under Article 14(1) (b), a copy of the request 
part of the international application. The applicant shall, within the prescribed time limit, 
return said copy after afixing thereto the prescribed signature." (Section 316) • 

(4) See Article 14(1) (a) (ii) in note (2) above. 

"The request shall indicate the name, address, nationality and residence of the applicant 
or, if there are several applicants, of each of them." (Rule 4.5(a)) 

"Names of natural persons shall be indicated by the person's family name and given name(s), 
the family name being indicated before the given name(s) ," (Rule 4.4(a)) 

"Names of legal entities shall be indicated by their full, official designation." 
(Rule 4.4(b)) 

(5) See Article 14(1) (a) (ii) in note (2) above. 

"Addresses shall be indicated in such a way as to satisfy the customary requirements for 
prompt postal delivery at the indicated address and, in any case, shall consist of all the 
relevant administrative units up to, and including, the house number, if any. Where the 
national law of the designated State does not require the indication of the house number, 
failure to indicate such number shall have no effect in that State. It is recommended to 
indicate any telegraphic and teletype address and telephone number." (Rule 4.4(c)) 
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INVITATION (Continued) 

The international application 

[J does not contain an indication of the title of the invention(B) 

The international application 

c==l does not contain an abstract( 9 ) 

As to the prescribed physical requirements of the international application(lO) 

D 
D 

defects exist in the presentation of the text matter as specified 
in Annex A to the present invitation 

defects exist in the presentation of the drawings as specified in 
Annex B to the present invitation 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY +NVITED TO CORRECT THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION WITHIN A 

TI·~ LIMIT OF ••••••••.• (DAYS) (MONTHS). (ll) FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL RESULT IN THE 

INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION BEING CONSIDERED WITHDRAWN. (l2 ) 

This time limit counts from the date of mailing of the present invitation as indi
cated on the top of this page. Within the time limit the correction has to reach 
the undersigned Receiving Office. 

Any correction offered to this Receiving Office may be stated in a letter 
provided that the correction is of such a nature that it can be transferred from 
the letter to the record copy without adversely affecting the clarity and the direct 
reproductibility of the sheet onto which the correction is to be transferred; 
otherwise, the aoolicant shall be reauired to submit a reolacement sheet embodvina 
the correction aild' the letter accomp~nying the replacement sheet shall draw • ~ 
attention to the differences between the replaced sheet and the replacement sheet. 

D 
D 

Name and Mailing Address 

Form PCT/R0/1D6(b) (August 1976) 

A copy of this invitation has been sent to 
the International Searching Authority 

A copy of this invitation has been sent to 
the International Bureau 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 

Authorized Officer 

See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/106 (Continued) 

"For each applicant, inventor, or agent, only one address may be indicated." (Rule 4.4(d)) 

(6) "The applicant's nationality shall be indicated by the name of the State of which he is a 
national." (Rule 4. 5 (b)) 

(7) "The applicant's residence shall be indicated by the name of the State of which he is a 
resident." (Rule 4.5(c)) 

(8) See Article 14(1) (a) (iii) in note (2) above. 

"The request shall contain the title of the invention." (Article 4(1) (iv)) 

"The description shall first state the title of the invention as appearing in the 
request ••• " (Rule S.l(a)) 

(9) See Article 14(1) (a) (iv) in note (2) above. 

"An international application shall contain, as specified in this Treaty and the Regu
lations, a request, a description, one or more claims, one or more drawings (where required), 
and an abstract." (Article 3(2)) 

(10) See Article 14(1) (a) (v) in note (2) above. 

"The international application shall comply with the prescribed physical requirements." 
(Article 3 (4) (ii)) 

(ll)"The time limit referred to in Article 14(1) (b) shall be reasonable under the circumstances 
of the particular case and shall be fixed in each case by the receiving Office. It shall 

not be less than 1 month and normally not more than 2 months from the date of the invitation 
to correct." (Rule 26.2) 

(12) "If the receiving Office finds any of the said defects, it shall invite the applicant to 
correct the international application within the prescribed time limit, failing which that 
application shall be considered withdrawn and the receiving Office shall so declare. 
(Article 14 (1) (b)). 

0 
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PATENT C(X)PERATION TU!ATY 

ANNEX A 

DEFECTS IN THE PRESENTATION OF THE TEXT MATTER 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

The indicated elements of the international application do not comply with the 
requirements of Rule 11: 

I. Request II. Description III. Claims IV. Abstract 

(a) The sheets do not admit of 
direct reproduction(l) 

(b) The element does not commence 
on a new sheet(2) 

(c) Sheets are not free from 
creases, cracks, folds(3) 

(d) Sheets are not used in the 
upright position(4) 

(e) One side of the sheets is 
not left unused(S) 

(f) The paper of the sheets is 
not flexible/strong/white/ 
smooth/non shiny/durable(6) 

(g) The sheets are not connec
ted as prescribed(?) 

(h) Sheets are not A4 size (B) 

(i) The margins on the sheets 
are not as prescribed(9) 

(j) The sheets are not properly 
numbered ( 10 l 

(k) The sheet numbers are not 
properly placed(ll) 

(1) The sheets are not typed 
or printed ( 12 l. 

(m) The typing on the sheets 
is not 1~ spaced(l3) 

(n) The characters in the text 
matter on the sheets are not 
large enough(l4) 

(o) The text matter on the sheets 
is not in dark, indelible 
color( 14 l 

(p) The element contains 
drawings(lS) 

(q) The sheets 'contain too many 
erasures ( 16 l 

(r) The sheets contain a+tera
tions/overwritings/ 
interlineations(l6) 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
[] 
[~--~ 

0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 

0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
0 

Further specification (where useful) of (some of) the defects referred to above 

'.!nder ( ) : 

under ( ) : 

O~~cr observations by the Receivin0 Office: 

Form PCT/R0/100 Annex A (August l97bJ 

0 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 



NOTES TO ANNEX A 

(1) "All elements of the international application (i.e., the request, the description, the 
claims, the drawings, and the abstract) shall be so presented as to admit of direct 

reproduction by photography, electrostatic processes, photo offset, and microfilming, in 
any number of copies." (Rule 11.2 (a)) 

(2) "Each element (re~uest, description, claims, drawings, abstract) of the international 
application shall commence on a new sheet." (Rule 11.4 (a)) 

(3) "All sheets shall be free from creases and cracks; they shall not be folded." (Rule ll.2(b)) 

(4) "SubJect to Rule 11.13(j), each sheet shall be used in an upright position (i.e.; the short 
sides at the top and bottom) . " (Rule 11.2 (d) ) 

(5) "Only one side of each sheet shall be used." (Rule 11.2 (c)) 

(6) "All elements of the international application shall be on paper which shall be flexible, 
strong, white, smooth, non-shiny and durable." (Rule 11.3) 

(7) "All sheets of the international application shall be so connected that they can be easily 
turned when consulted, and easily separated and joined again if they have been separated 

for reproduction purposes." (Rule ll.4(b)) 

(8) "The size of the sheets shall be A4 (29.7 em x 21 em). However, any receiving Office may 
accept international applications on sheets of other sizes provided that the record copy, 

as transmitted to the International Bureau, and, if the competent International Searching 
Authority so desires, the search copy, shall be of A4 size." (Rule 11. 5) 

(9) "The minimum margins of the sheets containing the request, the description, the claims, 
and the abstr.aet shall be .as follows: 

top ,of f1r.st sheet, except that of am request: a em 

top of other sheets: 2 em 

.left side: 2.5 em 

right side: 2 em 

bottom: 2 em."·· 'Rule-11;6(a)).• 

"The recommended maximum, for the margins provided for in paragraph (a) is' as follows: 

top of first sheet, except that of.the request: 9 em 

top of other sheets: 4 em 

left side: 4 em 

right side: 3 em 

bottom: 3 em." (Rule 11.6 (b)) 

"The margins of the international application, when submitted, must be completely blank." 
(Rule 11.6 (e)) 

(lO)"All the sheets contained in the international application shall be numbered in consecu
tive arabic numerals." (Rule 11.7 (a)) 

(ll)"The numbers shall be placed at the top of the sheet, in the middle, but not in the 
margin." (Rule ·11. 7 (b)) 

(12) '"l'he request, the description, the claims and the abstract shall be typed or printed." 
(Rule 11.9 (a)) 

"Only graphic symbols and characters, chemical or mathematical· formulae, and certain 
characters in the Japanese language may, when necessary, be written by hand or drawn." 
(Rule 11.9(b)) 

(13) "The typing shall be 1~-spaced." (Rule 11.9 (c)) 

"As far as the spacing of the typing and the size of the characters are concerned, para
graphs (c) and (d) shall not apply to texts in the Japanese langu2ge." (Rule 11.9 (e)) 



: ) 
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NOTES TO ANNEX A (Continued) 

(l4)"All text matter shall be in characters the capital letters of·whieh are not.:.less than 
0.21 em high, and shall be in a dark, indelible color, satisfying the requirements 

specified in Rule 11.2." (Rule 11.9 (d)) 

(lS)"The request, the description, the ·claims, and the abstract shall not contain drawings." 
(Rule 11.10 (a)) 

(16) "Each sheet shall be reasonably free from erasures and shall be free from alterations, 
overwritings, and interlineations. No~-compliance with this Rule may be authorized, 

in exceptional cases, if the authenticity of the content is not in question and the require
ments for good reproduction are not in jeopardy." (Rule 11.12) 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TltEATY 
ANNEX B 

DEFECTS IN THE DRAWINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

The drawings of the international application do not comply with the requirements of 
Pule 11. 

I. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

II. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

(o) 

(p) 

(q) 

(rl 

(s) 

In regard to the sheets containing drawings: 

0 the sheets do not admit of direct reproduction(l) 

0-- folds( 2 ) the sheets are not free from creases, cracks, 

c=J one side of the sheets is not left unused( 3 ) 

0 
0 

8 

~ 

the paper of the sheets is not flexible/strong/white/smooth/non-shiny/ 
durable (4 l 

the sheets are not connected as prescribed(S) 

the sheets are not A4 size(G) 

the rr~rgins on the sheets are not as prescribed 171 

the sheets are not free from frames around usable surface(?) 

the sheets are not properly numbered(S) 

the sheets contain too many erasures( 9 ) 

the sheets contain alterations/overwriting/interlineations(g) 

The drawings: 

D 
0 
0 
0 

§ 
0 
0 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
0 
[] 
[] 
,-l 

do not admit of direct reproduction(l) 

contain unnecessary text matter(lO) 

contains words so placed as to prevent translation without interference 
with lines thereoflll) 

are not executed in proper color and uniforrnity(l2 ) 

contain cross-sections not properly hatched(l 3 l 

would not be·properly distinguishable in reduced reproduction(l4 ) 

contain scales not represented graphically(lS) 

contain members, letters and reference lines lacking simplicity and 
clarity ( 16 l 

contain lines drafted without the aid of drafting instruments(l?) 

contain disproportionate elements of a figure not necessary for clarity(lS) 

contain numbers and letters of height less than 0.32 em. (lg) 

contain letters not conforming to the Latin, and where customary, Greek 
alphabets(l9) 

contain figures on two or more sheets which form a single complete figure 
but which are not able to be assembled without concealing parts thereof(20) 

contain figures which are not properly arranged and clearly separated( 2l) 

contain different figures not numbered in consecutive arabic numerals( 22 ) 

contain different figures not numbered independent of the numbering of the 
sheets (22 l 

are not restricted to reference si~ns mentioned in the description( 23 ) 

do not contain reference signs that are mentioned in the description (23 ) 

contain the same feature denoted by different reference signs( 24 ) 

Further specification (where useful) of (some of) the defects referred to above 

under ( ) ( ) : 

under ( ) ( ) : 

Other observations by the Receiving Office: 

See n:-tes on reverse side 



NOTES TO ANNEX B 

(1) "All elements of -.:he international applications (i.e., the request, the description, the 
claims, the drawi~gs, and the abstract) shall be so presented as to admit of direct 

reproduction by photography, electrostatic processes, photo offset, and microfilming, in any 
nwnber of copies." (Rule 11.2 (a) ) 

(2) "All sheets shall be free from creases and cracks; they shall not be folded." (Rule 11.2 :bl) 

(3) "Or.ly 0:1e side of each sheet shall be used." (Rule 11.2(c)) 

(4) "All elements of the international application shall be on paper which shall be flexible, 
strong, white, snooth, non-shiny and durable." (Rule 11.3) 

(5) "All sheets of the international application shall be so connected that they can be easily 
turned when consulted, and easily separated and joined again if they have been separated 

for reproduction purposes." (Rule 11.4(b)) 

(6) "The size of the sheets shall be A4 (29.7 em x 21 em). However, any receiving Office may 
accept international applications on sheets of other sizes provided that the record copy, 

as transmitted to the International Bureau, and, if the competent International Searching 
Authority so desires, the search copy, shall be· of A4 size." (Rule 11. 5) 

(7) "On sheets containing drawings, the surface usable shall not exceed·26.2 em x 17.0 ern. 
The sheets shall not contain frames around the usable or used surface. The minimum 

margins shall be as follows: 

top: 2.5 em 

left side: 2.5 ern 

right side: 1.5 em 

bottom: 1.0 ern. (Rule 11.6 (c)) 

"The margins referred to in paragraphs (a) to (c) apply to A4-size sheets, so that, even 
if the receiving Office accepts other sizes, the A4-size record copy and, when so required, 
the A4-size search copy shall leave the aforesaid margins." (Rule 11.6(d)) 

"The margins of the international application when submitted, must be completely blank." 
(Rule 11.6 (e)) 

(8) "All the sheets contained in the international application shall be nurnbe''red in consecu
tive arabic numerals." (Rule 11.7 (a)) 

"The 
margin." 

numbers shall be placed at the top of the sheet, in the middle, but not in the 
(Rule 11.7 (b)) 

(9) "Each sheet shall be reasonably free from erasures and shall be free from alterations, 
overwritings, and interlineations. Non-compliance with this Rule may be authorized, 

in exceptional cases, if the authenticity of the content is not in question and the reguire
rnemts for good reproduction are not in jeopardy." (Rule 11.12) 

(J.O)"The drawings shall not contain text matter, except a single word or words, when abso
lutely indispensable, such as "water," "steam," "open," "closed," "section on AB," arrd, 

in the case of electric circuits and block schematic or flow sheet diagrams, a few short 
catch words indispensable for understanding." (Rul~ ll.ll(a)) 

(ll)"Any words used shall be so placed that, if translated, they may be pasted over without 
interfering with any lines of the drawings." (Rule ll.ll(b)) 

(l2)"Drawings shall be executed in durable, black or blue, sufficiently dense and dark, uni
formly thick and well-defined, lines and strokes without coloring." (Rule ll.l3(a)) 

(l3)"Cross-sections shall be indicated by oblique hatching which should not impede the clear 
reading of the reference signs and leading lines." (Rule 11.13(b)) 

(:'.4) "The scale of the drawings and the distinctness of their graphical execution shall be 
such that a photographic reproduction with a linear reduction in the size to two-thirds 

would enable all details to be distinguished without difficulty." (Rule 11.13(c)) 

(:i.S) "l'i'hen in exceptional cases, the scale is given on ~ drawing, it shall be re:presented 
graphically." (Rule 11.13 (d)) 



NOTES TO ANNEX B (Continued) 

(l6)"All numbers, lette::s and reference lines, aopearing on the drawings, shall be simple and 
clear. Brackets, circles or inverted commas shall not be used in association with numbers 

and letters." (Rule 11.13 (e)) 

( 17) "All lines in the drawings shall, ordinarily, be drawn· with the aid of drafting instruments·." 
(Rule ll.l3(f)) 

(l8)"Each element of each figure shall be in proper proportion to each of the other elements 
in the figure, except where the use of a different proportion is indispensable for the 

clarity of the figure." (Rule 11.13 (g)) 

(l9)"The height of the ::~umbers and letters shall not be less than 0.32 em. For the lettering 
of drawings, the Latin and, where. customary,· the Greek alphabets shall. be used:·" 
(Rule 11.13 (h)) 

(20)"The same sheet of drawings may contain several figures. Where figures on two or more 
sheets form in effect a single complete figure, the figures on the several sheets shall 

be so arranged that the complete figure can be assembled without concealing any part of any 
of the figures appearing on the various sheets." (Rule ll.l3(i)) 

(2l)"The different fic;ures shall be arranged on a sheet or sheets without wasting space, 
preferably in an upright position, clearly separated from one another." (Rule ll.l3(j)) 

(22)"The different fic;ures shall be numbered in arabic numerals consecutively and independently 
of the numbering of the sheets." (Rule ll.l3(k)) 

(23) "Reference signs r,ot mentioned in the description shall not appear in the drawings, and 
vice versa."· (Rule 11.13(1)) 

(24)"The same features, when denoted by .reference signs, shall throughout the international 
application, be denoted by the same signs." (Rule 11.13 (m) l 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF NON-INCLUSION OF DRAWINGS 
WITH THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

issued pursuant to PCT Article 14(2) 

DATE OF MAILING 
b7 the Receiving Office 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I 
l,__!• no agent, of the APPLICANT (1) __.. 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. Date of Receipt of Incomplete f'riOJ:;i ty Date Claimed 

Papers (provisional Inter-
national Filing Date) 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified. that this Receiving Office has found that 

reference is made on pages to drawings which were not 

included in the above-identified international application. (2) 

THE APPLICANT MAY, WITHIN 30 DAYS FROM THE DATE ON WHICH THE INCOMPLETE 

PAPERS WERE FIRST RECEIVED BY THIS RECEIVING OFFICE (i.e. THE DATE INDICATED 

ABOVE), SUBMIT THE SAID DRAWINGS. (3) 

IF THE DRAWINGS REACH THIS RECEIVING OFFICE WITHIN THE TIME LIMIT, THE DATE 

ON WHICH THE SAID DRAWINGS ARE RECEIVED SHALL BECOME THE INTERNATIONAL 

FILING DATE. 

IF THE DRAWINGS Dv NOT REACH THIS RECEIVING OFFICE WITHIN THE TIME LIMIT, 

ANY REFERENCE IN THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION TO THE DRAWINGS WILL BE 

CONSIDERED NON-EXISTENT. IN THIS CASE, THE ABOVE-INDICATED DATE OF RECEIPT 

OF THE INCOMPLETE PAPERS SHALL SERVE AS THE DEFINITIVE INTERNATIONAL FILING 

DATE. 

c==]The applicant's attention is called to the fact that, since the time limit 

may expire later than one year from the filing date of the application whose 

priority is claimed, the drawings must be submitted within the priority 

year if the priority is to be retained. 

Computation of the time limit starts on the day following the above date of 

receipt of the incomplete papers. (4 )· Within this time limit the missing 

drawings have to reach this Receiving Office. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/107 (August 1976) .See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/107 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1} This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"!•/here the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
co~~on representative or a ccmmon agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ative or that agent." (Section l08(a) (i).}··, 

"l'lhere• the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent fiz·:;t mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a). (ii)). 
,.• 

"l·Jhere the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate po\ve:: of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed sevc~ral co~~on agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attor~ey." (Section lOS(a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an ·International Authority to the appU . .c:ant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108 (b)} ._ 

(2) "If the international application refers to drawings which, in fact, are not included in 
that application, the receiving Office shall notify the applicant accordingly and he 

may furnish them within the prescribed time limit and, if he does, the international filing 
date shall be the date on which the drawings are received by the receiving Office. Otherwise, 
any reference to the said drawings shall be considered non-existent." (Article 14(2}) 

(3) "In cases where all the "sheets pertaining to the same purported international application 
are not received on the same day by the receiving Office, that Office shall correct the 

date marked on the request (still leaving legible, however, the earlier date or dates already 
marked) so that it indicates the day on which the papers completing the international applica
tion were received, provided that 

(iii) in the case of Article 14(2}, the missing drawings are received within 30 days from 
the date on-which the incomplete papers were filed;" (Rule 20.2(a} (iii}} 

"The date on which the applicant receives the notification provided for in Article 14(2} 
shall have no effect on the time limit fixed under Rule 20.2 (a} (iii}." (Rule 26.6 (b)} 

(4} "When a period is expressed as a certain number of days, computation shall start on the day 
following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period shall expire on the 

day on which the last day of the count has been reached." (Rule 80.3} 

"The date which is taken· into consideration as the starting date of the computation of any 
period shall be the date which prevails in the locality at the time when the relevant event 
occurred." (Rule 80.4(a}} 

"The date on which an·y period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality in 
which the required document ·must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80.4(b)) 

"If the expiration of any'period during which any document or fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization 
is not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of official business, or on 
which ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization is 
situated, the period shall expire.on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said two 
circumstances exists." (Rule 80.5} 

"A period exp~r~ng on a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or inter
governmental organization with which the document must be· filed or to which the fee must be 
paid closes for business on that day." (Rule 80.7(a}} 

"Any Office or organization may depart from the provisions of paragraph (a} up to midnight 
on the relevant day." (Rule 80.7(b}} 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO REQUEST RECTIFICATION 
'<) 

-issued pursuant to PCT Rule 9l.l(d)' 

DATE OF HAILING 
by the Rcceivi_n~ Office 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I l-.!• no ag<nt, of the APPLICAN7 (l) __j hPPLICANT Is OR AGENT Is FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This Receiving Office has discovered in the above-identified international 

application what appears to be an obvious error of transcription as specified 

hereafter ( 2 ) . 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO REQUEST THE RECTIFICATION OF THE SAID ERROR. (2 ) 

The request for rectification is to be sub~itted to(J): 

c==Jthis Receiving Office 

Dthe International Searching Authority (at the following address) 

[]the 

Name and Mailing Address 

Form ?CT/?0/10'3 'August 1°76) 

International Bureau (at the following address) 
WIPO 
32 Chemin des Colombettes 
1211 Geneva 20 
Switzerland. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 

Authorized Officer 

:::ee notes 1.m reverse side 



NOT£3 TO FORM PCT/R0/108 

7:;-:::s~ :\otes 9.re i!!tende6 to facil:..tate the use of the present form. For f1;ll information, 
:.::·2-;~ t~r:: t~>:~ of the Patent Cooperaticr .. Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the .ll.drnin
i.3'.:-.rativ~~ Ins'truction:::: 1.·.~C.er th~t T:::-eaty. In cnse of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
s=ti.C: t-2xts, the latter are aj?plicable. "Article 11 refers to .. ~rticles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
r"':·e:-s tc Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
:::;::::; trt.:.ct.:.ons. 

(1) 7!-:is ap?licant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Com.'llon Representative." 

''W~~ere the a9?J.icant h~~~ desigr1a·ted or appointed o~e agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
tc ~~~~ ~s0~t. ~-·h~~e, in ~h~ case o~ several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
common represe:-tta"t.ive or a ccn':"!lon agent, correspond•~nce shall be addressed to that represent
ative or that agent.". (Section 108 (a) (i).). 

"l·<here the applicant ha~ designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
te addressed to the agent fiist mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the appllcants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." . (Section lOB ~a)-(ii)). 

"Where the applicant ha~. appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate po~1e,r of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (section lOB(a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOB(b)). 

:2 J Rule 91 entitled "Ob·.rious Errors of· Transcription" reads as follows: 

"91.1 Rectification 

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) to (g), obvious errors of transcription in the international 
"-P?lication or other papers subrni'~'~ed by the applicant may be rectified. 

(b) Errors which are due to the fact that something other than what was obvio•.1sly intended 
···as "~<•ri tten in the international application or other paper shall be regarded as obvio:1s errors 
:)f tr<'!nscription. The rectification itself shall be obvious in the: sense that anyone would im
;r,e:iiat.ely realize that nothing else could have been intended than what is offered as rectification. 

( ~' C;r.issions of entire elements or sheets of the int.ernationa.l applica ::ion, even if ci.early 
res'.ll ting from inattention, at the stage, for example, of copyir,g or assembling sheets, shall net 
~"'r.! :r'::':":'":i ::iable. 

(dJ Rect..ification r::ay be made on the request of the applicant. The authority having dis
covered what appears to be an obvious error of transcription may invite the applicant to present 
a reqJest for rectification as p::ovided in paragraphs (e) to (g). 

..;· 

(e) No rectification shall be made eltcept with the express authorization: 

(i) of the receiving Office if the error is in the request, 

(l.i) of the I:1ter:~ational Searching Authority if the error is in any part of the inter
national ap~:>lication ot:"ler thc.n 'che request or in any paper submitted to that Authority_, 

(iii) of the I:1~ernational Prelininary Examining Authority if the error is in any part 
of the int:rnational ap:?lication other than the request or in any paper submitted to ~hat 
Authority, and 

(iv) cf the I:~ter!"lational Bureau if the error is in any paper, other than the inter
:-.~ticr.al a:J;::lication or amendme:~'::s or corrections to that application, submitted to the In-::e:~
r.~tio!"lal Eureau. 

(£) The d~te of the authorizatio:~ shall be recorded in the files of the international 
appli.cation. 

(g) 7he aut~orization for ~ectification referred to in paragraph (e) may be given u:1til the 
following events occur: 

(i) i::J the ca,;e of au-::horization gi.ven by the z·ece~v~ng· Cffice anC. the Internatio:"lal 
B'urea.l.: 1 "tte cc-r.u-;-~ul".i.ication of the internatio~a:.. application under Article 20; 

(ii) in the case of au·::horization given by the International Searching Authority, t.he 
cstablis!1n2I:t of t~e intGrnational search J:eport or the making of a declaration under Arti-
e' r- l7 (~) ('-<); 

(.:.ii) ~n t!~e ca,:e of au':l:",orizatio:-t g:.ven by the I:1ternational Preliminary Examining 
A:.1t~1c::.::. ty, th~ Gs-t:uJ)l.ish~r.ent of ·:l·~e i:.Tcerr.i:;.tional preliminary exarr~ination report. 

o-.) l'.::.;.r aut.~!o:::-ity, ot:ne~ ·.:han the Ir.t.e::-:1atio:1al Bureau, which authorizes any rectifica·tion 
shall pror:.ptly :.:u:orm ~~he International Bure.::u of such rectification." 

('' See ~ule 9l.l(e) quoted in ~he prece~ing ~ote. 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF DECISION CONCERNING 
REQUEST FOR RECTIFICATION 
issued pursuant to PCT ~istrat1ve 
Instructions Section 109 

DATE OF HAILING 
by the Receiving Office. 

U nscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:.J 
is no agent, of the APPLICANT (l) APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (1) 

-

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that this Receiving Office has 

considered his request for rectifying "Obvious Errors of Trans

cription" (2 ) in the request of the above-identified international 

application and that it has decided: 

1. to authori~e the rectification requested which is: (3 ) 

~ attached on applicant's request. 

2. 

~ set forth as follows: 

0 to refuse to authorize the rectification for the following 

reasons • ( 3 ) 

A copy of this notification with any attachment has been sent( 4 ) to the: 

Dinternational Bureau in the case whBre rectification was 
authorized. 

THE RECEIV;NG OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/109 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/109 

cr·~.!~S.: X::.t-::~ a.:::-'2 ir..tGr...3.ed to :fc.cilitate the usa of the pr:=sent for:n. For full info:::-matiun I 

~-C!C -=.he 1:2:-:t c= t!-~e: :.:•atc:J.t Coo~8~Zttion Treaty and the texts of the F:egulations and the l'\CLT.in
_,_s~::ativc ~n.::n::::-uc~icns 1.2nder ti"~u.t T:::.-eaty. In case of discrepar.cy bet·JJeen tl-.. ese ~ot.;:s a!~d ·c:~e 

22lu texts. the latter a:::-e applicable. "Article'' refers to Articles of the ?reaty, ''R~le" 
:cEc;:s to Rules of the F.egula.:icns and "Section" refers to Sections of the ~_dministrative 
1,1s'~ructions. 

(l) T:-,is a;:oplic;..nt is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"~lhere the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
common representative or a cc~~on agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ative cr that agent. • (Section 108 (a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent fit·st mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii). 

"Where the applicant has. appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe,r of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addrE,ssed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 (a) (iii)} . 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOB(b)). 

(2) Rule 91 entitled "Obvious Errors of Transcription" reads as follows: 

"91.1. Ractificatio~ 

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) to (g), obvious errors of transcription in the international 
application or other papers submitted by the applicant may be rectified. 

(b) Errors which are due to the fact that something other than what was obviously intended 
·.:as •:rittcn in the international application or other paper shall be regarded as obvious errcrol 
of transcription. The rectification itself shall be obvious in the sense that anyone WQuld 
im:aediately realize that nothing else could have been intended than what is offered as r•~cti !i
catJ.on. 

(c) Omi·ssions of entire elements or sheets of the international application, even if 
clearly resulting from inattention, at the stage, for example, of copying or assembling sheets, 
~~all not be rectifiable. 

(d) Rectification ~ay be made on the request of the applicant. The authority having 
::'.is::cv;~re,:: Hhc..: appear.s to be an o!:l•,•io:ls error of transcription may invite the applicant to 
prc~ent a rc~~8B: for raotifida~icn as }rovided in paragraphs (e) to (g). 

(c) .:io rec1:ificat::.on shall be made except with the express authorization: 

(i) o~ the receiving Office if the error is in the request, 

(ii) of the International Sea:::ching Authority if the error is in any part of the 
inter:;atio;1al applicatio:~ other thc.n tl1e reqr:.est cr in any paper su!:lmitted to that Authorit~~. 

(iii) of the International Prelimi~ary Exanining Authority if the error is in any 
:~ar: of ::he international application other than i:.he request or in any paper submitted to tha'.: 
.\u thor i ty, .:.nd 

(lv) of the International Bureau if the .error is in any paper, other tha;·, the ir.tnr
;-,ational application or amendments or corrections to that application, submitted to th€ 
Inter~utio~al Bureau. 

(~) The date of ~le authorization shall be recorded in the files of the international 
ap~2..i.c.:"J. :.ion. 

(g:1 ':'!:e autl-:criz<nion for rectification referred to in parag·raph (e) may be given ·ir.til 
t~e f~llowi~g cven~s occur: 

(i) ln the case of authorizatio~ give~ by the receiving Office and the Intmrnatic~a: 
3ureau, the ccm..-·nunic~t:..cn of the international application under Article 20; 

(~i) i~ the cese cf .aut~oriz~tion given by the International Searc~ing Authcri~y, ~he 
cs-=~l.~lis:::.·,::;::t of t:.Je iLter:r~.::.ticnal sea::ch report cr the Ir1aki::1g of a declaration under 
~--~·=i.c:2 17 ·:11 (3.); 

(iii) in the case of. authorization given by the Internetional Preliminary Examining 
· :"~i.:-:.~·!ozi .:..~y, th~ es~.=.bli.shrnent of the i!"ltern.:ttional preliminary examinution report. 

(~) ~:~y ~ut!1~~it~', ether t~an the In~er~atic~al E~reau, which authorizes any recti~i=a
·~i.::~: .:.;!1~ll. r:;:..·o::"i~Jtly infor;:-. the In~err1ational ::3areau of such rectification. 

(3) "Any International Authority which authorizes or refuses a request for rectification of 
obvi·ous errors of transcription under Rule 91 shall promptly inform the applicant of such 

authorization or refusal and, in the case of refusal, of the reasons therefor." (·Section 109) 

(4) S:;..c r,;.:::.e 9l.l(h) .:::c:.::'.:ed in note (2) above. 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO CORRECT PRIORITY DATE 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 4.10(d)( 2 ) 

DATE OF HAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of ~~e AGENT and 1f there I L...!• no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT ) _I APPLICANT 1 s OR AGENT 1 s FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This Receiving Office has noted that the filing date of the 

earlier application for which priority is claimed has been indicated 

in the request of the above-identified international application 

as follows: 

(filing date indicated) 

The applicant 1 s attention is called to the fact that this date 

precedes the international filing date by more than one year. {2 ) 

CONSEQUENTLY THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM 
THE DATE OF MAILING INDICATED ABOVE EITHER TO CORRECT :THE FILING 
DATE OF THE EARLIER APPLICATION IF ERRONEOUSLY INDICATED OR TO CANCEL 
THE PRIORITY CLAIM. FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL RESULT IN THE PRIORITY 
CLAIH BEING CANCELLED EX OFFICIO BY THIS RECEIVING OFFICE. (2) 

Computation of the time limit starts on the day following the 
date of mailing of the present invitation. (3) Within this 
time limit the reply has to reach this Receiving Office. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/Rn/no (August 1976) ~ee notes on r·everse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/110 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see th7 text of th7 Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
is~rat~ve Instruct~ons under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
sa:;:d texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty "Rule" 
re:::ers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Adminis~rative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4 .• 8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressee 
to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
common'representative or a ccmmon agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ative or that agent." (Section 108(.a) (i)). 

~~~~ere: the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence ·shall 
· be addressed to the agent fint mentioned therein. Where, in the case of severa.l .... appligants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (~ection 108(a) (11)). 

"Where the applicant has appointed several agents in one or mor!S! separat;!S! powe.r~; of; 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe'r of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (flection lOS(a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondenc"e from an. International Authority to the applicant or his agent ·shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108 (b)) . 

(2) "If the filing date of the earlier application as indicated in the request'precedes the 
international filing date by more than one year, the receiving Office, or, if the r·e.

·ceiving Office has failed to do so, the International Bureau, shall invite the applicant.jto 
ask either for the cancellation of the declaration made under Article 8(1) or, if the date 
of the earlier application was indicated erroneously, for the correction of the date so 
indicated. If the applicant fails to act accordingly within 1 month from the date of the 
invitation, the declaration made under Article 8(1) shall be cancelled ex officio. The re
ceiving Office effecting the correction or cancellation shall notify the applicant accordingly 
and, if copies of the inte~national application have already been sent to the International 
Bureau and the International Searching Authority, that Bureau and that Authority. If the 
correction or cancellation is effected by the International Bureau, the latter shall notify 
the applicant and the International Searching Authority accordingly." (Rule 4.10(d)) 

(3) "When a period is expressed as one. month or a certain nu.'!lber of months, computation shall 
start on the day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period 

shall expire in the re.!.evant subsequent month on the day which has the same number as the 
day on which the said event occurred, provided that if the relevant subsequent month has,no 
day with the same number the period shall expire on the last day of that month." (Rule 80 • .2) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting date of the computation of 
any period shall be the date which prevails in the locality at the time when the relevant' 
event occurred." (Rule 80.4 (a)) 

"The date on which any ·period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality 
in which the required document must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80.4 (b)) 

"If the expiration of any period during which any document or fee must reach a natio:1al 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organizatio~ 
is not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of official business, cr·O:l 
which ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization 
is situated, the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said 
two circumstances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring on a given day shall expire.at the moment the national Office or inter
governmenta·l organization with \>'hich the document must be filed or to which the fee rnust, be 
paid closes for business on that· day." (Rule 80.7(a)) 

Any Office or organization may depart from the provisions of paragraph (a) up to midnight 
on the relevant day." (Rule 80.7(b)) 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TltEATY 

I FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottoa or thil pace 

NOTIFICATION OF CORRECTION OR 
CANCELLATION OF PRIORITY CLAIM 
isiJUed puri!Wlnt to PCT Rule 4.lO(dj( 2 ) 

DATE OF l~ILING 
b7 the Receiving Office 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS or the AGENT and if there J 
L_!• no agent. of the APPLICANT (l) _J APPLICANT 1 s OR AGENT' s FILE NO. ( 1) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that this Receiving Office has 

taken the following action in respect of the above-identified 

international application. 

The recoraing of the filing date of the earlier application, the 
priority of which is claimed, has in accordance with the applicant'• 
request been corrected(2) to indicate the following date: 

(corrected filing date) 

2. D 
3. D 

D 

The priority claim has been cancelled ex officio. (2) 

The priority claim has been cancelled in accordance 
with applicant's request. (2) 

In the case where multiple priorities have been claimed, 
the above action relates to the following particular 
priority claim(s): 

Where required, a copy of this notification has been sent( 3) to the: 

D International Searching Au~hori ty 

~ International Bureau 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/111 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/111 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or·appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
corr~on representative or a cc~~on agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ative or that agent." (Section 108 la.HJ.):). 

"Where the applicant haE designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent fix·st mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108(a~)). 

"Where the applicant haE: appointed several agents in one or more separate po"torers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe,r of attorney. Where, in the case·of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii)). · 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOB(b)). 

(2) "If the filing date of the earlier application as indicated in the request precedes the 
international filing date by more than one year, the receiving Office., or, if the re

ceiving Office has failed to do so, the International Bureau, shall invite the applicant· to 
ask either for the cancellation of the declaration made under Article 8(1) or, if the date 
of the earlier appl-ication was indicated erroneously, for the correction of the date so 
indicated. If the applicant fails to act accordingly within 1 month from the date of the 
invitation, the declaration·made under Article 8(1) shall be cancelled ex officio. The 
receiving Office effecting the correction or cancellation shall notifiy the applicant 
accordingly and, if copies of the international application have already been sent to the 
International Bureau and the International Searching Authority, that Bureau and that 
Authority. If the correction or cancellation. is effected by the International Bureau, the 
latter shall notify the applicant and the International Searching Authority accordingly." 
(Rule 4.10(d) 

(3) Copies of this communication are sent to the International Searching Authority and 
the International Bureau only if copies of the international application have already 

been sent to them, see Rule 4.10(d) quoted in the preceding note. 

0----



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING EXPRESSIONS ETC,J NOT 
TO BE USED IN THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 9( 2 ) 

DATE OF l1AILING 
. 

by the ReceivinG Office 

unscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and 1f ther:..J 
is no agont, of the APPLICANT (l) APPLICANT's OR AGE!NT's FILE ~0. Ill 

lDENTl FICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that the above-identified international 
lacks compliance with Rule 9.1 for the reasons indicated below(2): 

application 

l.~The international application contains expressions or drawings contrary to 
morality. See page(s) line (s) figure (s) 

2. D The international application contains expressions or drawings contrary to public 
order. See page(s) line(s) figure(s) 

3.~The international .application contains statements disparaging the products 
or processes of any particular person other than the applicant. 

See page (s) line (s) figure (s) 

4. ~The international application contains statements disparaging the merits or 
validity of applications or patents· of any particular person other than the 
applicant. see page(s) line(s) figure(s) 

5.~ The international application contains statements or matter obviously 
irrelevant or unnecessary under the circumstances. 

See page(s) line (s) figure (s) 

The following information (where needed) is given to further explain the reason(s) 
indicated above. 

' 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO VOLUNTARILY CORRECT THE INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION ACCORDINGLY. (2) 

A copy of this notification has been sent( 3 ) to the: 

D International Searching Authority 

D International Bureau 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/112 (August 1976) See notes Qn reverse s1de 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/112 

'I·!oes~ ~iotes are i:1tendec. to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
:;o~<i! t:-:e te:{t of the Pa':.ent Cooperation I'reaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
ist:-ative rnstructior.s ~:nder that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes ar.d the 
s.;.id texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the ':'reaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
I~s-:.ruct:.ol1S. 

(ll 'I'his applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Commor: Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
.to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
common representative or a cc-mmon agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent-
ative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)}. . .. · 

"Where the applicant haE designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where I in the case of seve'ral applicants I 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence sha,ll be 
addressed to the common agent. first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii)). ' 

i't'7here the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate'"pbw'ers 'bf 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first' mentioned in the earlies~ filed 
and still valid separate poWE•r of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, :the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addrE•a;;sed to the common agent first mentioned in .t,he 11a;rlillll:ti. _filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 {a) (iii)). 

. . ~. 
"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent ·.shall 

be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOS(b)). · 

(2) Rule 9 entitled ''Expressions, Etc., Not To Be Used" reads as followil: 

"9.1 Definition 

The international application sha-ll not contain: 

(i) expressions or drawings contrary to morality; 

(ii) expressions or dra .. lings contrary to public order; 

(iii) statements disparaging the products or processes of any particular persort 
other than the applican·:, or the merits or validity of applications or patents of an7 sl;ich 
person (mere com?arisons with the prior art shall not be considereci. disparaging per .se) ;: 

(iv) any statement or other matter obviously irrelevant or unnec~ssary under 
t:.i,d ci~cw\~.;:;ta.nc~:::~. 

Th~ rsceivi~~ 8ffice a~d tl1~ Inte~~2t!o~al Searc~i~g ~ut~dri~y ~ay n~te-.l~ck o~ 
cor:Jr,li.cc;·,:::::; wi't::1 ·.:he p:::-escriptions of Rule 9.1 and may suggest to the applicant that he , 
vol~:"-:ar:c ly co::rec·c his international a;?plication accordingly. If the lack of compLiance 
was noted :::y the recei·v:..ng Offic~e, that Office shall inform the competent International~ 
Searching Authority and the International Bureau; if the lack of co~pliance was noted by 
-:.:ne In::er!1atio::Jal Searching ll.uthori ty, that Authority shall inform the receiving Office 
and tie I~ternational Bureau. 

"9.3 Reference to Article 21(6) 

"Disparaging statements", referred to in Article 21(6), shall have the meaning as 
cl~fincd in !{ule 9.1 (iii; .... 

(3) See Rule 9.2 quoted in the preceding note. 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I 
WIPO 

world Intellectual Property Organization 
32, Chemin des Colombettes· 
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland 

LIN, ITS CAPACITY AS THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU _j 

FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF CHANGE IN THE 
PERSON, NAME, OR ADDRESS OF APPLICANT 

issued pursuant to PCT Rules 18.5 ~ 51f.lf and Adm1n1atrat1ve 

, Instructions Section 3G6 --
DATE OF MAILING b7 the Receiving Office 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF A CHANGE 
Except in the case of item 5 below, the following information about the applicant 
concerned presently appears of record: 

Name 

Address Telephone number: 

Telegraphic address: 

Teletype address: 

This P,eceivin()" Office hereby requests that: 

1 c==J that applican~ should be deleted as an applicant of record (Rule 18.5 or 54.4). 

2.~ that applicant should be replaced on the records 
below (Rule 18.5 or 54.4). 

by the new applicant identified 

3.~ the change of name effected by that applicant be recorded 
The new name should be recorded as indicated below. 

(Rule 18.5 or 54.4). 

address effected by that applicant be recorded (Administrative 4. ~the change of 
Instructions, Section 306). The new address should be recorded as indicated below. 

5. ~the applicant identified below should be included on the records 
additional applicant (Rule 18.5 or 54.4). 

as an 

Name 
I 

-
~ 

Nationality (country) Residence (country) 

Address Telephone number: 

' 
Telegraphic address: 

' 
Teletyp~ p~dress: -

THE RECEJVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PC1'/R0/113 (August 1976) 



PATENT COOPERATION TIEATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS or the AGENT and if there_j 1...:: no agent, or the APPLICANT(!) 

FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
1dent1tled at the bottoa or this -· 

NOTIFICATION OF NON-COLLECTION OF RECORD COPY 

iosued pursuant to PCT Rule 22.2(d), thl~d aentence(l) and 
A.clminiatrative Ina true tiona, Section '15 D) 

DATE OF l~ILING 
b7 the Receiving Otrioe 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO.(ll 

II:·ENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International. Filing Date·. ~ri~ity Date Claimed 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that the record copy of the above-identified 

international application,which, in accordance with applicant's wish, was held 

by this Receiving Office at the· disposal of the applicant, has not been collected 

by the expiration of the time limit for receipt of that copy by the 

International Bureau. (3) 

A copy of this notification has been sent( 2 ) to the: 

~ International Bureau 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/114 (August 1976) ~ee notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/114 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Ad
ministrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and 
the said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations. "Section" refers to Sections in the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases· contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
common representative or a ccmmon agent: correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ativ-:; or that agent." (Section 108 (a)'{i).). 

"lvh-2re the applicant ha: designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent fixst mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the appllcants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
aCldressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." . (Section lOB (a.J_{iil) • 

"Where the applicant hae. appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe:r of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (ii!)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the fi.le number of. the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOB(b)). 

(2) "Where the applicant opts for transmittal through him, he shall indicate in the notice 
referred to in paragraph (b) whether he wishes to collect the record copy at the re

ceiving Office or wishes the receiving Office to mail the record copy to him. If the 
applicant expresses the wish to collect the record copy, the receiving Office shall hold 
that copy at the disposal of the applicant as soon as the clearance referred to in • 
Rule 22.l(a) has been obtained and, in any case, including the case where a check for 
such clearance must be performed, not later than 10 days before the expiration of 13 
months from the priority dat~. If, by the expiration of the time limit for receipt of 
the record copy by the International Bureau, the applicant has not collected that copy, 
the receiving Office shall notify the International Bureau accordingly. If the applicant 
expresses the wish that the receiving Office mail the record to him or .fails to express 
the wish to collect the record copy, the receiving Office shall mail that copy to the· 
applicant as soon as the clearance referred to in Rule 22.l(a) has been obtained and, in 
any case, including the case where a check for such clearance must be performed, not later 
than 15 days before the expiration of 13 months from the priority date. • (Rule 22.2 (d)) 

(3) "Where, under Rule 22.2(d), the receiving Office has, in accordance with the applicant's 
wish, held the record copy at the disposal of the applicant, and the applicant has not collected 
that copy by the expiration of the time limit for receipt of that copy by the International 
Bureau, the receiving Office shall notify the applicant accordingly. (Section 315). 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I 
L,_!• no ag<nt, of the APPLICANT (l) _J 

FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF INTENTION 
TO MAKE DECLARATION THAT INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION CONSIDERED (~~THDRAWN 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 29.4 

DATE OF HAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

APPI,ICANT Is OR AGENT Is FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that, for the reasons indicated below, 

this Receiving Offi·ce intends to declare that the above-identified inter

national application will be considered withdrawn based upon the tentative 

finding( 2 ) that the requirements( 3 ) under Article 11(1) were not complied 

with at the time the international filing date was accorded: 

1. The applic,ant obviously lacks the right to file an international 
application with this Receiving Office for reasons of:(4) 

residence. 

nationality. 

The application is not in the prescribed language. (S) 

The application does not contain an indication that it is 
intended as an international application. (6) 

The application does not contain the designation of at least 
one Contracting State. (7) 

The application does not contain the name of the applicant, 
as prescribed. (8) 

The application does not contain a part which on the face of 
it appears to be a description. (9) 

The application does not contain a part which on the face of 
it appears to be a claim or claims. (10) 

IF THE APPLICANT DISAGREES WITH THIS TENTATIVE FINDING, THE APPLICANT MAY, 
WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF MAILING f~?ICATED ABOVE, SUBMIT TO THIS 
RECEIVING OFFICE ARGUMENTS TO THAT EFFECT. 

Computation of the time limit starts on the day following the date of 

mailing of this present notification. (ll) Within this time limit the 

arguments have to reach this Receiving Office. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address llu.thorized Officer 

See notes on reverse s1de 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/115 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information·, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Whexe .the applicant has designated oi appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Nhere, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
co~~on representative or a ccmmon agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent
ati~e cr that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)) • 

"WhP.re the applicant haE designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. "\'llhere, in the case of several appltc·a:nts, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall.·. be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 {a) (ii)~. 

"Where the applicant has: appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of · 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in .the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe:r of attorney. Where, in the case· of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest fil~d 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 (a) (iii)). 

"Any corresponde::ce from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
·be :narke::! with the file r..urr.ber of the applicant or the agent, if available, provi:ded ·it does 
not exceeC. ten digits." (Section l08(b)). 

(2) "Before the receiving Office issues any declaration under Article 14(4), it shall noti~y 
the applicant of its intent to issue such declaration and the reasons therefor. The 

applicant may, if he disagrees with the tentative finding of the receiving Office, submit 
arguments to that effect within 1 month from the notification." (Rule 29.4) 

(3) "The receiving Office shall accord .as the international filing date of receipt of the 
international application, provided that that Office has found that, at the time of 

receipt: 

(i) the applicant does not obviously lack, for reasons of residence or nationality, 
the right to file an international application with the receiving Office, 

(ii) the international application is· in the prescribed language, 

(iii) t''" Llt.:rnational a;;.;;lication contains at least the following elements: 

(a) an indication that it is intended as an international application, 

(h) the designation of at least one Contracting State, 

(c) the name of the applicant, as prescribed, 

(d) a part which on the face of it appears to be a description, 

(e) a part which on the face of it appears to be a claim or claims." (Article 

(4) See Article 11(1) (i) quoted in note (3) above. 

(5) See Article 11 (1) (ii) quoted in note (3) above. 

(6) See Article 11 (1) (iii) (a) quoted in note (3) above. 

(7) See Article 11 (1) (iii) (b) quoted in note (3) above. 

(8) See Article 11 (1) (iii) (c) quoted in note (3) above. 

(9) See Article 11 (1) (iii) (d) quoted in note ( 3) above. 

(10) See Article 11 (1) (iii) (e) quoted in note ( 3) above. 

11 (1)) 

(11) "When a period is expressed as one month or a certain number of months, computation snall 
start on the day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period 

shall expire in the relevant subsequent month on the day which has the s·ame number as the day 
on which the said event occurred, provided that if the relevant subsequent month has no day 
with the same number the period shall expire on the last day of that month." (Rule 80.2) 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/115 (Continued) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting date of the computation of 
any period shall be the date which prevails in the locality at the time when the relevant 
event occurred." (Rule 80.4 (a)) 

"The date on which any period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality 
in which the required document mus~ be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80.4(b)) 

"If the expiration of any period during which any document or fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization 
is not open to the public for the purposes ·of the transaction of official business, or on 
which ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization 
is situated, the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said 
two circumstances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring on a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or 
intergovernmental organization with which the document must be filed or to which the fee 
must be paid closes for business on that day." (Rule 80.7(a)) 

"Any Office or organization may depart from·the provisions of paragraph (a) up to 
midnight on the relevant day." (Rule 80.7(b)) 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I L...:• no ag•nt. of the APPLICANT (l) __J 

FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF DESIGNATIONS 
CONSIDERED TO BE WITHDRAWN 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 29.l(b)( 2 ) 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IrENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Applicaticn No. International Filing Date . ~riority Date Claimed 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that no designation fee has been paid 

within the prescribed time limit(J)" in respect of the 'following States: 

and/or Group o£ States intended to be covered by a regional patent: (specify 

also the regional patent) • 

CONSEQUENTLY, THIS RECEIVING OFFICE HEREBY DECLARES THAT THE CORRESPONDING 

DESIGNATIONS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE WITHDRAWN. (4 ) 

A copy of this notification has been sentl 2 Jto the: 

I ! International Bureau. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailins Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/116 (August 1976) See notes on reverse s1de 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/116 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

·~·'here the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Nhere, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
com~on representative or a ccmmon agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that represent-
ative or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)). · 

"1-ihere the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent fir·st mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii)). 

"1'i'here the applicant haf appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first rr.entioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe,r of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate powe'r of attorney." (Section 108 (a) (:!.ii)). 

"Any correspor:dence from an International Authority to the applica:1t or his age!'lt sha.ll 
be marked with the file n~~ber of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
r2ot exceed ten cligits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "If the receiving Office declares under Article 14 (3) (b) (failure to pay the prescribed 
designation fee under Rule 27.l(b)) that the designation of any given State is considered 

w.i thd.rawn, the receiving Office shall promptly notify both the applicant and the International 
Bureau of the said declaration. The International Bureau shall in turn notify the interested 
national Office." (Rule 29.l(b)) 

(3) "The designation fee may be paid on the date of receipt of the international application 
or on any later date but, at the latest, it must be paid before the expiration of one year 

from the priority date." {Rule 15.4{b)) 

(4) "If the receiving Office finds that the fee prescribed under Article 4{2) has been paid 
in respect of one or more {but less than all) designated States within the prescribed 

time limit, the designation of those States in respect of which it has not been paid within 
the prescribed time limit shall be considered withdrawn and the receiving Office shall so 
declare." {Article 14 {3) {b)) 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom or this page 

NOTIFICATION THAT INTERNATIONAL APPLI
CATION CONSIDERED TO BE WITHDRAWN 
1osue14yursuant to PCT Articles 14(1)( 2 ), l4(~)( 3 l, 
14(4) and Rule 29.1(5) 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there J L...:• no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT (l) _J APPLICANT 1 S OR AGENT 1 s FILE NO, (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that .the above-identified interna:tional applica~ 
is declared to be considered withdrawn for the reason indicated be!ow. 

1. The failure to correct certain defects, (2 ) 

No corrections, in response to the invitation to correct defects 
in the international application, have been received within the 
prescribed.time limit. That invitation was mailed by this Receiving 
Office on: 

(date invitation mailed) 

b. D Applicant's corrections as submitted do not properly correct the 
defects noted in the invitation to correct defects in the inter
national application. That invitation was mailed by this Receiving 
Office on: 

(date invitation mailed) 

2. The failure to pay prescribed fees. ( 3 ) 

The following indicated fees have not been paid in accordance with the 
invitation to submit the required payment within the prescribed time limit. 
That invitation was mailed by this Receiving Office on: 

(date invitation mailed) 

a. ~transmittal fee(6) 

b. ~search fee (6) 

c. international fee: 

~basic fee(G) 

~ at least one designation fee 

(NOTIFICATION continued on the following page) 

Form PCT/R0/117(a) (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/117 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see th~ text of th~ Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
~s~rat~ve Instruct~ons under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and th 
sa~d texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty "Rule" e 
refers t~ Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Adminis~rative 
Instruct~ons. 

( 1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"\~here the applicant has designated or' appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Nhere, in the case o.f several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
com:.~on reyresentative or a c:munon agent, co:::responder.ce shall be addressed to that represeni:ative 
or that agant." (Section 108 (a) (1.)). 

"Where.the applicant has desiqnated several aqents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addre7sed to th<: C.C)'ent first ml':mtioned therein. \'!here, in the case of several applicants, 
the appl~cants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addres~ed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section l08(a) (ii)). 

. "\''here the app~icant has appointed several agents in one or mere separate powers of 
a~torney, corresponoence shall be addressed to the agent first ~entioned in the earliest fi'·e• 
and_ 7till valid sepa7ate pov1er of attorney. t•?here, in the case· of several applicants, the .... " 
app~~cants have appc~nted several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section l08(a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it eoes 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "If the receiving Office finds any of the said defects, it shall invite the applicant 
to correct the international application within the prescribed time limit, failing which 

that application shall be considered withdrawn and the receiving Office shall so declare." 
(Article 14 (1) (b) ) 

(3) "If the receiving Office finds that, within the prescribed time limits, the fees prescribed 
under Article 3(4) (iv) ·have not been paid, or no fee prescribed under Article 4(2) has 

been paid in respect of any of the designated States, the international application shall be 
considered withdrawn and the receiving Office shall so declare." (Article 14 (3) (a)) 

(4) "If, after having accorded an international filing date to the international application, 
the receiving Office finds, within the prescribed time limit, that any of the requirements 

listed in items (i) to (iii) of Article llil)'was not complied with at that date, the said 
application shall be considered withdrawn and the receiving Office shall so declare." 
(Article 14 (4)) 

(5) "If the receiving Office declares, under Article 14(1) (b) ann Rule 26.5 (failure to 
correct certain defects), or under Article 14(3) (a) (failure to pay the prescribed fees 

under Rule 27.l(a)), or under Article 14(4) (later finding of non-compliance with the require
~ents listed in items (i) to (iii) o= Article 11(1)), that the international ap~lication is 
considered withdrawn: 

(i) the receiving Office shall transmit the record copy (unless already transmitted), 
and any correction offered by the applicant, to the Int~rnational Bureau; 

(ii) the receiving Office shall promptly notify both the applicant and the International 
Bureau of the said declaration, and the International Bureau shall in turn notify the interested 
designated Offices; 

(iii) the receiving Office shall not transmit the search copy as provided in Rule 23, 
or, if such copy has already been transmitted, it shall notify the International Searching 
Authority of the said declaration; 

(iv) the International Bureau shall not be required to notify the applicant of the 
receipt of the record copy." (Rule 29.l(a)) 

(6) This iR not anplicahle in ~ontracting States when the faculty under Rule 15.4(a) is 
not provided for. 

0 



NOTIFICATION (continued) 

3. The later finding of non-compliance with certain requirements. (4 ) 

A notification stating the intention to declare that the above-identified 
international application will be considered withdrawn was mailed by this 
Receiving Office on: 

(date notification mailed) 

In response to that notification: 

the applicant has not submitted arguments within the 
prescribed time limit. 

the applicant's arguments have been considered but have 
not been found pers1,1asive. 

Consequently, this Receiving Office finds that the requirements which were 
indicated under No •••••• of the said notification were not complied with 
at the time the international filing date was accorded. 

A copy of this notification has been sent(S) to the: 

D International Searching Authority 

D International Bureau 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 

Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/117(b) (August 1976) 
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PATENT COOPERATION TIEATY 

I 

_j 

FROM ~· RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING DOCUMENTS TRANSMITTED 
isF"•d pursu•~t to PCT A!'ticl• l2(l), Rules 20.7(1v), 
22.2_(e), 26.4(c.l. and {d),_ 29.l(a)(1), and Adm_1n1st:_~t1ve 

Dl81iructions, Sections 309(b)(i11), (c)(i1), 3lO(c)(111), 
(d) (11). 

DATE OF MAILING by the Receiving Office 

NOTIFICATION 

This Receiving Office transmits herewith the following indicated types of 

'documents and numbers thereof: 

1. ~--1 ---
2. [] ---
3. D ---
4. [] ---
5. D ---

6. D ---
7. D ---
8. D-
9. D ---

10. [] ---

(number of) record copies (Article 12(1)). 

(number of) search copies (Article 12 (1)) • 

(number of) copies of the purported international applications 

(Rule 20.7(iv)). 

(number of) substitute record copies (Rule 22.2(e)). 

(number of) record copies and corrections not already 

transmitted in respect of the international applications 

which have been considered withdrawn (Rule 29.l(a) (i)). 

(number of) copies of the letters of corr~ctions 
(Rule 26.4(c) and (d)). 

(number of) copies of replacement sheets (Rule (Rule 26.4(c) and (d)). 

(number of) copies of later submitted sheets 

(Administrative Instructions, Sections 309(b) (iii), (c) (ii)). 

(number of) copies of later submitted drawings 

(Administrative Instructions, Sections 310(c) (iii), (d) (ii)). 

other type documents 

Attached is a list identifying each document transmitted by the type of document it 

is, and by the corresponding international application number (or provisional file 

number) , international filing date (or date of receipt) and name of the applicant. 

This notification is sent to the above addressee in its capacity as the: 

I \ International Searching Authority 

[--International Bureau 

~~-~ International Preliminary Ex~ining Authority 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mai.L1n9 Address Authorized Officer 

Fo~m FCT/R0/118 (a) (August 197 6) 



International Application No. 

Type of Document (or Provisional File No.) and Applicant 
International Filing Date (or 

Date of Receipt) 

Form PCT/R0/118(b) (August 1976) 



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I 
~s no agont, of the APPLICANT (J,) _J 

FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF REFUND O~lFEES (3 ) 
issued pursuant to PCT Rules 15.6 and 16.2 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PURPORT~D INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

Provisional File No. Date of Receipt 

Applicant (Name) 

NOT! F I CAT! ON 

The applicant is hereby notified that the amounts indicated which have been 

paid in respect of the above-identified purported international application 

will be refunded as a result of the neoative determination, that is, that the 

said application does not fulfill the requirements provided for under 

Article 11 (l). 

1. International Fee( 2 l 

2. Search F~e ( 3 l 

Total: 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mal.l ing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/11~ (August 1976) ::::ee notes vn reverse Slde 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/119 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are represented by a 
common representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed to that representative 
or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several aqents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108(a) (ii)). 

"'l'!here the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first Mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney. ~>!here, in th.e case of several applicants, the 
applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed 
and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOS(a) (iii)). 

"Any corresponcence :rom an ·International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the :ile n~~ber of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceec ten digits." (Section lOS(b)). 

(2) "The international fee shall be refunded to the applicant if the determination under 
Article 11(1) is negative." (Rule 15.6(a)) 

(3) "The search fee shall be refunded to the applicant if the determination under 
Article 11(1) is negative." (Rule 16.2) 
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PATENT COOPERATION TIEATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:.J 

L._;• no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT (l) 

FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bott ... or thil -· 

INVITATION TO PAY FEE FOR 
PREPARATION OF COPIES 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 2l.l(c)( 3) 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Ott1ce 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This Receiving Office calls applicant's attention to the fact that the 

filing of the above-identified international application in ..•.. (number of) 

copies which is less than the number of copies required( 2 ) necessitated the 

pr.:j,'aration of .•••• (number oi) additional required copies for which a fee 

in the amount of ............ is due. ( 3 ) 

CONSEQUENTLY THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO PAY TO THIS RECEIVING OFFICE 

THE AMOUNT DUE WITHIN .......... (MONTH) (DAYS) FROM THE DATE OF MAILING INDI-

CATED ABOVE. {3 ) PAYMENT BY L~HEQUE, POSTAL MONEY ORDER, BANK DRAFT, eASH, 

REVENUE STAMPS, DEBITING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO ...•••••.•• ,COUPONS, ETC~7 

SHOULD BE MADE TO LTHE ACCOUNT OF, ACCOUNT INDICATED BELOW OF, ORDER 0~/ 

THIS RECEIVING OFFICE . 

Computation of the time limit starts on the day following the date of 

mailing of the present invitation. (4 ) Within· this time limit the 

required amount has to be paid to this Receiving Office. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/1?0 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 
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NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/120 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

":·'here the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addressed to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
repr2ssnted by a common representative or a co:nmon agent, correspondence shall l:le addressed 
to that ce?rese~tative or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)). 

"~~grc the aPplicant has designated several agents in the request, corresoondu~ce 
sLall he ad:1rcsse~: to the agent first rnentJ.oned therein. Where, in the case of SE.\'eral 
a~?li~ants, the applicants have desigr.ated several comnon agents in the request, 
ccrrespo::,:;e!"ce shall be addt·essed to the co!l'.mon agent firs.: mentioned therein," 
(Section 108(a) (ii)). 

"l\':h'3l'2 t::e applicant has appointed S·'3Veral agents i1l one Or rr.ore Se?arate pO\ve;rs of 
attorne:y, corrasr:;cndenr;e shall be addressed to the agen<:: first mentioned ir. tile earliest 
filed a.-1:.1 still vaJ:i.d separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several comr.1on agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, c::>rrespondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 (&)(iii}), 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOB(b)). 

(2) "Any receiving Office may require that the international application and any of the 
documents referred to in the check list (Rule 3.3(a) (ii)), except the receipt for the 

fees paid or the check for the payment of the fees, be filed in two or three copies. In 
that case, the receiving Office shall be· responsible for verifying the identity of the 
••cond and the third copies with the record copy." (Rule 11.1 (b)) 

(3) "If the international application is filed in less than the number of copies required 
under Rule ll.l(b), the receiving Office shall be responsible for the prompt preparation 

of the number of copies required, and shall have the right to fix a fee for performing that 
task and to collect such 'fee from the applicant." (Rule 21.1 (c)) 

(4) "When a period is expressed as one month or a certain number of months, computation shall 
start on the day following the day· on which the relevant event occurred, and the period 

shall expire in the relevant subsequent month on the day which has the same number as the day 
on which the said event occurred, provided that if the relevant subsequent month has no day 
with the same number the perl.oa shall expire on the last day of that month." (Rule 80.2) 

"When a period is expressed as a certain number of days, computation shall start on the 
day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period shall expire on 
thP. day on '"'hich the las-t day of the count has been reached." (Rule 80.3) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting day of the computation of 
any period shall be the date which prevails in the locality at the time when the relevant 
event occurred." (Rule 80.4(a)) 

"The date on which any period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality 
in which the required document must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80.4(b)) 

"If the expiration of any 'period during which any document or fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization 
is not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of official business, or on 
which ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization 
is situated, the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the 
said two circumstances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring on a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or 
intergovernmental organization with which the document must be filed or to which the fee 
must be paid closes for business on that day." (Rule 80.7(a)) 

"Any Office or organization may depart from the provisions of paragraph (a) up to mid
night on the relevant day." ·(Rule 80.7 (b)) 

0-----



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION THAT PRIORITY CLAIM 
CONSIDERED NOT TO HAVE BE~~)MADE 
issued p~rsuant to PCT Rule 4.lO(b) a?~) 

Administrative Instructions, Section 302 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

APPLICANT'S OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that the priority claim set forth in 

the request of the above-identified international application as filed 

did not indicate: 

the countr¥. in which, or, in the case of a regional or an 

international application, at least one country for which, 

the earlier application was filed. (2 ) 

2. c==J the date on which the earlier application was filed. (2 ) 

CONSEQUENTLY, THE PRIORITY CLAIM, FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE PROCEDURE 

UNDER THE TREATY, IS CONSIDERED NOT TO HAVE BEEN MADE. (2 ) 

D In the case where multiple priorities have been claimed, the 

above action relates to the following_ particular priority 

claim (s): 

Where required, a copy of this notification has been sent(3) to the: 

[~.] International Searching Authority 

[~] International Bureau 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

For!n PC'i'/RC/12~ (August 1976) :::ee not.es l)n reverse Slde 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/121 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the 
Administrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes 
and the said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, 
"Rule" refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the 
Administrative Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative". 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addressed to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
represented by a common represented or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence 
shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several 
applicants, the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." 
(Section 108 (a) (ii)). 

"Where the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
filed and still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a-) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOB(b~). 

(2) "If the request does not indicate both 

(i) when the earliest application is not a regional or an international 
application, the country in which it was filed; when the earlier application is a 
regional or an international application, at least one country for which it was filed, 
and 

(ii) the date on which it was filed, 

the priority claim shall, for the purposes of the procedure under the Treaty, be considered 
not to have been made." (Rule 4.10 (b)). 

(3) "Where, owing to failure to meet the requirements of Rule 4.10 (b), the priority claim 
is, for the purposes of procedure under the Treaty, considered not to have been made, 

the receiving Office shall indicate that fact in the international application by marking 
over the box in the request form which provides for the information concerning the priority 
claim, the words "NOT TO BE CONSIDERED FOR PCT PROCEDURE" or its equivalent in the lancruage 
of the international application. The receiving Office shall notify the applicant accordingly. 
If copies of the international application have already been sent to the International 
Bureau and the International Searching Authority, the receiving Office shall also notify 
that Bureau and that Authority." (Section 302). 

-------0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL 
OF REQUESTED DOCUMENTS (2 ) 

issued f~)suant to PCT ~tes 20,9 , 
:a2.....1C.bl , and 22 .2(d) 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving 0!!1ce I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I ( ) L-..:• no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT(l) __j APPLICANT 1 S OR AGENT 1 S FILE NO. l 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notifiea tnat this Receiving Office, in response 

to the request received, transmits.here~L~ the .Eollawing indicated_ 

documents: 

1. D a certified copy of the international application as filed 

and of any corrections thereto. 
(2) 

2. D the record copy of the international application. 
(3) 

3. D a certified copy of the home copy of the international 

application. (4) 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/122 (August 1976) See note15 on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/122 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases·contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Co~~on Representative." 

·~~la:e the applicant has desiqnated or.appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addressc0 ~~that agent. Where, in th~ CASH of several applicants, the applica&ts are 
represer.'t.e::: i..Y 3. common representative or a commnn agent; correspondence shal·L bu addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108 (a)(~))· 

"Wh2r2 the applica~t has designated several agents in the request, correspon~~nce 
shall be :oc:~~ressecl to the agent firs·;; mentioned therein. Where, in the c.;a~e of several 
<-r:;rlica!'lts, the applicants have designated several commoa agents in the rc>quest, 
corrcspor:.:'.e,Jcu shall be addressed to th~ common agent firE"t mentioned therein." 
(S2:::tion 108 (a) (;U.)), 

"i·Jhere the a;::,plicant has appointed severul agents in one or more separate pcwers of 
attcrn~y, correspo::1dence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in tbe earliest 
fi].ed and stil';, ·:alid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the a~~licants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 10& {a) {iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an lnternational Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, ~ available, provided ~t does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOS(b)) .. 

(2) "Against payment of a fee, the receiving Office shall furnish to the applicant, on 
request, certified copies of the international application as filed and of any correc

tions thereto." (Rule 20.9) 

(3) "If the applicant is not in possession of the notification of receipt sent by the Inter-
national Bureau under Rule 24.2(a) by the expiration of 13 months and 10 days from the 

priority date, he shall have 'the right to ask the receiving Office to give him the record 
copy or, should the receiving Office allege that it has transmitted the record copy to the 
International Bureau, a certified copy based on the home copy." (Rule 22.1 (b)) 

"Where the applicant opts for transmittal through him, he shall indicate in the notice 
referred to in paragraph (b) whether he wishes to collect the record copy at the receiving 
Office or wishes the receiving Office to mail the record copy to him. If the applicant 
expresses the wish to collect the record copy, the receiving Office shall hold that copy 
at the disposal of the applicant as soon as the clearance referred to in Rule 22.l(a) uaa 
been ODtai:r,ed a;Jd, ;;_n any caso;,, including the case where a check for such clearance must 
be performed, not later than 10 days b.e!ore the expiration of 13 months from the priority 
aa~e. rf, bv the expiration-of the time limit for receipt of the record ~opy by the 
International Bureau, the applicant has not collected that copy, the receiving Office 
shall notifv the Int~rnatio~al Bureau accordingly. If the applicant expresses the wish 
that the receiving Office mail the record copy to him or fails to express the wish to 
collect the record copy, the receiving Office shall mail that copy to the applicant as 
soon as the clearance referred to in Rule 22.l(a) has been obtained and, in any case, 
including the case where a check for such clearance must be performed, not later than 
15 days before the expiration of 13 months from the priority date." (Rule 22.2(d)) 

(4) See Rule 22.l(b) quoted in the preceding note. 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I 

_j 

FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY OR 
REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 
issued pursuant to PCT Rules 90.3(b) ana 90.4(b) 

DATE OF MAILING by the Receiving ornce 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOT! F I CAT! ON 

This Receiving Office hereby gives notice of the receipt 

of the following indicated document (a copy of which is annexed 

hereto): 

1. c==J power of attorney (Rule 90.3(b)). 

2. c==J revocation of power of attorney (Rule 90.4(b)). 

This notification is sent to the above addressee in its capacity 

as the: 

D Internation'al Searching Authority D International Bureau 

D International Preliminary Examining Authority 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Fol'!n PCT/R0/12; (August 1976) 



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF DEFECTIVE POWER OF ATTORNEY 
OR DEFECTIVE REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 
issued pursuant to PCT Rules 90.3(c) (2 )and 90.4(b) (3 ) 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I 
L._!• no ag•nt. of the APPLICANT (l) __. APPLICANT 1 s OR AGENT 1 s FILE NO. ( l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOHF1CATI.ON 

The applicant is hereby notified that the: 

1. D power of attorney (2 ) 

2 ·I I revoc~tion of power of attorney (3 ) 

submitted to this Receiving Office has been found defective for the 

reasons indicated below: 

a. []it is not signed by all applicants. 

b. D it is not contained in a separate document. 

c. D it does not contain the required indications 
concerning the name and address of the agent 

. or common representative. (4) 

CONSEQUENTLY, THE APPOINTMENT/REVOCATION IS CONSIDERED NON-EXISTENT 

UNTIL THE DEFECTS ARE CORRECTED. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/124 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



'NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/124 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"!:here ~~e applicant has dPsign~te~ or ~ppoint@d one agent, correspondence shall be 
cC'~n::sscC. to_ th"-t u.qent. Vlhere, in tltP Ci'ISE> of several applicants, the appli.·:ants are 
ro?r2s0nted cy a co~mon representative or a co~non agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)). 

"Kherc the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence 
shall ~a addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Vlhere, in the case of several 
a:::·,';_ic<!n"::s, t:-1e applican·ts illVe ciesig-nated several common agents in the request, 
C'Jl·:::-:":Dcn.:!Co:~.ce s:~all be add;:essed to the common agent first mentioned therein." 
(Secti<..;:; 1C8 ·(a) ('ii)). · 

":·:!·,ere the applicant has appointed several agents in one or· more separate powers of 
a~torncy, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
filed and still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the ·case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOS(a) (~1)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent sl:all 
be marked with the file nUJI'.ber of the appli.cant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "Appointment of any agent or of any common representative within the meaning of Rule 4.8(a), 
if the said agent or common representative is not designated in the request signed by all 

applicants, shall be effected in a separate signed power of attorney (i.e., a document 
appointing an agent or a common representative)." (Rule 90.3(a)) 

"If the separate power of. attorney is not signed as provided in paragraph (a) , or if the 
required separate power of attorney is missing, or if the indication of the name or address 
of the appointed person does not comply with Rule 4.4, the power of attorney shall be considered 
non-existent unless the defect is corrected." (Rule 90.3(c)) 

(3) "Any appointment may be revoked by the persons who have made the appointment or their 
successors in title." (Rule 90.4 (a) ) 

"Rule 90.3 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the document containing the revocation." 
(Rule 90.4(b)) 

(4) "Names of natural persons shall be indicated by the person's family name and given name (s), 
the family name being indicated before the given name (s)." (Rule 4. 4 (a)) 

"~lames of legal entities shall be indicated by their full, official designations." 
(Rule 4.4 (b)) 

"Addresses shall .be indicated in such a way as to sat·isfy the customary requirements for 
prompt postal delivery at the indicated address and, in any case, shall consist of all the 
relevant administrative units up to, and including, the house number, if any. Where the 
national law of the designated State does not require the indication of the house number, 
failure to indicate such number shall have no effect in that State. It is recommended to 
indicate any telegraphic and teletype address and telephone number." (Rule 4.4(c)) 

"For each applicant, inventor, or agent, only one address may be indicated." (Rule 4.4(d)) 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM the RECEIVl'HG OFFICE 
identified at tt e bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF RECEIPT OF PAPERS PURPORTING 
TO BE AN INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
issued pursl.f.~yt to PCT Administrative Instructions. 
Section 301 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there 1 
L-.!s no ag•·nt, of the APPLICANT (1) __.J APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PURPORTED INTERN~TIONAL APPLICATl~ 

Provisional File No. Title of Invention 

Applicant (Name) 

NOT! F I CATION 

The applicant is hereby notified(Z) that this Receiving Office has 

received papers purporting to be an international application on: 

(date of receipt of papers) 

The applicant's attention is drawn to the fact that these papers 

have not yet been checked by this Receiving Office in respect of 

their compliance with the requirements of Article 11(1), that is, 

whether these papers meet the requirements necessary for the 

according of an international filing date. 

These papers have been given the provisional file number identified 

above. The applicant is hereby requested to make reference to that 

number in all correspondence with this Receiving Office until such 

time as the applicant receives notification of the definitive 

international application number to be accorded. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/12) (August 1976) See not~s on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/125 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

·~~~~2 the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, corresponde~ce stall be 
addr~~sc~ ~o tjat agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the appl~cants ar2 
rsp:::-es::n':-2~ ::y a con:r.vJn representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that reprascntat~ve or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence 
shall be adC!:::-essed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several 
a~plicants, the applicants !13.Ve designated several common agents in the request, 
co:::-rcs:po:~Jence shall be addi.·essed to the common agent first mentioned therein." 
(Section 108 (a) (ii)), 

"i::12re the aj;plicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate po•,Ters of 
at~or~sy, co:::-respondunce shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
f;:_~_e::: a;1C\ sti:l valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the ..:ase of seve;:::-al applicants, 
t:·,e bi"Yfllic2nts have ctppointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
a·:.:to.::-ney _. correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
cc-.rliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 (a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "Any receiving Office may notify the applicant of the receipt of the purported 
international application. The notification should indicate the date of actual 

receipt, the provisional file number of the purported international application 
referred to in section 307(a) and the applicant's file number, if available as well as, 
where useful for purposes of identification, the title of the invention." (Section 301) 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I L...!• no agont, of the APPLICANT (l) _I 

FROM ~· RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING LATER 
SUBMITTED SHEETS OR DRAWINGS 
issued pursu~nf to PCT Administrative Instructions, 
Sections 309 2 and 310(J) 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

lD[NTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION!P:.JRPORTED INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No./Provisional 
File No. 

International Filing Dat~Date of Receipt 
of Incomplete Papers 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that certain 

0 (2) 
sheets 

D drawings ( 3 ) 

pertaining to the above identified application were received in this Office on: 

(date of receipt) 

that is, on a date later than the date ·Of first receipt of the incomplete papers, 

indicated above. 

1. As the date of receipt of the later submission is within 30 days of the 

date of first receipt of papers, the later submission is included in the 

application for international processing. (4 ) 

a. ~ The date of receipt of the later submission is considered to be the 

correct date of receipt of the application. 

b. 0 The date of receipt of the later submission is the corrected 

international filing date. 

2. As the date of receipt of the later submission is later than 30 days from 

the date of first receipt of papers, the later submission will not be included 

in the application for international processing. (S) 

a. 0 The date of receipt of the application remains as of record. 

b. o The international filing date remains as of record. 

A copy of this notification·has been sent(G) to the: D International Searching Authority 

D International Bureau 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 

Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/126 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/126 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the 
Administrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes 
and the said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, 
"Rule" refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the 
Administrative Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4. 8, the "Common Representative.·" 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addressed to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
represented by a common representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several agents.in the request, correspondence 
shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several 
applicants, the applicants have designated several common agents in the request, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." 
(Section 108 (a) {ii)). 

"Where the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
filed and still valid separate power·of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "The receiving Office shall, in the case of later submitted sheets received within 
the time limits referred to in Rule 20.2(a) (i) and (ii), 

(i) effect the required correction of the international filing date, or, wher.e 
no international filing has yet been accorded, of the date of receipt of the purported 
international application;· 

(ii) notify the applicant of the correction effected under item ( i), above; 

(iii) where transmittals under Article 12(1) have already been made, notify 
the International Bureau and the International Searching Authority of any correction 
effected under i tern (.i) , above, and forward copies of the later submitted sheets to 
the said Bureau and the said Authority.; 

(iv) where transmittals under Article 12(1) have not yet been made, attach a 
copy of the later submitted sheets to the record copy and the search copy." (Section 309(b)). 

"The receiving Office shall, in the case of later submitted sheets received after 
the expiration of the time limits referred to in Rule 20.2(a) (i) and (ii), 

(i) notify the applicant of that fact and of the date of receipt of the later 
submitted sheets; 

(ii) where transmittals under Article 12(1) have already been made, forward a 
copy of the later submitted sheets to the International Bureau with the indication that 
such sheets are not to be taken into consideration for the purposes of international 
processing; 

(iii) where transmittals under Article 12(1) have not yet been made, attach a 
copy of the later submitted sheets to the record copy with the indication that such 
sheets are not to be taken into consideration for the purposes of international 
processing." (Section 309(c)). 

(3) "The receiving Office shall, in the case of missing drawings received within the 
time limit referred to in Rule 20.2(a) (iii), 

(i) effect the required correction of the international filing date, or, 
where no international filing date has yet been accorded,- of the date of receipt of the 
purported international application; 

(ii) notify the applicant of the correction effected under item (i), above; 

(iii) where transmittals under Article 12(1) have already been made, notify the 
International Bureau and the International Searching Authority of any correction effected 
under item (i), above, by transmitting a copy of the corrected first page of request, and 
forward copies of the later submitted drawings to the said Bureau and the said Authority; 

(iv) where transmittals under Article 12(1) have not yet been made, attach a 
copy of the later submitted drawings to the record copy and the search copy." 
(Section 310(c)). 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/126 (Continued) 

"The rece~v~ng Office shall, in the case of missing drawings received after the 
expiration of the time limit, referred to in Rule 20.2(a) (iii), 

(i) notify the applicant of that fact and of the date of receipt; 

(ii) where transmittals under Article 12(1) have already been made, forward a 
copy of the later submitted drawings to the International Bureau with the indication that 
such drawings and any reference to such drawings are not to be taken into consideration 
for the purposes of international processing; 

(iii) where transmittals under Article 12(1) have not yet been made, attach a copy 
of the later submitted drawings to the record copy with the indication that such drawings 
are not to be taken into consideration for the purposes of international processing. 
(Section 3lO(d)). 

(4) In the case of later submitted sheets, see Section 309(b) (ii) quoted in note (2) 
above, and in the case of later submitted drawings, see Section 310(c) (ii) quoted 

in note (3) above. 

(5) In the case of later submitted sheets, see Section 309(c) (i) quoted in note (2) 
above, and in the case of later submitted drawings, see Section 310(d) (i), quoted 

in note (3) above. 

(6) In the case of later submitted sheets, see Sections309(b) (iii) and 309(c) (ii). 
quoted in note (2) above, and in the case of later submitted drawings, see 

Sections 310)(c) (iii) and 310 (d) (ii), quoted in note (3) above. 

-------·o 



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I 

f Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there J 
~s no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT(l) _____. 

FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF DECISION NOT TO 
ISSUE DECLARATION THAT INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION CONSIDERED WITHDRAWN 
issued pursuant to PCT Admin;!.strative 
Instructions, Section 312(3) 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that this Receiving Office, after having 

considered applicant's arguments, (Z) does not intend to declare that the 

above-identified international application is considered withdrawn(J). 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address · Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/127 (August 1976) See not.es on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/127 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative.". 

";·:i"s::-e t.lle ap::>lic<:tnt has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence :;-h;;.ll be 
addressed to that asent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applica~ts are 
represented ty ~ common representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be adore£sed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)). 

"1·:L.:,•r·.~ tho:; a??lica,1t has designated several agents in the request:, corre5ponc<cnce 
sl:<:•ll b-:• ar:r1.cessed to the agent firs·;; mentioned therei.n. Where, in the case of several 
o.rpJi.ce~ncs, the applicants have designateci several corrJTirm agents in the request, 
c:;rrespondenc2 shall be addressed to the corrJTion ag·ent first mentioned there.in." 
(Se.:::tion lOii(a) (ii)). 

"'·ihere t:1<:! a:.:-·:=·licar.t has appui.:1ted several agents in one or more separate pcv:ers of 
attorney, ccrrespcmdence shall be address ad to tr.e agent first menticr.ed in the earliest 
filed and still "Jalid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
t:1e ap;;Jlicar:t:s ~ave appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers c-f 
attcrney, correspon1ence shall be addressed to the common agent first noe.nticned in the 
earliest f.::..led and st:ill valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 (a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108 (b)). 

(2) "Before the receiving Office issues any declaration under Article 14(4), it shall 
notify the applicant of its intent to issue such declaration and the reasons therefor. 

The applicant may, if he disagrees with the tentative finding of the receiving Office, submit 
arguments to that effect within 1 month from the notification." (Rule 29.4) 

(3) "Where the receiving Office, after having notified the applicant under Rule 29.4 of 
its intent to issue a declaration under Article 14(4), decides not to issue such a 

declaration, it shall notify the applicant accordingly." (Section 312) 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE I identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO PAY FOR 
REQUESTED DOCUMENTS 

( 2) 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 20.9 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

( ) APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. ~. 
Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:.J (ll 

is no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT l 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This Receiving Office will, upon receipt of payment in the amount of 

, promptly transmit the requested certified copies 

of the international application as filed and any corrections thereto. (2 ) 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO MAKE PAYMENT BY iCHECK, POSTAL MONEY 

ORDER, BANK DRAFT, CASH, REVENUE STAMPS, DEBITING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO. ---
COUPONS, ETC~/, TO THE iACCOUNT OF, ACCOUNT INDICATED BELOW OF, ORDER 0~/ 

THIS RECEIVING OFFICE. 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

, 

Form PCT/R0/128 (August 1976) 2ee notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/128 

These Notes are intended to f·acili tate the use of the present form. For full information .• 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the 
Administrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes 
and the said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refe·rs to Articles of the Treaty, 
"Rule" refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(l) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addressed to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
represented by a common representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence 
shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several 
applicants, the applicants have designated.several common agents in the request, 
correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." 
(Section 108 (a) (ii)). 

"Where the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
filed and still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in ~e case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an Internat~onal Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number·of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section l08(b)). 

(2) "Against payment of a·fee, the receiving Office shall furnish to the applicant, on 
. request, certified copies of the international application as filed and of any 

corrections thereto." (Rule 20.9). 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I 
WIPO 

World Intellectual Property Organ~zation 
32, Che.nin des Colombettes 
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland 

L IN ITS CAPACITY AS THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU -' 

FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF CHANGE IN THE 
PERSON, NAME, OR ADDRESS OF INVENTOR 

DATE OF MAILING by the Receiving Office 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF A CHANGE 

Except in the case of item 5 below, the following information about the inventor 
concerned presently appears .of record: 

Name 

Address Telephone number: 

Telegraphic uddre~s: 

Teletype address: 

This Receiving Office hereby requests that: 

1. D that inventor should be deleted as the inventor of record. 

2. D that inventor should be replaced on the records by the new inventor identified 
below. 

3 • D the change of name effected by that inventor be recorded. The new name should 
be recorded as indicated below. 

4. D the change of address effected by that inventor be recorded. The new address 
should be recorded as indicated below. 

5. D the inventor identified below should be included on the records as an additional 
inventor. 

Name 

Nationality (country) Residence (country) 

Address Telephone number: 

Telegraphic address: 

Teletype address: 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Signature of Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/129 (August 1976) 
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PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I -~ 
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WIPO 
World Intellectua~ Property Organ~zation 

32, Chemin des Colombettes 
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland 

L IN ITS CAPACITY AS THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU _j 

FROM the RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom or this page 

REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF CHANGE IN THE 
NAME OR ADDRESS OF AGENT OR COMMON 
REPRESENTATIVE 

DATE OF MA ILl NG by the Receiving orrice 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

REQUEST FOR THE RECORDING OF A CHANGE 

The following information about the agent or common representative concerned presently 
appears of record. 

Name 

\ddress Telephone number: 

~elegraphic address: 

Teletype address: 

This Receiving Office requests that: 
-. --, 

1.! j the change of name effected by that agent or common representative be recorded. 
~____, The new name should be recorded as indicated below. 
r-··-, 

2. j ; the change 
'--' recorded. 

of address effected by that agent or common representative be 
The new address should be recorded as indicated below. 

Name 

Nationality (country) Residence (country) 

Address Telephone number: 

Telegraphic address: 

Teletype address: 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Signature of Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/130 (August 1976) 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

FROM ~e RECEIVING OFFICE I identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF LACK OF SIGNATURE WITH 
REGARD TO CORRESPONDENCE SUBMITTED BY 
APPLICANT (2) (3) 
issued pursuant to PCT Rules 92.l(a)( 2 ) and 92.l(b)( 3 ) 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office L Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:..J 

FILE NO. llJ is no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT '1) APPLICANT's OR AGENT's 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

This Receiving Office acknowledges the receipt of papers purporting to be: 

I I 
Said papers were received on: 

I 
However, the said papers were UNSIGNED( 2 l and therefore, under PCT Rule 92.l(b), are 

considered not to nave been submitted. (3) 

The said papers are herewith returned to you for signature and resubmission. 

The applicant is reminded that there is a time limit, for such resubmission, of: 

I 
_, 

which, expires on: 

I I 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mail1ng Address Signature of Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/R0/131 ,August 1976) See notes on reverse s1de 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/R0/131 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full 
information, see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the 
Regulations and the Administrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of 
discrepancy between these Notes and the said texts, the latter are applicable. 
"Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" refers to Rules of the 
Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common 
Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence 
shall be addressed to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants are represented by a common representative or a common agent, corres
pondence shall be addressed to that representative or that agent." (Section 108 
(a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several agents in the request, corres
pondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the 
case of several applicants, the applicants have designated several common agents 
in the request, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first men
tioned therein." (Section 108(a) (ii)). 

"Where the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate 
powers of attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first men
tioned in the earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney. Where, 
in the case of several applicants, the applicants have appointed several common 
agents in one or more separate powers of attorney, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed and still 
valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 (a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his 
agent shall be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if 
available, provided it does not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "Any paper submitted by the applicant in the course of the international 
procedure provided for in the Treaty and these Regulations, other than the 

international application itself, shall, if not itself in the form of a letter, 
be accompanied by a letter identifying the international application to which it 
relates. The letter shall be signed by the applicant." (Rule 92.l(a)). 

(3) "If the requirements provided for in paragraph (a) are not complied with, 
the paper shall be considered not to have been submitted." (Rule 92.l(b)). 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I FROM ~· RECEIVING OFFICE 
identified at the bottom of this page 

COMMUNICATION TO THE APPLICANT IN 
CASES FOR WHICH NO OTHER FORM IS 
APPLICABLE 

DATE OF MAILING 
by the Receiving Office 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:.J 
l,_,!• no ag•nt, or the APPLICANT APPLICANT 1 5 OR AGENT 1 s FILE NO. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

THE RECEIVING OFFICE 
Name and Mailing Address Signature of Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/RD/132 (August 1976) 
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II. FORMS TO BE EMPLOYED BY THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 

Form Identification 
Number: Title of Form: 

Provisions pursuant to 
which Form is issued: 

PCT/ISA/20l ............. INTERNATIONAL-TYPE SEARCH REPORT Article 15(5) 

PCT/ISA/202 •.•..•....... NOTIFICATION OF RECEIPT OF SEARCH COPY Rule 25.1 

PCT/ISA/203 .•....•...... DECLARATION OF NON~ESTABLISHMENT OF Article 17(2) (a) 
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT 

PCT/ISA/204 .......•..... INVITATION TO COMMENT ON ABSTRACT Rule 38.2(a) 

PCT/ISA/205 .•..•........ NOTIFICATION OF ABSTRACT APPROVED 
OR ESTABLISHED 

PCT/ISA/206 ••........... INVITATION TO PAY ADDITIONAL FEES 

PCT/ISA/207 ........•.... INVITATION TO COMMENT ON 'DRAFT 
TRANSLATION 

Rule 44.2(c) 

Article 17(3) (a) and Rule 40.1 

Rule 48.3(b) 

PCT/ISA/208 •.•••.......• NOTIFICATION OF ACTION TAKEN CON- Administrative Instructions, 
CERNING COMMENTS ON DRAFT TRANSLATION Section 506 

PCT/ISA/209 ...•........• NOTIFICATION OF FACTS WHICH SHOULD 
HAVE PRECLUDED THE ACCORDING OF AN 
INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE 

PCT/ISA/210!'- .•.•••...... INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT 

PCT/ISA/2ll ••.....•••... NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF 
REQUESTED COPIES OF CITED DOCUMENTS 

PCT/ISA/212 ............. NOTIFICATION OF DECISION OF PROTEST 

PCT/ISA/213 .......•..... NOTIFICATION OF REFUND OF SEARCH FEE 

PCT/ISA/214 ......••....• REQUEST FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PROOF 

PCT/ISA/215 ............. NOTIFICATION OF CERTAIN DEFECTS IN 
THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

PCT/ISA/216 ............. INVITATION TO REQUEST RECTIFICATION 

PCT/ISA/217 .•.••.••••••. NOTIFICATION CONCERNING REQUEST FOR 
RECTIFICATION 

PCT/ISA/218 .......••..•. NOTIFICATION CONCERNING EXPRESSIONS, 
ETC. NOT TO BE USED IN INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATIONS 

PCT/ISA/219 ............. NOTIFICATION CONCERNING DOCUMENTS 
TRANSMITTED 

PCT/ISA/220 ............. NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT OR THE 
DECLARATION 

Rule 29.3 

Article 18(1) and Rule 43 

Article 20(3) 

Rule 40.2(c) and Administra
tive Instructions, Section 502 

Rules 16.3 and 41.1 

Rule 83 

Rule 28.1 (a) 

Rule 9l.l(d), second sent
ence 

Administrative Instructions, 
Section 109 

Rule 9 

Rules 44.1, 44.3(c) and 
48.3(b) 

Rule 44.1 

PCT/ISA/22l ............. INVITATION TO PAY FOR REQUESTED Rule 44.3(b) 
COPIES OF CITED DOCUMENTS 

PCT/ISA/222 ........•.... INVITATION TO PAY FEE FOR PREPARA- Rule 48.3 
TION OF DRAFT TRANSLATION 

PCT/ISA/223 •.•••••••.••• NOTIFICATION OF LACK OF SIGNATURE WITH Rules 92,l(a) and 92.l(b) 
REGARD TO CORRESPONDENCE SUBMITTED BY 
APPLICANT 

PCT/ISA/224 •••••••.••••• cor~UNICATION TO TeE APPLICANT IN 
CASES FOR WHICH NO OTHER FORM IS 
APPLICABLE 

* Printed Form (see Document PCT/AAQ/VII/9) 



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

r:nERNATimlAL-TYPE SEARCH REPORT 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO.I.LS) 
IDENTIFICATION OF APPLICATION 

Application No. (1) Filing Date (l) 

Country of Filing(l) Priority Date Claimed(2) 

Applicant (Name) (l) 

') 
Date of Request for an International-Type Number given by the International Searching 
Search Authority to the Request for an International 

Type Search 

I I CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER (if several classification symbols. apply, indicate alJ/~ 
Accordinq to International Patent 
and IPC 

Classification (IPC) or to both National Classification 

II, FIELDS SEARCHED 

Minimum Documentation Searched( 4 ) 

Classification System Classification Symbols 

.) 

' 

Doc~entation Searched other than Minimum Documentation to the(S) 
Extent that such Documents are Included in the Fields Searched 

IlL OcERTAIN CLAIMS WERE FOUND UNSEARCHABLE(6) (Observations on supplemental sheet) 

IV, 0UNITY OF INVENTION IS LACKING(7) (Observations on supplemental sheet) 

Fo!•::-. J'~':' ~TIA 1281 ~a-, A ( ugu st 1976) ~ee notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/201 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. This form contains 
an international-type search report which has been drawn up in a manner parallel to that 
of an International Search Report which is established under the Patent Cooperation 
Treaty (PCT) . The search upon which the present international-type search report is 
based, although carried out under national law, has been, in accordance with PCT Article 
15(5) (a), carried out in a manner similar to an international search. Thus the texts of 
the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the Regulations and Administrative Instructions which 
pertain to the International Search Report have been noted below. In case of discrepancy 
between these Notes and the said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to 
Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to 
Sections of the Administrative Instructions. 

(1) "The international search report shall identify the International Searching Authority 
which established it by indicating the name of such Authority, and the international 

application by indicating the international application number, the name of the applicant, 
the name of the receiving Office, and the international filing date." (Rule 43.1) 

(2) "The international search report shall be dated and shall indicate the date on which the 
international search was actually completed. ·It shall also indicate the filing date of 

any earlier application whose priority is claimed." (Rule 43.2) 

(3) "The international search report shall contain the classification of the subject matter 
at least according to the International Patent Classification." (Rule 43.3(a)) 

"Such classification shall be effected by the International Searching Authority." 
(Rule 43.3(b)) 

"Where the subject matter of th~ l.nt:.ernational application is such that classifica
tion thereof requires more than one classification symbol according to the principles to 
be followed in the application of the International Patent Classification to any given 
patent document, the international search report shall indicate all such symbols." 

"Where any national classification system is used, the international search report 
may indicate all the applicable classification symbols also according to that system. 
(Section 504 (b)) 

"Where the subject matter of the international application is classified both accord
ing to the International Patent Classification and to any national classification system, 
the international search report shall, wherever possible, indicate the corresponding symbols of 
l::>oth classifications opposite each other." (Section 504(c)) 

(4) "The international search report shall list the classification identification of the 
fields searched. If that identification. is effected on the basis of a classification 

other than the International Patent Classification, the International Searching Authority 
shall publish the classification use·d. ". (Rule 43.6 (a)) 

(5) "If the international search extended to patents, inventor's certificates, utility certi-
ficates, utility models, patents or certificates of addition, inventors' certificates of 

addition or published applications for any of those kinds of protection, of States, periods, 
or languages, not included in the minimum documentation as defined in Rule 34, the inter
national search report shall, when practicable, identify the kinds of documents, the States,, 
the> periods, and the languages to which it extended. For the purposes of this paragraph, 
Article 2(ii) shall not apply." (Rule 43.6(b)) 

(6) "This part of the report .is filled in only where Art·icle 17 (2) (b) applies. (Where 
certain claims were not searched because of lack of unity of invention and non-payment 

of additional fees, part v--rather than this part--is filled in.) Article 17(2) reads as· 
follows: 

"(a) If the International Searching Authority considers 

(i) that the international application relates to a subject matter which the 
International Searching Authority is not required, under the Regulations, 
to search, and in the particular case decides nob to search, or 

(ii) that the description, the claims, or the drawings, fail to comply with 
the prescribed requirements to such an extent that a meaningful search 
could not be carried out, 

the said Authority shall so declare and shall notify the applicant and the International 
Bureau that no international search report wi~l be established. 

"(b) If any of the situations referred to in subparagraph (a) is found to exist in 
connection with certain claims only, the international search report shall so indicate 
in respect of such claims, whereas, for the other claims, the said report shall be. estab
lished as provided in Article 18. " (Article 17 ( 2) (b) ) 
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V, POCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT{lO) 
Category* Citation of Document, (12) with indication, where 

appropriate, of the relevant passages(l3) 
Relevant to (l4 ) 
Claim No •••• 

11 * Categories of cited. documents: 

"A" (document defining the general state of the art) 

"E" (earlier document but published later than the 
international filing date) 

11 0 11 (document refering to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition 
or other means) 

"P" (document published prior to the international filing 
date but later than the priority date claimed) 

t"lo CERTIFICATION 
Date of the Actual Completion of the 
International-Type Search(2) 

International Searching Authority(l) 

Form PCT/ISA/20l(b) (August 1976) 

1 

"T" (later document published after the international 
filing date or priority date and not in conflict 
with the application, but cited to understand the 
principle or theory underlying the invention) 

"X" (document of particular relevance) 

Date of Mailing of the International-Type 
Search Report<2l 

Signature of Authorized Officer(l6) 

See notes on reverse side 
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(~ This part of the report is filled in only where, in the course of the procedure 
preceding the issuance of this report the International Searching Authority, having 

found that the international application does not comply with the requirement of unity of 
invention, invites the applicant to pay additional fees. (see Article 17(3) (a)) 

"If the applicant paid additional fees for the international search, the international 
search report shall so indicate. Furthermore, where the international search was made on 
the main invention only (Article 17(3) (a)), the international search report shall indicate 
what parts of the international application were and what parts were not searched." 
(Rule43.7) 

(8) "See Article 17 (2) (a) (i), quoted in note 6 1 above, and Rule 39 reading as follows: 

"No International Searching Authority shall be required to search an international applica
tion if, and to the extent to which, its subject matter is any of the following: 

(i) scientific and mathematical theories, 

(ii) plant or animal varieties or essentially biological processes for the 
production of plants and animals, other than microbiological processes 
and the products of such processes, 

(iii) schemes, rules or methods of doing business, performing purely mental acts 
or playing games,· 

(iv) methods of treatment of the human or animal body by surgefy or therepy, as 
well as diagnostic methods; 

(v) computer programs to the extent that the International Searching Authority 
is not equipped to search prior art concerning such programs." 

(9) "See Article 17 (2) (a) (ii), quoted in note 6, above." 

(lO)"The objective of the international search is to discover relevant prior art." 
cle 15(2)) 

(Arti-

Rule 33.1, entitled "Relevant Prior Art for International Search," reads as follows: 

"(a) For the purposes of Article 15(2), relevant prior art shall consist of everything 
which has been made available to the public anywhere in the world by means of written dis
closure (including drawings and other illustrations) and which is capable of being of assis
tance in determining that the claimed'invention is or is not new and that it does or does 
not involve an inventive step (i.e., that it is or is not obvious), provided that the making 
available to the public occurred prior to the international filing date. 

"(b) When any written disclosure refers to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition, or other 
means whereby the contents of the written disclosure were made available to the public, and 
such making available to the public occurred on a date prior to the international filing date, 
the international search report shall separately mention that fact and the date on which it 
occurred if the making available to the public of the written disclosure occurred on a date 
posterior to the international filing date. 

"(c) Any published application or any patent whose publication date is later but whose 
filing date or, where applicable, claimed priority date, is earlier than the international· 
filing date of the international application searched, and which would constitute relevant 
prior art for the purposes of Article 15(2) had it been published prior to the international 
filing date, shall be specially mentioned in the international search report." 

(ll)"Where any document cited in the international search report is of particular relevance, 
the special indication required by Rule 43.5 (c) shall consist of the letter "X" pl!>_,., .. A 

next to the citation of the said document." (Section 505) 

"Where any document cited in the international search report refers to an oral disclosure, 
use, exhibition, or other means referred to_ in Rule 33.l(b), the separate indication required 
by that Rule shall consist of the letter "O" placed next to the citation of the said document." 
(Section 508 (a)) 
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IV, OBSERVATIONS WHERE CERTAIN CLAIMS WERE FOUND UNSEARCHABLE(&) 

This International-Type Search Report has not been established in respect of certain 
claims under Article 17(2) (a) for the following reasons: 

l. 0 Claim numbers ••.•••.••• , because they related to subject matter (S) not required 
to be searched by this Authority, namely: 

2. D Claim numbers .••••••.•• ,because they relate to parts of the international 
· application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such ari extent 

that a meaningful international-type search can be carried outl9), specifically: 

V, OBSERVATIONS WHERE UNITY OF INVENTION IS LACKING(7) 

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this International 
Application as follows: 

1. r-
1
As an required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this 

1 International-Type Search Report covers all searchable claims of the international 
-- application. 

2. DAs only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the 
applicant, this International-Type Search Report covers only those claims of 
the International application for which fees were paid, specifically claims: 

3. nNo required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. 
Consequently, this International-Type Search Report is restricted to the 

---invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claim numbers: 

Remark of Protest 

c=-·-~The additional search fees were accompanied by applicant's protest. 

[_~_]No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees. 
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"Where any document cited in the international search report is a published applica-
tion or patent as defined in Rule 33.l(c), the special mention required by that Rule shall 
consist of the letter "E" placed next to the citation of the said document." (Section 508(b)) 

"Where any document cited in the international search report is a document which defines 
the general state of the art, it shall be indicated by the letter "A" placed next to the 
citation of the said document." (Section 508(c)) 

"Where any document cited in the international search report is a document whose pub
lication date occurred earlier than the international filing date of the international 
application, but later than the priority date claimed in that application, it shall be.: in
dicated by the letter "P" next to the citation of the said document." (Section 508(d)) 

"Where any document cited in the international search report is a document whose 
publication date occurred after the filing date or the priority date of the international 
application and is not in conflict with the said application, but is cited for the prin
ciple or theory underlying the invention, which may be useful for a better understanding 
of the invention, or is cited to show that the reasoning or the facts underlying the in
vention are incorrect, it shall be indicated by the letter "T" next to the citation of 
the document." (Section 508(e)) 

(12) "The International search report shall contain the citations of the documents cons·idered 
to be relevant." (Rule 43.5(a) 

"Identification of any document cited in the international search report referred to in 
Rule· 43.5 (b) shall be made by indicating the following elements in the order i'n which ·they 
are ;Listed: 

(a) In the case of any patent document (patent documents being patents within the mean
ing of Article 2(ii) as well as published applications relating thereto) 

(i) the Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code as in Annex B1 

(ii) the kind of document, by the appropriate symbols as in Annex C; 

(iii) the number of the document as given to it by the Office that issued it 
(for Ja!"'anef<t" r'loc'.ll'l"'"~!" ":.h<> i.ru'llr:at:i.rm of th.P. :?P.ar of th"' reign of the 
F:mnerormnst orecede the oatent oublication number); 

(iv) the date of publication as indicated on the patent document; and 

(v) where applicable, the pages, columns or lines 
appear, or the rP.levant figures of drawings. 
illustrates the citation of a patent document 
above: JA, B, 5014535, published 1975, April 

where the relevant passages 
('l'he following example 
according to paragraph (a) 
8, see column 2 'lines 10 to 

(b) In the case of any books or other sep~rately issued publication 

(i) the name of the author; 

(ii) the title (including, where applicable, the number of the edition and/or 
volume) ; 

15.) 

(iii) the year of publication (when this coincides with the year of the inter
national application or of the priority claim, the International Searching 
Authority shall· endeavour to determine the month and, if necessary, the day 
of publication and to indicate these data in the international search repbrt) ; 

(iv) the name of the publisher; 

(v) as far as available, the place of publication (where only the location of the 
publisher appears on the book or other separately issued publication, then that 
location shall be indicated as the place of publication); and 

(vi) where applicable, the pages, columns or lines where the relevant passages 
appear, or the relevant figures of the drawings. (The following example 
illustrates the citation of a book or other separately issued publication 
according to paragraph (b) above} H. Walton., 'Microwave Quantum Theory', 
Volume 2, published 1973, April 4, by SwE;!et and Maxwell (London), see 
pages 138 to 192.) 

(c) In the case of any article published in a periodical or other serial publication 

(i) the title of the periodical or other serial publication; 

(ii) the number of the volume and the date of the issue in which the article 
appears; 

(iii) as far as available, the place of publication (where only the .location of the 
publisher appears in the periodical or other serial publication, then that location 
shall be indicated as the place of publication) ; 
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(iv) the author and the title of the article and the number of the page both 
which the artjcle starts and ends; and 

(v) where applicable, the pages, columns or lines where the relevant passages 
appear, or the relevant figures of the drawings. (The following example 
illustrates the citation of an article published in a periodical or other 
serial publication according to paragraph (c) above: IBM Technical Dis
closure Bulletin, Volume 17, no. 5, issued 1974 October (Armonk, New 
York), J. G. Drop, 'Integrated Circuit Personalization at the Module Level', 
see pages 1344 to 1345.) 

(d) In the case of abstracts 

(i) the identification of the document containing the abstract in the manner 
set forth in paragraphs(a), (b) and (c), respectively, depending upon 
whether the abstract is contained in a patent document, in a book or 
other separately issued publication,· or in an article published in a 
periodical or other serial publication; 

(ii) in the case where the abstract is not published together with the full 
document which served as its basis, the identification of both abstract 
and full text document on the basis of whatever bibliographic data may be 
available in respect thereto. (The following example illustrates the 
citation of an abstract according to paragraph (d) (ii) above: 
Chemical Abstracts, Volume 75, no. 20, issued 1971, November 15 
(Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.), O.I. Shetulov, 'Surface Effects During Metal 
Fatigue', see page 163, column 1, the abstract no. 120718k, Fiz.-Khim. 
Mekh. Mater. 1971, 7(2), 7-11 (Russ)) . 11 (Section 503) 

( 13) 11 If only certain passages of a cited document are relevant or particularly relevant, 
they shall be identified, for example, by indicating the page, column, or the lines, 

where the passage appears." (Rule 43.5(e)) 

(14)"Citations which are not relevant to all the claims shall be cited in relation to 
the claim or claims to. which they are related. 11 (Rule 43.5 (d)) 

"The claims to which cited documents are relevant shall be indicated by placing in 
the appropriate column of the international search report: 

(i) where the cited document is relevant to one claim, the number of that claim; 
for example (2) or (17). 

(ii) where the cited document is relevant to two or more claims numbered in consecutive 
order, the numbers of the first and last claims of the series connected by a hyphen; for 
example, (1-15) or (2-3). 

(iii) where the cited document is relevant to one or more claims that are not numbered 
in consecutive order, the number of each claim placed in ascending order and separated by 
a comma or commas. For example, (1,6) or (1,7,10). 

(iv) where the cited document is relevant to more than one series of claims under (ii) 
above, or to claims of both categories (ii) and (iii) above, the series or individual claim 
numbers and series placed in ascending order using commas to separate the several series, or 
to separate the numbers of individual claims and each series of claims; for example, (1-6, · 
9-10, 12-15) or (1, 3-4, 6, 9-11) ." (Section 509) 

(15) "l'.ny correspondence from an International Authority to the applicc.nt o::·his agc:n: s!-:z:.ll 
be mc.rked ~ith the file num~er of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it dces 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(lE)"The international search report shall be signed by an authorized officer of the Inter
national Searching Authority." (Rule 43.8) 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM th• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF RECEIPT OF SEARCH COPY 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 20 .1( 2 ) 

DA'rE OF Hl;JLING h;v the 
Inter·national Scurchit:g Authuri ty 

I Inscribe l.AME and ,1:-DRESS of the MEN~ and if theJ·c:.J APPLICANT 1 5 OR AGENT 1 S FILE NO. (1) 
L...:s n':! agent, of t.hr~ A?PLICM.J:'r(l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
Internatjonal Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name.) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that the search copy of the above-identified 

international application was received by this International Searching 
Authority( 2 ) on: 

............................. 
(date of receipt) 

A copy of this notification has been sent(2 ) to the: 

0 International Bureau 

I j Receiving Office 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/202 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"'·.:··:.•,:·"'· ·~:.c· :i::C·)::licar:t r.as 'cesig:-,ated or appoi::Jted c:1e agent, corresponde:1ce shall be 
ad~r~sse~ ~o t~a~ agent. ~here, in the case of several applicants, the applicants arc 
re,:::rescr.teci by a co:rJ::on repr€se:1tative or a corru:1on agent, correspondence shall be addre,ssed 
to t~3t re?rese::Jtative or that agent." (~ection 108(a) (i)) 

":.:.:sr-o· t~e ;.:;::,::licco:l":: h>.<s Ci<=sig::-.a ted several agents in the request, corres;;.on:ie::ce· shull 
~e a::=._-:1.r_essed t.o t::s:, asq::-:t. :tiJ;s-= ::-.e::.tio!ied t~erein. lihere ,. i~ the ca_se o:f se.ver~l _applicu:--!ts, 
t:~c <:,:?];licants h11ve desig!"lated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the co:r:nor: age:1t :irst mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii)) 

"c·:r,ers the ap:-.:!.icant !'las c.pr:.ointed several agents in one or more separate po•t~erJ> of 
attcrncy, correspc:1de~ce shall be a~dressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
file:::i a::c'. s~ill ·:::::.lid separate pov1er of attorney. Where, in the case of se•1eral applicants, 
t~e applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
a"::tcrz-,e.:::·, corresponde::-,ce shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
ea!'liest filei a"d still valid separate power of. attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii)) 

. "~.ny Correspo:1cence from an Internatior.al Authority to the applicant o!:' his agc!'it: s::all 
be :marked ,.,rith the file nurr:::::er of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it :.c:ces 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) Rule 25.1 entitled "Receipt of the Search Copy by the International Searching Author-: 
i.ty" reads as follows: 

"25.1 Notification of Receipt of the Search Copy 

The International Searching Authority shall promptly notify the International Bureau, 
the applicant, and - unless the International Searching Authority is the same as the 
receiving Office - the receiving Office, of the fact and the date of receipt of the search 
copy." 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

DECLARATION OF NON-ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT 
issued pursuant to PCT Article 17(2) (a) (l) 

IDENTIFICATiON OF THE INTEqNATIONAL 
APPLICATION 

j APPLICANT 1 s OR AGENT 1 s FILE NO. ( 4 ) 

International Application No. International Filing Date 

Receiving Office Priority Date Claimed 

Applicant (Name) 

DECLARATION 

This International Searching Authority hereby declares that no international 
s.earch report will be established on the above-identified international appli
cation for the reasons indicated below. (1) 

1. The subject matter of the international applic~tion relates to: (2) 

a. c==J scientific theories 

b. c==J mathematical theories 

c. c==J plant varieties 

d. c==J animal varieties 

e. c==J essentially biological processes for the production of plants and. 
animals, other than microbiological processes and the products 
of such processes. 

f. c==J schemes, rules or methods of doing business. 

g. c==J schemes, rules or methods of performing purely mental acts. 

h. c==J schemes, rules or methods of playing games. 

i. c==J methods for treatment of the human body by surgery or therapy. 

j. c==J methods for treatment of the animal body by surgery or therapy. 

k. c==J diagnostic methods. 

l. c==J mere presentations of information. 

m. o computer programs for which this International Searching Authority 
is not equipped to search prior art. 

2. The failure of the following parts of the international application to 
comply with prescribed requirements prevents a meaningful search from 
being carried out: (3) 

a. c==J the description. 

b. c==J the claims. 

c . Othe drawings. 

.:::omment: 

CERTIFICATION 

International Searching 
Authority 

Date of Mailing 

Form PCT/ISA/203 (August 1976) 

Authorized Officer. 

See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/203 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) "If the International Searching Authority considers 

(i) that the international application relates to a subject matter which the 
International Searching Authority is not required, under the Regulations, to search, and 
in the particular case decides not to search, or 

(ii) that the description, the claims, or the drawings, fail to comply with the 
prescribed requirements to such an extent that a meaningful search could not be carried out, 

the said Authority shall so declare and shall notify the applicant and the International 
Bureau that no international search report will be established." (Article 17 (2) (a)) 

(2) See Article 17 (2) (a) (j.) above and Rule 39 which reads as follows: 

"No International Searching Authority shall be required to search an international 
application if, and to the extent to which, its subject matter is any of the following: 

(i) scientific and mathematical theories, 

(ii) plant or animal varieties or essentially biological processes for the production 
of plants and animals, other than microbiological processes and the products of such processes, 

(i:li) schemes, rules or methods of doing business, performing purely mental acts or 
playing games, 

(iv) methods of treatment of the human or animal body by surgery or therapy, as well 
as diagnostic methods, 

(v) mere presentations of information, 

(vi) computer programs to the extent that the International Searching Authority is not 
equipped to search prior art concerning such programs." 

(3) See Article 17(2) (a) (ii) quoted in note (1) above. 

(4) "Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section.lOB(b)). 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of )~'i AGENT and if there I 
~s no agent, of the APPLICANT __I 

FROM ~· INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom or this page 

INVITATION TO COMMENT ON ABSTRACT 

issued pursuant to PCT Rule 38.2( 2 ) 

n;.~rJ'E (Ji·' f\L~~ILlNt.~ ~-~y the 
JtJ-:.;t'. r·i1. ·. t.::.u1Jal De::. t~cb.T.nt~ '"'' tho1•i ty 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

I NVI TAT! ON 

This International Searching Authority has found that the abstract 

co.ntained in the above-identified international application does not 

comply with the requirements relating to the content and form of the 

abstract for the reasons indicated below. (3 ) 

Consequently this International Searching Authority has established 

the abstr~ct( 2 ) which is: 

~attached hereto. 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO COMMENT ON THIS ABSTRACT WITHIN 

1 MONTH FROM THE DATE OF MAILING INDICATED ABOVE. (2 ) 

Computation of the time limit starts on the day following the date of 
mailing o£ this present invitation. (4) Within this time limit any 
comments that are to be considered must reach this International 
Searching Authority. 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Fcrm PCTIISA/2<'4 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/204 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. F'or full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

··~~.e~c t~e applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
adJresse~ to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
reprcsentc:d by a co:,::non representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

··~~~re t~e &pplica~t has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
~2 aJ~rsss~d to t~~ a9c~~ first m8ntioned t~crcin. t1here, iri the case of several applicants, 
t:--_-e ap;-l::.cc:nts have designated several c01:unon agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
aC.dresse:l to tl:e CO!:\!:\:Jn agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii)) 

•;·-:1sr: t::e ar:oplicant :1c.s appointed several agents in one or more separate pov1ers of 
attor~ey, cc~res~cn6.e~ce shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
fil:::d ar_:! still ·lalic separate poHer of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney., correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earlies~ filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOB(a) (iii)) 

"Any corresponder.ce from an International Authority to the applicant o:::- his agent: shall 
be marked with the file nu~ber of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it dces 
net exceed ten digits." (Section lOB(b)). 

(2) "If the international application does not contain an abstract and the International 
Searching Authority has not received a notification from the receiving Office to the 

effect that the applicant has been invited to furnish an abstract, or if the said Authority 
finds that the abstract does not comply with Rule 8, it shall itself establish an abstract 
(in the language in which the international application is published). In the latter case, 
it shall invite the applicant to comment on the abstract established by it within 1 month 
from the date of the invitation." (Rule 38.2 (a)) 

(3) "(a) The abstract shall consist of the following: 

(i) a summary of the disclosure as contained in the description, the claims, 
and any drawings; the summary shall indicate the technical field to which the invention 
pertains and shall be drafted in a way which allows the clear understanding of the technical 
problem, the gist of the solution of that problem through the invention, and the principal 
use or uses of the invention; 

(ii) where applicable, the chemical formula which, among all the formulae contained 
in the international application, best characterizes the invention. 

(b) The abstract shall be aR concisP ~~ th~ disclosur~ ~errnits (~referably 59 to 150 
words if it is in English or when translated into English). 

(c) The abstract shall not contain statements on the alleged merits or value of the 
claimed invention or _on its speculative application. 

(d) Each main technical feature mentioned in the abstract and illustrated by a drawing
in the international application shall be followed by a reference sign, placed between 
parentheses." (Rule 8 .1) 

"The abstract shall be so drafted that it can efficiently serve as a scanning tool for 
purposes of searching in the pa~ticular art, especially by assisting the scientist, engineer 
or researcher in formulating an opinion on whether there is a need for consulting the inter
national application itself." (Rule 8.3) 

(4) "When a period is expressed as one month or a certain number of months, computation shall 
start on the day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period 

shall expire in the relevant subsequent month on the day which has the same number as the day 
on which the said event occurred, provided that if the relevant subsequent month has no day 
with the same number the period shall expire on the last day of that month." (Rule 80.2) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting date of the computation of 
any period shall be the date which prevails in the locality at the time when the relevant 
event occurred." (Rule 80.4(a)) 

"The date on which any period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality 
in which the required document must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80.4(b)) 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/204 (Continued) 

"If the expiration of any period during which any document or fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization 
is not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of official business, or on 
which ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization 
is situate.j, the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said 
two circumstances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring on a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or inter
governmental organization ~o•itl-t •:lhich the document must be filed or to which the fee must be 
paid closes for business on that day." (Rule 80.7(a)) 

"Any Office or organization may depart from the provisions of paragraph (a) up to midnight 
on the relevant day." (Rule 80.7 (b) 

------0 



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM t~e INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF ABSTRACT 
APPROVED OR ESTAHLISHED 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 44.2(c)( 2 ) 

DATE OF J.IJ..ILIHG by the 
Interu. ... t:tono.l Scar·chins Authority 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
Internatio~al Applicatio~ No. International Filing Date 

a------.--~·.----------"'----------------t 
Applicant (Nai1Hl) 

~-·-----------------------------------------------------------i NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notif'ied that the time limit allowed fot 

comments on the abstract established by this International Searching 

Authority for the above-identified international application has 

expired. This International Searching Authority:< 2 l 

1. D has received comments from the applicant and has 

considered such comments, 

2. D has not received any comments from the applicant 

within the said time limit. 

Accordingly, the definitive contents of the abstract are(J): 

r==J attached hereto. 

D as follows: 

(2) 
A copy of this notification and any attachment has been sent to the: 

D International Bureau 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form ?CT/I~A/2'"·5 (Augt:st 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/205 

These Notes are !ntended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Repr.esentative." 

":·::1e::-e t!:e applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
~dcr~sse~ to that agent. ~here, in the case of several applicants, ~he applicants are 
represc!1teQ by a co~~on representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section l08(a) (ill 

"~·::-.-~re the ::pr,.licant has designated several" agents in the request, correspondence shall 
J:c addressed to t:-.e agc:1t first :nent.:!-oned. therein. Nhere, in the case of several appiicants, 
t:1'! ct?i~licants have designated several common agents in the request. correspondence shall be 
addressed to the cor:unon agent first mentioned therein." (Section l08(a) (ii)) 

·• :::~;;:re the ap2li::ant has appointed several agents in one or more separate· pOwers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
:':ilc::l a::1d still valid separate pov1er of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the a9plicants have appointed several comr..on agents in one or more separate powers of 
attor.ney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOS(a.) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or·his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it cces 
not exceed ten _digits." (Section l08(b)). 

(2) "If, at the time the international search is completed, the time limit allowed for the 
applicant to comment on any suggestion of the International Searching Authority in respect 

of the abstract has not expired, the international search report shall indicate that it is in
complete as far as the abstract is concerned." (Rule 44.2(b)) 

"As soon as the time limit referred to in paragraph (b) has expired, the International 
Searching Authority shall notify the abstract appcoved or established by it to the International 
Bureau and to the applicant." (Rule 44.2(c)) 

(3) "The definitive contents of the abstract shall be determined by the International Searching 
Authority." (Rule 38.2(b)) 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM t~ INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO PAY ADDITIONAL FEES 

issued pursuant to PCT Article 17(3)(a)( 2 )an<1 Rule 110.1( 3 ) 

DJ·.'J'B OF' 111\l LING by the 
lnt~l:;·national ~:cr..rchjng 1'.11t:hority 

I Inscribe NAf.!E an:i ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I 
L._;s llU agent. of the fJ>PLICANT (1) __J APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE N0.-00 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Apf-licant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This International Searching Authority considers that the above-identifiad international 

application does not comply with the requirements of unity of invention. l 4 l Reasons(J) 

with relevant claims for each invention are: 

The International Searching Authority will establish the international search report on 

those parts of the international application which relate to the invention first 

mentioned( 2 )in claims Nos. ••.•••...••.••••.. The international search report will be 

established on the other parts( 2 ) of the international application only if, and to the 

extent to which additional fees are paid. The amount required for the search of each 

additional invention is (S) The total amount of additional fees is 

Claims number(s) have been found to be unsearchable under Article 17(2) (b) 

because of defects under Article 17(2) (a) and therefore have not been included with any 

invention. 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED WITHIN ..••.•.•• DAYS FROM THE DATE OF MAILING INDICATED 

ABOVE TO PAY THE AMOUNT INDICATED. (G) The payment of any additional fee may be made 

under protest. (7 ) 

Computation of the time limit starts on the day following the date of mailing of the 

present invitation. (S) Within this time limit the payment has to be made to this 

International Searching Authority if additional inventions are to be searched. I PAYMENT SHOULD BE MADE BY [CHEQUE, POSTAL MONEY ORDER, BANK DRAFT, CASH, REVENUE STAMPS, 

I DEBITING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO .......•......• ,COUPONS, ETC.) TO THE [ACCOUNT OF, ACCOUNT 

INDICATED BELOW OF, ORDER OF) THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY. 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PrT/ISA/206 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/206 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"~~ere the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addressed ~o that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
repr2s2nted by a com!non representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to t~at representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

''~~ere the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be a~dressed to the agent first rncnti?nect therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
~~e ~pplicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressee::. to the corr.:'!:on agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (iii) 

''\·::,ere L1.e applicant has appointed several ag·ents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
fi:cd and s~ill valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
at~=rncy, corresponde~ce shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
aarliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOS(a) (iii)) 

"Any correspo:1dence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent: shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOS(b)). 

(2) "If the International Searching Authori.ty considers that the internatklnal application 
does not comply with the requirement of unity of invention as set forth in the Regulations, 

it shall invite the applicant to pay additional fees. The International Searching Authority 
shall establish the international search report on those parts of the international application 
which relate to the invention first mentioned in the claims ("main invention") and, provided 
the required additional fees have been paid within the prescribed time limit, on those parts of 
the international application which relate to inventions in respect of which the said fees were 
paid." (Article 17(3) (a)) 

(3) "The invitation to pay additional fees provided for in Article 17(3) (a) shall specify the 
reasons for which the international application is not considered as complying with the 

requirement of unity of invention and shall indicate th.e amount to be paid." (Rule 40.1) 

(4) "Th.e international appLication shall relate to one invention only or to a group of inven
tions so linked as to form a single general inventive concept ("requirement of unity of 

invention")." (Rule 13.1) 

(5) "The amount of the additional fee due for searching under Article 17(3) (a) shall be deter
mined by the competent International Searching Authority." (Rule 40.2(a)) 

"The additional fee due for searching under Article 17(3) (a) shall be payable direct to 
the International Searching Authority." (Rule 40.2(b)) 

(6) "The time limit provided for in Article 17 (3) (a) shall be fixed, in each case, according' 
to the circumstances of the case, by the International Searching Authority; it shall not 

be shorter than 15 or 30 days, respectively, depending on whether the applicant's address is in 
the same country as or in a different country from that in which the International Searching 
Authority is located, and it shall not be longer than 45 days, from the date of the invitation." 
(Rule 40.3) 

(7) "Any applicant may pay the additional fee under protest, that is, accompanied by a 
reasoned statement to the effect that the international application complies with the re
quirement of unity of invention or that the amount of the required additional fee is excessive. 
Such protest shall be examined by a three-member board or other special instance of the Inter
national Searching Authority or any competent higher authority, which, to the extent that it 
finds the protest justified, shall order the total or partial reimbursement to the applicant 
of the additional fee. On the request of the applicant, the text of both the protest and the 
decision thereon shall be notified to the designated Offices together with the international 
search report. The applicant shall submit any translation thereof with the furnishing of the 
translation of the international application required under Article 22." (Rule 40.2(c)) 

(8) "When a period is expressed as a certain number of days, computation shall start on the day 
following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period shall expire on the day 
on which the last day of the count has been reached." (Rule 80.3) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting date of the computation of any 
·:>eriod shall be the date •1hich prevails in the locality at the time when the relevant event 
occurred." (Rule 80.4 (a)) 

"The date on which any period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality in 
which the required document must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80.4(b)) 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/206 (Continued) 

"If the expiration of any period during which any document or fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization is 
not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of official business, or on which 
ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization is situated 
the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said two circum
stances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring om a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or inter
governmental organization with which the document must be filed or to which the fee must be paid 
closes for business on that day." (Rule 80. 7·(a)) 

"Any Office or organization may depart from the provisions of paragraph (a) up to midnight 
on the relevant day." (Rule 80.7(b)) 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM th• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO COMMENT.ON 
DRAFT TRANSLATION 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 48.3(b)( 2 ) 

DATE OF MAILING by the 
International Searching Authority 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of thil AGENT and if there J APPLICANT • 8 OR AGENT r S FILE NO. (1) 
L...,:s no agent, of the APPLICANT ( _...J 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This International Searching Authority transmits herewith the draft 

translation of the above-identified international application into 

the English language. (2) 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO SUBMIT COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT 

TRANSLATION WITHIN •••••..••• DAYS FROM THE DATE OF MAILING INDI~ 
CATED ABOVE. ( 2) 

Computation of th~ time limit starts on the day following the date 

of mailing of the present invitation. ()) Within this time limit 

the comments have to reach this International Searching Authority. 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISA/207 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 
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NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/207 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the .Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes ·and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Art1i:::le" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "SecjH.t)n" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
.IAStructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

. ":·':"!ere the applicant has de'signated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
a~dresse~ to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, ~he applicants are 
~~p=ese~ted by a corr~on representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to t:-,at rzpresentative or that agent. 11 (Section 108 (a) (i)) 

"l·Jhel='e the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
b~ ~ddressed to the agent first ment;oned therein. 11here, in the case of several applicants, 
the ar:plicahts have designated several com:rion agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
ac.dresse::l to t~e co:r.:non agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii)) 

"\·:he:ce the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powerli! of 
ettor'tley, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
file~ a~d still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the' case oi several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several co~~on agents in one or more separate powers of 
at~orney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest: filed and still valid separate power. of attorney." (Section l08(a),(iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file nureber of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it dces 
not exceed te:1 digits." (Section 108 (b)) • 

(2) "If the international application is filed in a language other than English, French, 
German, Japanese, or Russian, that application shall be published in English translation. 

The translation shall be prepared under the responsibility of the International Searching 
Authority, which shall be obliged to have it ready in t~me to permit the cOmmunication under 
Article 20 by the prescribed date, or, if the international publication is due at an earlier 
date than the said communication, to'permit international publication by the prescribed date. 
Notwithstanding Rule 16.l(a),. the International Searching Authority may charge a fee for the 
translation to the applicant. The International Searching Authority shall give the applicant 
an opportunity to comment on the draft trans~ation. The International Searching Authority 
shall fix a time limit reasonable under the circumstances of the case for such comments. If 
there is no time to take the comments of the applicant into account before the traaslation is 
communicated or if there is a difference of opinion between the applicant and the said Author
ity as to .. the correct .translation, .the -applid:ant'"may send a copy of his· c0111111ents., ,or ·what·' 
remains of them, to the International-Bureau and each designated Office to which the ~rans
lation was communicated. The Internatio~al Bureau shall pbblish the essence of the comments 
to':lo:oL!o:or wit.! Ll<:! tran,;l<ttion of L1e International Searc~1ing Authority or ziluUti<:!~U<:!ntly to 
the publication of such translation." (l.ule 48.3(b)) 

(3) "When a period is expressed as a certain number-of days, computation shall start on the 
day following the day on which the relevant event occurred, and the period shall e~ire, 

on the day on which the last day of the count has been reached." (Rule 80.3) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting date of the computation of 
any period shall be the date which prevails in the localtty at the time when the relevant 
event occurred. 11 (.Rule 80. ~(a)) 

"The date on which any period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality 
in which the required doc~ent must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (Rule 80.4(b)) 

"If the expiration of any period during which any document or fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization 
is not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of offical business, or on which 
ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization is situated, 
the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said two circum
stances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring on a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or inter
governmental organization with which the document must be filed or to which the fee must be 
paid closes for business on that day." (Rule 80.7(a)) 

"Any Office or organization may depart frdm the_provisi'!ns of para,graph (a_) up to midnight 
on the relevant day. II (Rule 80.7 (b)) . 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM ~· INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF ACTION TAKEN CONCERNING 
COMMENTS ON DRAFT TRANSLATION. 

issued pursuant to PCT A~~istrative 
Instructions, Section 506 . 

DT-.'l'r; Oi." i"ll\.O,ING b·· tL<> 
lnt~·l•na M.onol S~at~chit:& Anthori ty 

I :nscribt N.1.ME and ADDR. ,ESS of the AOEN1' and if there I 
L;~ no agent, :;f th-:: At:·PLIC'e.l':7 (l) ___J APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant(Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that, in respect of the comments submitted by the 

applicant on the draft English translat_ion of the above-identified international 

application (2) , this International Searching Authority: 

has considered said comments and has made the necessary 
corrections to the translation to the extent that this 
International Searching Authority is in agreement with 
the comments. ( 3) · 

has considered said ·comments and disagrees with them for 
the reasons expressed below. ( 3) 

has not considered said comments due to lack of time before 3 
communication of the translation to the International Bureau. ( ) 

4. o·has not considered said comments as they were not submitted 
within the prescribed time limit. (2) 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

"-·rm Pl''l'/Js,.l:,Jf, (August 1976) See notes on reve1 se side 



'NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/208 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"r;:1ere the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
e.cdrcsssC: to tha-:. a•:rent. l•1here, in the case of several applicants, .the applicants are 
rc;;?::-"''"ic:::tcc: l.ly a cc:nmor. representative or a corrunon agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108(a){i)) · 

i.,.i,1e::e the applicant has de signa ted several 'agents in the. request, correspondence shall 
l::e <H~dressed to the ager.t first :.nent;oned therein. t·ihere, in the case of seve:::al applicants, 
t.J:-::: ;:;ppl:.ca:r~:s have d:'!sig!lated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall 1:-e 
it:ldr~ssed to t!-,e cor:.:~on agent first mentioned therein. 11 {Section 108 (a) (ii)) 

11 !'Tr.ere the applicant· has appointed several agents in one or more· separate powers· of 
atto::ney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
fi.le·i ;;.;,d still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case o:: se\·eral applicants, 
t:1e c•.;:plic<:nts have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the · 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant orhis agc:"lt s!':all 
be marked with the file nureber of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it: does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section l08(b)) •. 

(2) "Where the applicant has made comments, within the time limits fixed by the 
International Searching Authority, on the draft translation referred to in 
Rule 48.3(b), that Authority shall notify the applicant whether it has changed the 
draft translation and, if so, of the changes it has made therein." (Section 506(a)) 

"l·::1e::e t:.e applicant submits comments on the draft translation after the expiration of 
tha time li~it fixed by the international Searching Authority, and that Authority changes 
the draft translation, it shall notify the applicant accordingly. 11 • (Section 506 {b)) 

(3) " ••• If there is no time to take the comments of the applicant into account before the 
translation is communicated or if there is a difference of opinion between the applicant 

and the said Authority as to the correct translation, the applicant may send a copy of his 
comments, or what remains of them, to the International Bureau and each designated Office to 
which the translation was communicated •. The International Bureau shall publish the essence 
of the comments together with the translation of the International Searching Authority or 
subsequently to the publication of such translation." {Rule 48.3{b)) 

0-----



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

~N ITS CAPACITY AS RECEIVING OFFICE ___j 

FROM t~• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of thi• page 

NOTIFICATION OF FACTS WHICH SHOULD 
HAVE PRECLUDED THE ACCORDING OF AN 
INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 29.} 

DATE OF MAILING by the International Searching Authority 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

In regard to the above-identified international application, this 

International Searching Authority hereby calls the following facts to the 

attention of the Receiving Office; (Rule 29.3). 

1. The applicant obviously lacks the right to file an international 
application with this Receiving Office for reasons of (Article 11(1) (i)); 

D residence. 

c==J nationality. 

2. D The application is not in the prescribed language. (Article 11(1) (ii)). 

3. D The application does not contain an indication that it is intended 
as an international application. (Article 11(1) (iii) (a)). 

4. D The application does not contain the designation of at least 
one Contracting State. (Article 11(1) (iii) (b)). 

5. D The application does not contain the name of the applicant, 
as prescribed. (Article 11(1) (iii) (c)). 

6. D The application does not contain a part which on the face of 
it appears to be a description. (Article 11(1) (iii) (d)). 

7 D ~he application does not contain a part which on the face of 
· if appears to be a claim or claims. (Article 11(1) (iii) (e)). 

Consequently, this International Searching Authority considers that the 

Receiving Office should make a finding that the international application 

is to be considered withdrawn. (Article 14 ( 4) ) . 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address "Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISd2·.'" (August 1976) 



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I 

Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there 
is no agent, of the Applicant.(l) If the request is 

I ~ade by a DESIGNATED OFFICE inscribe NAME and ADDRE:JS 

Lor such Office. . 

FROM th~ INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOT! Fl CATION OF TRANS~1ITTAL CF 
REQUESTED COPIES OF CITED DOCUMENTS 

iosued pursuant to PCT Article 20(3)( 2 ) 

DATE OF MAILING by the 

r,.ternational S~arching Authority 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO.(~) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

This International Searching Authority, in response to the request 

received, transmits herewith (number of) copies of the 

documents listed below which were cited in the International Search 

Report that was established on the above-identified international 

application. (2 ) 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and .Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PC'!'/.' S~/211 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/211 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"l•:!~ere the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
acaresse~ to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, ~he applicants are 
represented by a co:n.rr.on representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section lOS(a) (i)) 

"'·;here t!:a applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
:Ca ac'ld:::essed to the agent first ment;oned therein. l"lhere, in the case of several applicants, 
t:1~ applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section l08(_a) (ii)) 

. •·;·:here the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
a\ttcr;"ley, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
filed a~d still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney.• (Section lOI(a) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agcn~ shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108 (b)) • 

(2) "At the request of the designated Offtce or the applicant, the International Searching 
Authority shall send to the said Office or the applicant, respectively, copies of the 

documents cited in the international search report, as provided in the Regulations." 
(Article 20(3)) 

----0 



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM "h• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF DECISION ON PROTEST 

issued pursuant to PCT Rule 40.2(c) (2 )and Administrative 
Instructions, Section 502(3) 

DZ•:i'E CJY J'.•;,,TLINC l•y tJ,, 
Intt::rtJ:~:Litmnl ~.:::u.J'~:hing Aui.bor:t ty 

J Inscribe l~AH.t: and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if t.here I (l 1 L-.:• '"'agent, o!' the P-PPLICANT(l) _j APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. "' 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

'J;'he applicant is hereby notified that this International Searching 

Authority, after having examined the protest on the payment of the 

additional fees, (2) has reached the decision(3) indicated below. 

1. The protest is found justified to the extent that: 

a.D total reimbursement of the additional fees has been ordered and 
will be made in due course. 

b.D partial reimbursement in the amount of 
has been ordered and will be made in 

due course for the reasons expressed below. 

2. 0 The protest is found unjustified and the requirement of payment 
· of additional fees is upheld for the following reasons: 

THE INTERNATIONkL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

See notes on reverse side 



NOTES. TO FORM PCT/ISA/212 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of thePatent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and th~ Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes'and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

";}here the applicant has designated or ·appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addressee to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, ~he applicants are 
re_preser:.ted by a coi!L-non representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

".:·1:1ere- the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be <.cdresscd to t:1e agent first ment.:!-oned therein. lvhere, in the case of several' applicants, 
th;:· applicants have designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
ac'dressed to the conmon agent first mentioned therein." (Secti,QI)_ l.Q8 (a) (ii)) 

~~~~ere the Eppliaant has appointed several agents in one or moie separate powers of 
attorr.ey, 'cortespondemce shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the .earliest 
filed and still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case oZ·several applicam:.s, 
the a?plicants ~ave appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
c.ttor:1_ey, corresponC.ence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
ea.rliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108 (a) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his 4gcint shall 
be marked with the file nUIT.ner of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it dces 
not exceed ten digits." (Section l08(b)). 

(2) "Any applicant may pay _the additional fee under protest, that is, accompanied by a 
reasoned statement to the effect that the international application complies with the 
requirement of unity of invention or that the amount of the required additional fee is 
exce~aive. Such protest shall be examined by a three-member board or other special instance 
of the International Searching Authority or any competent higher authori.ty, which, to the 
extent that it finds. the protest jUstified, shall order the total or l?artial reimburselllent 
to the applicant of the additional fee. On the request of the applicant, the text of both 
the protest and the decision thereon shall be notified to the designated Offices together 
with the international search report. The applicant shall submit any translation thereof 
with the furnishing of the translation of the international application required unde~ 
Article 22." (Rule 40.2 (c)) · · 

"The three-member board, special instance or competent higher authority, referred to 
in paragraph (c) , shall not comprise any person who made the decision which is the suqject 
of the protest." (Rule 40.2 (d)) 

(3) "The International Searching Authority shall transmit to the app_licant, at the latest, 
to0cthar with the international search report, any decision which it has taken under: 
:::x.ie 40.2 (c) on the protest of the applicant against the payment of the addi tiona.l fee. 
;,_t the same tine, it shall transmit to the International Bureau a copy of both the p'rotest 
and the decision thereon, as well as any request by the applicant to forward the tex.ts of 
l:;oth the protest and the decision thereon tp any of the designated Offices." (Section 502) 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of Vl."l AGEl!T and if there I 
~s no agent. of the APPLICANT _J 

FROM 'h• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF REFUND 
OF SEARCH FEE 
issued P\l!'OUant to PCT Rules 16 .3( 2) 
and 41.1\31 

Dh'J'E OF l•ll<J:J"l!~C ~·~· the 
Int·.!J'nati(!rJ::tl Cl';!ti.:PChing .i~.nthor1ty 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant(Name) 

NOTIFICAT.ION 

The applicant i.s hereby notified that the amount of ------ will 

be refunded in due course on the search fee paid in respect of the 

above-identified international application. This amount is based 

upon the extent to which: 

1. ~the earlier International Search Report( 2 ) 

2. ~the International-Type Search Report( 3 ) 

was wholly or partially used to establish the present International 

Search Report. 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address ~uthorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISA/213 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/213 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"\·:::c~:·c thl? ;:,F~)lic:~nt has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
&'-~-';~'- c:~ c.i ·;:o t~i:.t asent. l·ihere, in the case of several applicants, J:he applicants are 
rc:;>:.:.c.-.c·;,,c:c: l::y '' co:r~o:;c:l represEm-.:ative or a com:non ac;ent, correspondence shall be addressed 
t:o t~'lc.;:: reprcse:1:ative or that agent." (Section 108 (a) (i}) 

··~:~re the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspundence shall 
be r.:.:.::resscd to t:.::: a?c:lt first :nent~oncd therein. 1·111ere, in the case of several applicants, 
-::12 <'J:J·~:..c.=.o:t;"' ;,a·rc dc.::ignated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall i:.e 
c:.dc"~rcssc,:c c:c. tl:e co:m:1:m asent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii)) 

"W~ere the applicant has appointed several agents in one or moie separate powers of 
attorney, correspon~ence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
:::::.lc;l c.:r:d s':ill 'Jalid s-Eparate pov1er of attorney. \'there, in the case o: several applicants, 
·::!·:·2 a)?licc.l~ts !1avc appointee several corrunon agents i:1 one or more separate powers of 
.= t-cc:::n<2y, corrc3pondence shall be addressed to the conunon agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii)) 

"l>.ny correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agc::-.1: s:::.:.:. 
be rr.arked .,,ith the file nun;her of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it c:.es 
not exceed ten digits." (Section l08(b)). 

(2) "Where the international application claims the priority of an earlier international 
application which has been the subject of an international search by the same Inter

national Searching Authority, that Authority shall refund the search fee paid in connection 
with the later international application to the extent and under the conditions provided 
for in the agreement under Article 16(3) (b), if the international search report on the 
later international application could wholly or partly be based on the results of the inter
national search effected on the earlier international application." (Rule 16.3) 

(3) "If reference has been made in the request, in the form provided for in Rule 4.11, to 
an international-type search carried out under the conditions set out in Article 15(5), the 
Internaliunal Searching Authority shall, to the extent possible, use the results of the 
said search in establishing-the international search report on the international application. 
The International Searching Authority shall refund the search fee, to the extent and under 
the conditions provided for in the agreement under Article 16(3) (b), if the international 
search report could wholly or partly be based on the results of the international-type 
searc.1. " (Rule 4l. l) 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM 
identified at the bottom of this page 
ch• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 

REQUEST FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PROOF 

issued pursuant to PCT Rule 83 

) 

DATE OF MAILING b;; the lnterrHtioml searching Authori:·:: 

L IN ITS CAPACITY AS A RECEIVING OFFICE _j 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

111 .... .;•::; .. lti:Jnal Applicat.ion No. International Filing Date 

t-------··-.. ----------J.---------------~ 
Ape licant n~o.mE:!: 

REQUEST 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

0 

This International Searching Authority refers to Article 49 

and Rule 83.2 and hereby requests the addressee, in its 

capacity as receiving Office, to inform it whether: 

•••• , ••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••.•••••••••••••• (Name) 

u (Address) 

has the right to practice before it. 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 
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PATENT COOPERATION TllEATY 

I FROM ,~. INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identifif:d at tn.: bottom or thia P•«• 

NOTIFICATION OF CERTAIN DEFECTS IN 
THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

issued pursuant to PCT Rule 28.l(a) 

DATE" OF MAILING b;· the Interna~ional Searching Authori ~;· 

L I!! ITS CAPACITY AS A RECEIVlNG OFFICE _j 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant(Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

':'::~s In-.oE:rn<:-.oi0r.al se.>rching huthori ty ·hereby calb the •ttention of the aa~iving cit:fic., to the defeet:s 
indicated bela~ which have been noted in the above-identified intl!rnational application. (Rule 28.l(a)) 

1. As to si~nature (Article 14(1) (a) (1)), the request part of the international application: 

a. 8 >:as not signed. 

b. was not signed by all the applicants. c.o was signed by what app~ars to be a purported agent but the latter cannot be ~onsidered as an 
ager:t sir:ce nP.ither the said request cor:ta.ined the appointment of an agent nor was the said 
request acco~panied by a power of attorney appointing an agent. 

d. D other. 

2. .".s to indications concerning the applicant (Article 14 (1) (a) (ii)), the request part of the 
1nternational application: 

a. 0 Coes ::ot properly indicate his narne. 

B does not indicate his address. 

does not properly indicate his address. c. 

B does "l')t indicate his nationality. 

C.::es not inC.icate his residence. 

d .. 

a. 

f. D ct!-:er. 

3. r.~ tc. the ?rasc!'~b8d physical requirel!'ents (Article 14 (1) (a) (v)) of the internatic:lal applications:' 

a. D ~:~~~~~a~~~~~ in the presentation of the text matter as specified in Annex A of this 

b. D ~t:: c·ct5 exist in the presentation of the drawinc;s as specified in Annex B of this 
notification. 

,ci.::..c.:::.l.on (\...•here ~seful) of any of the defects noted under items 1 and 2 above: 

r==J A copy of this Notification has been sent to the International Bureau 

THE INTERNATIONAl SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISA/215 (August 1976) 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 
ANNEX A 

DEFECTS IN THE PRESENTATION OF THE TEXT MATTER 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

The indicated elements of the international application do not comply with the requirements 
of Rule 11: 

I. Request II. Description III. Claim 

(a) The sheets do not admit of 
direct reproduction 
(Rule 11.2 (a)). 

(b) The element does not commence 
on a new sheet (Rule 11.4(a)). 

(c) Sheets are not free from creases, 
cracks, folds (Rule 11.2(b)) • 

(d) Sheets are not used in the up
right position (Rule 11.2(d)). 

(e) One side of the sheets is not 
left unused (Rule 11.2(c)). 

(f) The paper of the sheets is not 
flexible/strong/white/smooth/ 
non shiny/durable (Rule 11.3). 

(g) The sheets are not connected 
as prescribed (Rule 11.4(b)). 

(h) Sheets are not A4 size .. 
(Rule 11.5). 

(i) The margins on the sheets are 
not as prescibed (Rule ll.G(b)). 

(j) The sheets are not properly 
numbered (Rule 11.7 (a).), 

(k) The sheet numbers are not 
properly placed (Rule 11.7(b)). 

(1) The sheets are not typed or 
printed (Rule ll.9(a),(b)) 

(m) The typing on the sheets is 
not 1~ spaced (Rule 11.9(c) ,(e)). 

(n) The characters in the text 
matter on the sheets are not 
large enough (Rule 11.9(d)). 

(o) The text matter on the sheets 
is not in dark, indelible 
color (Rule 11.9(d)). 

(p) The element contains drawings 
(Rule 11.10 (a)). 

(q) The sheets contain too many 
erasures (Rule 11.12). 

(r) The sheets contain alter'ations/ 
overwriting/interlineations 
(Rule 11.12). 

D 

D 

D 

0 

D 
D 
0 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

IV. Abstract 

D 
D. 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Further specification (where use.ful) of (some of) the defects referred to above 

under ( ) : 

under ( ) : 

Other observations by this International Searching Authority: 

Form PCT/ISA/215 Annex A (August 1976) 



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 
ANNEX B 

DEFECTS IN THE DRAWINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 

The drawings of the international application do not comply with the requirements of 
Rule 11. 

I. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

I. 

In regard to the sheets containing drawin~s: 

the sheets do not admit of direct reproduction (Rule 11.2(a)). 

the sheets are not free from creases, cracks, folds (Rule 11.2 (b)). 

the sheets are not connected as prescribed (Rule 11.4(b)). 

the sheets are not A4 size (Rule 11.5). 

the margins on the sheets are not as prescribed (Rule ll.G(c),(d),(e)). 

sheets are not free from frames around usable surface (Rule ll.G(c), (d), (e)). 

The drawings: 

(a) [J do not admit of direct reproduction (Rule 11.2 (a)), 

(b) 0 contain unnecessary text matter .(Rule 11.11 (a)) , 

(c) o contains words so placed as to prevent translation without interference with 
lines thereof (Rule ll.ll(b)). 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

(o) 

(p) 

(q) 

(r) 

c=J are not executed in proper color and uniformity (Rule ll,l3(a)). 

c=J contain cross-sections not properly hatched (Rule 11.13(b)). 

c=Jwould not be properly distinguishable in reduced reproduction (Rule 11.13(c)). a contain scales not represented graphically (Rule 11.13(d)). 

contain members, letters and reference lines lacking simplicity and clarity 
(Rule 11.13 (e)) • 

c=Jcontain lines drafted without the aid of drafting instruments (Rule 11.13(f)) 

c=Jcontain disproportionate elements of a figure not necessary for clarity 
(Rule 11.13 (g)) • 

[_.J contain numbers and letters of height less than 0. 32 em. (Rule 11.13 (h)). 

L·~contain letters not conforming to the Latin, and where customary, Greek alphabets 
(Rule 11.13(h)). 

r~contain figures on two or more sheets which form a single complete figure but which 
---are not able to be assembled without concealing parts thereof (Rule 11.13(i)). 

D contain figures which are not properly arranged and clearly separated (Rule 11.13 (j)) 

0 contain different figures not numbered in consecutive arabic numerals (Rule 11.13 (kl 

c=Jcontain different figures not numbered independent of the numbering of the sheets 0 (Rule 11.13 (k)). 

c:Jare not restricted to reference signs mentioned in the description (Rule ll.ll(l)). 

[--~do not contain reference signs that are mentioned in the description (Rule 11.13(1)). 

1 . \contain the same fe~ture denoted by different reference signs (Rule 11.13(m). 

Further specifications (where useful) of (some of) the defects referred to above 

under ( ) ( ) : 

under ( ) ( ) : 

Other observations by this International Searching Authority: 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I FROM th~ INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO REQUEST RECTIFICATION 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 9l.l(d), second sentence( 2 ) 

DA'l'E OF W,Jl,ING b;7 the 

Intel'n"ticnal Se"rching Author1 ty 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:.J L...!• no ager.t, of the APPLICM:"l' ( l) APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This International Searching Authority has discovered in the above-identified 

international application/in other papers submitted by the applicant what 

appears to be an obvious error of transcription as specified hereafter: 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO REQUEST THE RECTIFICATION OF THE SAID ERROR( 2 ) 

The request for rectification is to be submitted to: <3 l 

D 

,.---*-: 

f ! 
L._] 

the Receiving Office (at the following address) 

this International Searching Authority 

the International Bureau (at the following address) 

WIPO 
32 chemin des Colombettes 
1211 Geneva 20 
Switzerland 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

~------~---~~~~--------------------~----------------------~------------~ Form PCT/!SA/21E (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/216 

~~ese Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. Fer full information, 
se:: the text of the Patent Coopera.tion 'T.reaty and ti:e texts of the F:egulations a:td the Admin
i s~.rati ve Instructions unC.er thilt Trec.ty. In case of discre;;>ancy beh;een these Notes and the 
sai.cl texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
r-;f'2rs tc Rules o: the Regulations a:1C: "Sectio:L" ::-efers to Sections of the Administrative 
:;- ::·. ::-t:.-:=t..:.or..s. 

(1} This a;;>plicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addressed to that agent. \·/here, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
r~presented by a corr~on representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

"~here the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
l::e addressed to the agent first mentioned t·herein. \"/here, in the case of several a.pplicants, 
the applicants have d~signated several corr~on agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the co~~on agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108(a) (ii)) 

"l'ihere t':J.e applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
filed and still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOS(a) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file nureber of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it ~ces 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). · 

(2) F.ule 91 entitled "Obvious Errors of· Transcription" reads as fc·llows: 

"91.1 Rectification 

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) to (g) , obvious errors of transcription in the international 
<!.pplication or other papers submitted by the applicant may be rectified. 

(b) Errors which are due to the fact that something other than what was obviously intended 
•;as written in the international application or other paper shall be regarded as obvious errors 
uf transcription. The rectification itself shall be obvious in the sense that anyone would im
rr.e:l.iately realize that nothing else could have been intend::d than what is offered as rectification. 

(c) O~issions of entire elements or sheets of the internationa.l application, even •~ clearly 
resulting from inattention, at the stage, for example, of copying or assembling sheets, shall not 
~r; rectifiable~ 

(C.) Fect::.fL::aticn !;-,o.y be ~.ace en the request of the applicant. The authority having 
covered Hhat appears to be an obvious error of transcription may invite the applicant to present 
a rec;;""est fer ::ec·~ificat:li::n as provided in paJ:agraphs (e) to (g). 

(e) No rectificaticn shall be made except ~lith the express authorization: 

(i) cf the ::e,:eiving Office if the error is in the request, 

(ii) of the In·:ernational Searching Authority if the error is in any p.art of the I:;ter
national application other than ~he request or in any paper submitted to that Author~ty, 

(iii) . of the In·:ernational Preliminary Exa:nining Authority if the error is in any p~rt 
of t!1e international application other than the request or in any paper submitted to that 
;..uthori ty, and 

(iv) of the In~ernational Bureau if the error is in any paper, other than the inter
natior.al a9plication or amendmen·~s or corrections to that applicatior,, submitted to· the Inter
nstior.a:!. St.:.reau. 

(f) The date of the authorization shall be recorded in the files of the international 
al)plication. 

(g) ':!1e a1lt!';.orization for rectification referred to in paragraph (e) may be given until the 
fo!.lo~.·:ing events occur: 

(i) in the ca;;e of au·:horization given by the receiving Office and the Internatio:1al 
B~re&u, the co~~~~icatio~ of ~he internatio~a~ applicatio~ unde~ Ar~icle 20; 

(ii) in the cess of "au·thorization given by the International Searching Authority, the 
esta!;,l.ishrr.snt of the international search report or the making of a declaration under Arti
c2.el7(2)(a); 

(::.ii) ir, the case ::of au·:!10rization giver. by the International Preliminary Examining 
Autl:ority, tZ..~e estaDlish:nent of ·::.he international prelir.ti:la~y examination report. 

(h) i'.ny aut~o:ci ty, ot~er than the International Bureau, which authorizes any rectifica·~ion 
s:1all prom9tly inform the I:>ternational Bureau of such rectification." 

!3) See Rule 9l.l(e) quoted in the preceding note. 

0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

FROM th• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING REQUEST FOR 
RECTIFICATION 
issued pursuant to PCT Administrative 
Instructions, Section 109(3) 

DA'l'E OF HAIJ~IHG 'l!y the 
Intcx•national nellr!.!hine- Autho,..ity 

I Inscribe NANE and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there I (l) L...:• no agent, of the APPLICANT(1) __) APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Applicati~n No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that this International Searching 

Autho.l:ity has consi.dered the request for rectifying "Obvious Errors 

of Transcription"( 2 ) in the above•ideottfiePpimtermaaional application/ 

in other papers submitted by the applicant, and that it has decided: 

1. to authorize the ·rectification requested which is: ( 3 ) 

~attached on applicant's request. 

~set forth as follows: 

2. D to refuse to authorize the rectification for the following 

reasons • ( 3 ) 

A copy of this notification has been sent to( 4 ) to the: 

n International Bureau in the case where rectification 

L_j was authorized. 

THE INTERNATIONAL· SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address 

Form PCT/ISA/217 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/217 

~~:,esa :\:ate:; are intended to facilitate the usa of the oresent form. For full information, 
:::<..!<:; t):;! ts:-:t of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of t!'le Regulations and the Ad:nin
·'";t~·<!-::ive: Instn.:ctic~,s u::der that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes anc '::he 
""':!.6. t"xt:::, the latte::: a:::e applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
::c;:'rors ;:o l<ules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to SectiO!"oS of the ~dl:linistrati ve 
:i::nst~·Jction~. 

~l) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

··•.;:;;-,;:-e the c.pplicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
a.:::·:r-::s sec'. to that a;ent. 1-:here, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
r::;pr~s::;ntee by a co~on representative or a co~~on agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to th~t representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

"\~ere t~e applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondenc~ shall 
l:e a<.:.::resssd to t:,e z;_q~nt first r.1e:r..t.ioned therein. Nhere, in the case of s~verpl applicants, 
the ap?licants have designated several comreon agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
add:::essed to the common agent first mentioned ther_ein." (Section 108 (·a) (iii)· 

"\·C::::;re tl",e applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attc-n;e:;, ccrrespar:~ence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
::::.led and s-cill •Jali.:'! sepa:::ate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
~j~ a~plicants have appointed several co~~on agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earlies-c filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOB(a) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his ag_ent shall 
be marked with the file nureber of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) Rule 91 entitled "Cbvious Errors of Transcription" reads as follows: 

"91.1. Rectification 

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) to (g), obvious errors of transcription in the interr:.aticnal 
applica.tion or other papers submitted by the applicant may be rectified. 

(b) Errors which are due to the fact that something other than what was obviously intended 
•.-:as wri ttcn in the international application or other paper shall be regarded as obvious errcrE. 
of t.rar:scr i.pticn. The rectification itself shall be obvious in the sense that anyone would 
immediately realize that nothing else could have been intended than what is offered as rectifi-
=~tion. · 

(c) OI:lissions of entire elements or sheets of the international application, even if' 
clearly resulting from inattention, at the stage, for example, of copying or assembling sheets, 
shall not be rectifiable. 

(d) Rectification may be made on the request of the applicant. The authority having 
c,i:;cove:::ed v:hat appears to !Je an obvious e;:-ror of transcription I:lay invite the applicant t~ 
]:csen~ a requcct fbr rectification as provided in paragraphs (e) to (g). 

(e) ~:o r·ectificai:ion shall be made except with the exp:::-ess aut!lorization: 

(i) of the receiving Office if the error is in t!le request, 

(ii) of the !nternational Searching Authority if the error is in any part cf the 
:..~,tc;:.:-naticnc:.l application other than the :::equest or in any paper submitted to that Autho:.:-it:/, 

(iii) of the :r:.ternational Preliminary Examining Authority if the error is in a~y 
part of the iaternational application other than the request or in any paper submitted t·~ ttat 
.:>..-~tho~ity, anO. 

(:; .. v) of ti:e International BureatL if the erro:::: is i:l any paper, other than 1:he ir:i:e:~
national application o~ anendments o:::- corrections to that application, submitted .to the 
:nt;;:::1a tional :aureau. 

(£) ':i'!'!d date of ·:t.e authorization shall be recorded in the files of the international 
'-!·:?l?:.icr.. tion. 

(S') '..:':c.a authorization for rectification referred 'to in paragraph (e) may be given untj.l 
-:he following ev.:mts o·:cur: 

( i) in tr,c ,::.se of authorization given by ~he receiving Office and the International 
:?:..1:::c~~u, t:"J~ co:m:.:.unice.t:.o:."l of the intzrnational application under Article 20; · 

(ii) in the cccse o:: aut!lorization given by t!le International Searching Jl.uthority; the 
cste.blishmer,t of the i!1terna'.:.ionc.l search report or the making of a declaration under 
::,;ctic:i.e 17 (2) (c:); 

(i.l.i) 
· .\i.lt.!-:.ority, the 

ir: the· c::lSG of a'..lthorization. giver.. by the· Inter:~ational Pr_eJ,.imina~y :;:xa;r.in.:.~g 
establisrm:ent of the international preliminary examination report. 

(h) Ar~y authority .. oth~r 
s~~ll 9~o~ptly ~n~(l=:t the 

than the International Bureau, ~1hich authorizes any rectif:l.ca
=~te~national Bureau of such rectification. 

(3) "Any International Authority which authorizes or refuses rectification of obvious errors 
of transcription under Rule 91 shall promptly inform the applicant of such authorization or 
refusal and, in the case of refusal, of the reasons therefor." (Section 109) 

(4) S0c r-:'.llc SLl (h) quoted in note (2) above. 
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PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

FROM c~• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING EXPRESSIONS, ETC, 
NOT TO BE USED IN INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 9{ 2 ) 

DA'rl~ OF 1-iAlLll<G by the 

lnte!'rJat:i.ont?.l_Sc&.rching Authority 

l_1r.scribe NAHE and ADD?.ESS of the P.GF.N';' and if ther:.__) 
!.S n:1 agent, of th~ J..PPLICAl·!T(l) APPLICk~T's OR AGENT's FILE NO. 

(l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
Int,arnational Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant(Name) 

NOTIFICATION 

The applicant is hereby notified that the above-identified international applica-
tion lacks compliance with Rule 9.1 for the reasons indicated below(2). 

1. 0 The international application contains expressions or drawings contrary to 
morality. See page(s) line (s) figure(s) 

2. D The international application contains expressions or drawings contrary to public 
order. See page(s) line (s) figure(s) . 

3. 0 The international-application contains statements disparaging the products 
or processes of any particular person other than the applicant. 

See page(s) line (s) figure(s) 

4. ~ The international application contains statements disparaging the merits or 
validity of applications or patents of any particular person other than the 
applicant. See page(s) · line(s) figure(s) 

5. ~ The international application contains statements or matter obviously 
irrelevant or unnecessary under the circumstances. 

See page(s) line (s) figure (s) 

The following information (where needed) is given to further explain the reason(s) indi-
cated above. 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO VOLUNTARILY CORRECT THE INTERNATIONAL 
APPLICATION ACCORDINGLY. (2) 

A copy of this notification has been sent( 3 ) to the: : 

OReceiving Office 

D International Bureau 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISA/218 {August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/218 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"~here t~e applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addr~sse1 to tha~ agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
represe:.t~c1 by a common representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to ~~at representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

·:~~re the &pplicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be ad~resscd to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the appC.icants have d.:signated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
ac:dresse:l ·::o the coc:l:;con agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii)) 

"l'lhere tna applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
filed and still valid separate pbwer of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section l08(a) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108 (b)). 

(2) Rule 9 entitled "Expressions, Etc., Not To Be Used" reads as follows: 

"9.1 Definition 

The international application shall not contain: 

(i) expressions or drawings contrary to morality; 

(ii) expressions or drawings contrary to public order; 

(iii) statements disparaging the products or processes of any particular person 
other than the applicant, or the merits or validity of applications or patents of any such 
person (mere comparisons with the prior art shall not be considered disparaging per se); 

(iv) any statement or other matter obviously irrelevant or unnecessary under 
t.l.LC circu.:ulcitancc:;,. 

"9.2 Noting of Lack of Compliance 

The receiving 0ffice and t~e International Searchi:.g ~uthorit1 ma1 note lack of 
compliance with the prescriptions of Rule 9.1 and may suggest to the applicant that he 
voluntarily correct his international application accordingly. If the lack of compliance 
was noted by the receiving Office, that Office shall inform the competent International 
Searching Authority and the International Bureau; if the. lack of compliance was noted by 
the International Searching AUthority, that Authority shall inform the receiving Office 
and the International Bureau. 

"9.3 Reference to Article 21(6) 

"Disparaging statements", referred to in Article 21(6), shall have the meaning as 
defined in Rule 9.l(iii) ." 

(3) See Rule 9.2 quoted in the preceding. note. 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

FROM t~• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

WIPO 
World Intellectual Property Organization 

32, chemin des Colombettes 
NOTIFICATION CONCERNING 
DOCUMENTS TRANSMITTED 1211 Geneva 20 

Switzerland 
issued pursuant to PCT Rules 44.1, 
Rule 44.3(c) and 48.3(b) 

DATE OF MAILING by the International Searching Authori 7j· 

L IN ITS CAPACITY AS THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU _j 
NOTIFICATION 

This International Searching·Authority transmits herewith the following 

indicatea types of documents and numbers thereof: 

4·0-
s.D-

(number of) copies of international search reports {Rule 44.1,. 

(number of) co~ies of declaration of non-establishment 

of the international search report (Rule 44.1). 

(number of) copies of documents cited in international 

search reports (Rule 44.3(c)). 

(number of) translations of international applications 

(Rule 48.3 (b)). 

other type documents. 

Attached is a list identifying each document transmitted by the type of 

document it is, and by the corresponding international application 

number, the international filing date and the name of the applicant • 

• 

THE INTERNATIONAl SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Autnorizect Officer 

Form PCT/ISAI219(a) (August 1976) 



international Application No. Applicant Type of Document 
and International Filing Date 

Form PCT/ISA/219(b) (August 1976) 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if there J 
L...;s no agent, of the APPLICANT (l) ___J 

FROM the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL ti~ARC~ REPORT 
OR THE DECLARATION 
issued pursuant to PCT Rule 114.1 ( 2) 

DATE OF MAILING by the 
International Searching Authority 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

A.pplicant (Name) 

NOT! FICATIQI)I 

The applicant is hereby notified that, in regard to the above-identi.fied 

international application, this International Searching Authority trans

mits herewith: (2) 

the international search report. 

THE ATTENTION OF THE APPLICANT IS DRAWN TO THE TIME LIMIT FOR 

AMENDING BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU ACCORDING TO ARTICLE 

19(1) AND RULE 46.1 WHICH RUNS FROM THE DATE OF MAILING OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL SE~RCH REPORT( 4) 

the declaration to the effect that no international search report 

will be esta_blished. ( 3) 

THE ATTENTION OF THE APPLICANT IS DRAWN TO THE TIME LIMIT FOR 

COMPLYING WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF ARTICLE 22(2). (S) 

Applicant is further notified that, upon his request, the protest 

against payment of an additional fee under Rule 40.2(c) together 

with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the International 

Bureau together with his request to forward the texts of both the 

protest and the decision thereon to designated Offices. (6 ) 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISA/22C (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/220 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

·~:ere the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
ad~ressci to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
rc.::;:::es:;::teC. i::~' a ccr.·.:.-,on representative or a co~"non agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that r2p:::esentative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

·~~src the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
t~ e~dressed tc ~~c a0cnt first mentioned t~erein. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
'::"~ <.:;::,::.:.:.:;;cT:ts :~ave ;lesigna ted several corrnon agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
a:iJresseu to -che co;n:;·,cn agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a) (ii)) 

"\-/here the applicant has appointed several =.gents in one or more separate po·,;ers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
::.1::,:1 <:cr::i still -,,a lid s2para te pc<1er of c,-.::torney. · Where, in the case of several applica)1ts, 
t:~e ::.-::~::.lican·cs have appcinte:l. several ccrr.:non agents in one or more separate powers of. 
attwrney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent- first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section lOS(a) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent: shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "The International Searching Authority shall, on the same day, transmit one copy of the 
international search report or the declaration referred to in Article 17(2) (a) to the 

International Bureau and one copy to the applicant." (Rule 44.1) 

(3) "If the International Searching Authority considers 

(i) that the international application relates to a subject matter which the Inter
national Searching Authority is not required, under the Regulations, to search, and in the 
particular case decides not to search, or 

(ii) that the description, the claims, or the drawings, fail to comply with the 
prescribed requirements to such an extent that a meaningful search could not be carried out, 

the said Authority shall so declare and shall notify the applicant and the International 
Bureau that no international search report will be estiililisha.:.i.." ( ... rticlt! 17(2)".;(a)) 

(4) "The applicant shall, after having received the international search report, be entitled 
to one opportunity to amend the claims of the international application by filing amend

ments with the International Bureau within the prescribed time limit. He may, at the same 
time, file a brief statement, as provided in the Regulations, explaining the amendments and 
indicating any impact that such amendments might have on the description and the drawings." 
(Article 19 (1)) 

"The time limit referred to in Article 19 shall be 2 months from the date of transmittal 
of the international search report to the International Bureau and to the applicant by the 
International Searching Authority or, when such transmittal takes place before the expiration 
of 14 months from the priority date, 3 months from the date of such transmittal." (Rule 46.1) 

(5) "The applicant shall furnish a copy of the international application (unless the communi-
cation provided for in Article 20 has already taken place) and a translation thereof (·as 

prescribed) , and pay the national fee (if any) , to each designated Office not later than at 
the expiration of 20 ~onth~ from the priority date. Where the national law of the designat~d 
State requires the indication of the name of and other prescribed data concerning the inventor 
but allows that these indications be furnished at a time later than that of the filing of a 
national application, the applicant shall, unless they were contained in the request, furnish 
the said indications to the national Office of or acting for that State not later than at the 
expiration of 20 months from the priority date." (Article 22(1)) 

"Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1), where the International Searching Authority 
makes a declaration, under Article 17(2) (a), that no international search report will be esta
blished, the time limit for performing the acts referred to in paragraph (1) of this Article 
shall be two months from the date of the notification sent to the applicant of the said declara
tion." (Article 22 (2)) 

(6) "The International Searching Authority sh~ll transmit to the applicant, at· the latest, 
together with the international search report, any decision which it has taken under Rule 40.2(c) 
on the protest of the applicant against the payment of the additional fee. At the same time, 
it shall transmit to the International Bureau a copy of the protest and the decision thereon, 
as well as any request by the applicant to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision 
thereon to any of the designated Offices." (Section 50 2) 

0 



PATENT COOPERATION TR.EATY 

I 

Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of t~![) AGENT and if there 

is no agent, of the Applicant. If the request is 

I made by a DESIGNATED OFFICE inscribe NAME and ADDRESS_j 

L:::.,such Office. 

FROM th• INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO PAY FOR REQUESTED COPIES 
OF CITED DOCUMENTS 

issued pursuant to PCT Rule 44.3(b)(}) 

DATE OJ.' Hl>.ILING by the 
lnte:rnllt:i.O!.jll z:ul'Ching Authority 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (l} 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This International Searching Authority will, upon receipt of payment in 

the amount of ----------' promptly transmit the requested _________ (number of) 

copies of the documents which were cited in the International Search Report 

established on the above-identified international application. (2 } 

THE REQUESTER IS HEREBY INVITED TO MAKE PAYMENT BY LCHEQUE, POSTAL MONEY 

ORDER, BANK DRAFT, CASH, REVENUE STAMPS, DEBITING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO. _____ , 

COUPONS, ETC~Z TO THE LAMOUNT OF, ACCOUNT INDICATED BELOW OF, ORDER O~/ 

THIS INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY. (3) 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISA/221 (August 1976) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/221' 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full information, 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admin
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
addre&aed to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
L8pr2s8~tcd by a co~~on representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

"Nhere the applicant has designated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be ad,:ressed t:o t.:1e a sent first mentioned tt,erein. l'lhere, in the case of several applicants, 
the a:;::_:,licants have designated several com::~on agents in the request, correspondence shall be 
addressed ;_:o the common agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108(a) (ii)) 

"\·:here the <tpplicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
fi:eu and still valid separate power of attorney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the applicants have appointed several common agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii)) 

"Any correspondence from an.International Authority to the applicant cr his aqent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it doas 
not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "At the request of the designated Office or the applicant, the International Searching 
Authority shall send to the said Office or the applicant, -respectively, copies of the 

documents cited in the international search report, as provided in the Regulations." 
(Article 20 (3)) 

(3) "The International Searching Authority may require that the party (applicant or desig-
nated Office) presenting the request pay to it the cost of preparing and mailing the 

copies. The level of the cost of preparing and mailing copies.shall be provided for in 
the agreements referred to in Article 16(3) (b) between the International Searching 
Authorities and the International Bureau." (Rule 44.3(b)) 

----0 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAHE and ADDRESS of the AGE!'lT and if there I 
L...,;• no agent, of tc.e APPLICAJ:r(l) __J 

FROM the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

INVITATION TO PAY FEE FOR 
PREPARATION OF DRAFT TRANSLATION 

issued pursuant to PCT Rule 48.3(b) (2 ) 

DlWE OF HAILIJJG \1y the 
Inb..:t'h:r ~.:;ional Searching Au thor1 ty 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. l.I.J 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

INVITATION 

This International Searching Authority will, upon receipt of payment 

of a fee in the amount of , undertake the responsibility 

of preparing a draft translation of the above-identified international 

application into the English language. ( 2 ) 

THE APPLICANT IS HEREBY INVITED TO PAY THE FEE WITHIN .•...•.•.••• 

(DAYS) (MONTHS) FROM THE DATE OF MAILING INDICATED ABOVE. ( 2 ) PAYMENT 

MAY BE MADE BY LCHEQUE, POSTAL MONEY ORDER, BANK DRAFT, CASH, REVENUE 

STAMPS, DEBITING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NO ••••••. ,COUPONS, ETC~/ TO THE 

LACCOUNT OF, ACCOUNT INDICATED BELOW OF, ORDER O~f THE INTERNATIONAL 

SEARCHING AUTHORITY. 

Computation of the time limit starts on the day following the date of 

mailing· of the present invitation. (J) Within this time limit the pay

ment has to reach this International Searching Authority. 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISA/222 i August 197~) See notes on reverse side 



NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/222 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full informati.on', 
see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the Regulations and the Admir•
istrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of discrepancy between these Notes and the 
said texts, the latter are applicable. "ll.rticle" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" 
refers to Rules of the Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative 
Instructions. 

(1) Thi~ applicapt is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common Representative." 

"1·1~1ere the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence shall be 
aC.dr(;ssej to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the applicants are 
represented by a co~~on representative or a common agent, correspondence shall be addressed 
to that representative or that agent." (Section 108(a) (i)) 

"~ie=e the applicant has d~signated several agents in the request, correspondence shall 
be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the case of several applicants,. 
tl-.e o<Pi.~lica:J.'::s heve designated several common agents in the request, correspondence shall i::e 
add:::essed to the com:non agent first mentioned therein." (Section 108 (a} (ii} l 

"lvhere the applicant has appointed several :.gents in one or more separate powers of 
attorn~y, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned in the earliest 
filed and still valid separate pov1er of B.t.torney. Where, in the case of several applicants, 
the a?plicants have appointed several co~~on agents in one or more separate powers of 
attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the 
earliest filed and still valid separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii}} 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his agent shall 
be marked with the file number of the applicant or the agent, if available, provided it does 
not exceed ten digits." (Section lOS(b)). 

(2) "If the international application is filed in a language other than English, French, • 
German, Japanese, or Russian, that application shall be published in English translation. 

The translation shall be prepared under the responsibility of the International Searching 
Authority, which shall be obliged to have it ready in time to permit the communication under 
Article 20 by the prescribed date, or, if .the international publication is due at an earlier 
date than the said communication, to permit international publication by the prescribed date. 
Notwithstanding Rule 16.l(a), the International Searching Authority may charge a fee for the 
translation to the applicant. The International Searching Authority shall give the applicant 
an opportunity to comment on the draft translation. The International Searching Authority 
shall fix a time limit reasonable under the circumstances of the case for such comments. If 
there is no time to take the comments of the applicant into account before the translation is 
conununicated or if there is a difference of opi·nion between the applicant and the said Author
ity as to the correct translation, the. applicant may send a copy of his comments, or what 
remains of them, to the International Bureau and each designated Office to which the trans
lation was communicated. The International Bureau shall publish the essence of the comments 
to'::l"'tw=r wittl ttlc trcmolation of t..1e International Searc;1ing ;.uthority or :::;W.,::;.,.y_ul:!ntly to 
the publication of such translation." (Rule 48.3(b)) 

(3) "When a period is expressed as a certain-number of days, computation shall start on the 
day following thP. day on which the rP.lP.vant event occurreo, and thP. neriod shall ex~ire 

on the day on which the last day of the count has been. reached." (Rule 80.3) 

"The date which is taken into consideration as the starting date of the computation of 
any period shall be the date which prevails in the locality at the time when the relevant 
event occurred." (Rule 80.~(a}) 

·"The date on which any period expires shall be the date which prevails in the locality 
in which the required document must be filed or the required fee must be paid." (~ule 80.4(b)) 

"If the expiration of any period during which any document or fee must reach a national 
Office or intergovernmental organization falls on a day on which such Office or organization 
;Ls not open to the public for the purposes of the transaction of offical business, or on which 
ordinary mail is not delivered in the locality in which such Office or organization is situated, 
the period shall expire on the next subsequent day on which neither of the said two circum
stances exists." (Rule 80.5) 

"A period expiring on a given day shall expire at the moment the national Office or inter
governmental organization with which the document must be fi~ed or to which the fee must be 
paid closes for bus~ness on that day." (Rule 80.7(a)) 

"Any Office or organization may" depart from the provisions of paragraph (a) up to midnight 
on the relevant day." (Rule 80.7 (b)) 
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PATENT COOPERATION TltEATY 

I FROM the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom of this page 

NOTIFICATION OF LACK OF SIGNATURE WITH 
REGARD TO CORRESPONDENCE SUBMITTED BY 
APPLICANT (2) (3) 

(2) (3) 
issued pursuant to PCT Rules 92 .l (a) and 92 .l (b) 

DA'I'E OF HAILING <•y the 
Internut:icnal Lic-~rchl.ng Authority 

unscribe NAME and ADDRESS of the AGENT and if ther:_j APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. (1) 
is no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT ·1) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOTIFICATION . 

This Receiving Office acknowledges the receipt of papers purporting to be: 

I J 
Said papers were received on: 

I ·I 
However; the said papers were UNSIGNED( 2) and therefore, under PCT Rule 92.l(b) 1 are 
considered not to have been submitted. (3) 

The said papers are herewith returned to you for signature and resubmission. 

The applicant is reminded that there is a time limit, for such resubmission, of: 

I I 
which, expires on: 

I I 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Signature of Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISA/ 223 (August 1976) See r~otes on rev~rse side 
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NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/223 

These Notes are intended to facilitate the use of the present form. For full 
information, see the text of the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the texts of the 
Regulations and the Administrative Instructions under that Treaty. In case of 
discrepancy between these Notes and the said texts, the latter are applicable. 
"Article" refers to Articles of the Treaty, "Rule" refers to Rules of the 
Regulations and "Section" refers to Sections of the Administrative Instructions. 

(l) This applicant is, in the cases contemplated in Rule 4.8, the "Common 
Representative." 

"Where the applicant has designated or appointed one agent, correspondence 
shall be addressed to that agent. Where, in the case of several applicants, the 
applicants are represented by a common representative or a common agent, corres
pc:>ndenc;:.e shall be addressed to that representative or that agent." (Section 108· 
(a) (i)). 

"Where the applicant has designated several agents in the request, corres
po~gence shall be addressed to the agent first mentioned therein. Where, in the. 
case of several applicants, the applicants have designated several common agents 
in the request, correspondence shall be addressed to the common agent first men
tioned therein." (Section 108(a) (ii)). 

"Where the applicant has appointed several agents in one or more separate 
powers of attorney, correspondence shall be addressed to the agent first men
tioned in the earliest filed and still valid separate power or attorney. Where; 
in the case of several applicants, the applicants have appointed several common 
agents in one or more separate powers .of attorney, correspondence shall be 
addressed to the common agent first mentioned in the earliest filed and still 
valid .separate power of attorney." (Section 108(a) (iii)). 

"Any correspondence from an International Authority to the applicant or his 
agent shall be marked with the file number of the applicant or the-agent, i·f· 
available, provided it does not exceed ten digits." (Section 108(b)). 

(2) "Any paper submitted by the applicant in the course of the international 
procedure provided for in the Treaty and these Regulations, other than the 

international application itself, shall, if not itself in the form of a ·letter', 
be accompanied by a letter identifying the international application to which it 
relates. The letter shall be signed by the applicant." (Rule 92.l(a)). · 

(3) "If the requirements provided for in paragraph (a) are not compiled with, 
the paper shall be considered not to have been submitted." (Rule 92.l(b)). 
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

I 

I Inscribe NAME and ADDRESS of tho AGENT and if ther:.J L....!" no ag•nt, of the APPLICANT 

FROM 
the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
identified at the bottom or this page 

COMMUNICATION TO THE APPLICANT IN 
CASES FOR WHICH NO OTHER FORM IS 
APPLICABLE 

DATE OF MAILING b7 the 
International Searching Author1t7 

APPLICANT's OR AGENT's FILE NO. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION 
International Application No. International Filing Date 

Applicant (Name) 

NOT! F I CATION 

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Name and Mailing Address Signature of Authorized Officer 

Form PCT/ISP., 22lt (August 1976) 




